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One-dimensional (1D) nanotube materials hold great promise for a vast range of practical 

applications. Understanding the fundamental adsorption and transport properties of guest 

molecules in 1D nanotubes is essential to optimize their performance in such applications. At 

thermal equilibrium, the symmetric simple exclusion model for 1D channels too narrow for 

particles to pass one-another predicts the emergence of anomalous diffusion properties. 

Depending on the density and time-scale, single-file diffusion (SFD) may be observed, where the 

mean-squared displacement increases as t1/2 rather than t, as in normal Fickian diffusion (ND). 

While there are numerous theoretical works on SFD, it is noted that SFD has not been 

investigated experimentally in detailed. 

We have employed continuous-flow hyperpolarized 129Xe NMR to systematically 

investigate molecular adsorption, diffusion and exchange of Xe in two types of 1D nanotube 

systems: the self-assembled L-alanyl-L-valine (AV) dipeptide nanotubes and gallium based 

wheel-shaped nanotubes (Ga10 and Ga18), which have the internal channel diameter of 5.13 Å, 

8.1 Å and 10.4 Å, respectively. The Xe spectral line-shape in AV exhibits an axially symmetric 

chemical shielding anisotropy, whereas Xe adsorbed peaks in Ga10 and Ga18 nanotubes 

demonstrate the isotropic NMR line-shapes, implying that Xe in the gallic-wheel nanotubes is 
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less restricted than Xe in AV nanotubes. Xe occupancy at variable temperature and pressure can 

be determined from Xe chemical shift. The isosteric enthalpy of Xe adsorption in AV becomes 

increasing exothermic with increasing Xe occupancy. Moreover, Xe chemical shifts in Ga10 and 

Ga18 nanotubes are almost independent of Xe occupancy over a wide range of Xe pressures at 

room temperature, indicating Xe-wall interaction is dominated in gallic-wheel nanotube system. 

The selective saturation-recovery pulse sequence has been utilized to explore the Xe 

diffusion in AV and gallic channels. The kinetic model assuming diffusion-limited Langmuir 

adsorption and the distribution of desorption rate has been proposed. The data clearly showed 

that the mean-squared displacements of Xe in AV and Ga10 nanotubes are proportional to the 

square root of time, 2 1/2( )z t t∝ , as in SFD. However, the mean-squared displacement of Xe in 

Ga18 nanotubes was observed to be proportional to the diffusion time,
 

2 ( )z t t∝ , revealing that 

the SFD and ND time-scaling of Xe in 1D nanotube systems with different internal diameters can 

be evidently distinguished by the saturation-recovery hyperpolarized 129Xe NMR.  

Xe exchange in the vicinity of the nanotube openings has been investigated by 

hyperpolarized 129Xe 2D exchange NMR (2D-EXSY) in AV and Ga10 nanotubes. Kinetic 

analysis of cross and diagonal-peak signals as a function of exchange time yielded the mean 

desorption rate, which was observed to decrease with increased Xe occupancy in AV channels. 

Furthermore, our kinetic model indicates that cross-peak amplitudes in the 2D spectrum are 

strongly attenuated under flow conditions. By incorporating a brief interrupting of the gas flow 

during the exchange period, we demonstrated that the cross-peak signals can be dramatically 

enhanced, thereby providing a way to probe slow exchange and diffusion processes in 1D 

nanotube systems. The results are relevant to potential applications of nanotubes, including gas 

storage, gas separations, catalysis, drug-delivery and nanofluidics. 
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CHAPTER 1  
INTRODUCTION 

Recently, the physical and chemical properties of materials with one-dimensional (1D) 

atomic or molecular arrangements have been become the subject of intense studies for the 

developments and applications of future molecular-sized devices, such as gas storage, gas 

separation, nanofluidics, and catalysts.1 The adsorption and kinetic processes play a key role in 

the functions and performances of nanoporous solids. In channels with inner diameters too 

narrow for the confined particles to mutual passage, normal 1D Fickian diffusion, 

( )2
02z t D t= , no longer be valid. Instead, the mean-squared displacement of a particle at 

sufficiently long diffusion time follows ( )2 1/22z t Ft= , where F is the single file mobility. The 

single-file mobility can be affected by several factors, including channel internal structure, 

adsorbate occupancies, presence of other adsorbates, and guest-guest/guest-host interactions. 

129Xe NMR spectroscopy has evolved into a unique technique in nanoporous materials 

over the past three decades.2 Its large chemical shift range allows the physisorbed phase to be 

distinguished from the free gas, revealing the interactions with the surface and Xe atoms. For 

these reasons, 129Xe NMR has become one of the most powerful techniques available to 

investigate the local structure in nanoporous materials, such as zeolite3-12, polymer13-18, 

nanotube19-24, as well as protein25-31 and liquid crystal.32-34 Over the past few decades, 

hyperpolarized 129Xe has been extensively developed to improve the sensitivity of 129Xe NMR.16 

Hyperpolarized 129Xe NMR signals can be enhanced up to four orders of magnitude or more 

compared to thermally-polarized Xe NMR.35 Therefore, hyperpolarized 129Xe NMR can provide 

exceptionally high sensitivity in the applications of materials characterization, thereby requiring 

relatively small sample quantities and short instrumentation time for the experiments. It should 
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be noted that most of the previous works on the nanoporous materials, particularly nanotubes, 

have focused on the guest-guest/guest-host interactions, pore-space connectivity and structure 

architectures.13-23 However, many significant aspects, such as gas adsorption/desorption, 

exchange, and transport behaviors in nanotubes, are still unclear and need to be investigated 

further. In this dissertation, the feasibility of applying continuous-flow hyperpolarized 129Xe 

NMR to explore Xe gas adsorption/desorption, diffusion, and exchange in single-file nanotubes 

and other types of 1D nanotube systems will be demonstrated.  

This dissertation is organized as follows: In Chapter 2, the relevant portions of theoretical 

and experimental NMR, particularly hyperpolarized NMR, and the physical properties of Xe gas 

are briefly reviewed. The development of continuous-flow hyperpolarized Xe polarizer will be 

presented. Chapter 3 concerns the use of hyperpolarized 129Xe NMR to explore the adsorption 

properties of Xe in 1D self-assembled L-alanyl L-valine (AV) dipeptide nanotubes. Chemical 

shift anisotropy (CSA) powder patterns of Xe in AV nanotubes were recorded as a function of 

temperature and pressure. The sign inversion of the anisotropy was achieved over the 

experimental temperature and pressure ranges. The Xe σ ⊥  shielding component can be utilized 

to quantitatively determine Xe occupancy in 1D channels. The determinations of isosteric Xe 

adsorption enthalpy and equilibrium constant in the AV nanotubes according to the Clausius-

Clapeyron equation and Langmuir equation will be demonstrated. Chapter 4 describes how 

selective saturation-recovery hyperpolarized Xe NMR can be used to study the gas diffusion 

inside the AV channels. A theoretical formalism for the quantitative analysis of saturation-

recovery experiments in single-file diffusion and normal 1D Fickian diffusion will be presented. 

The data in AV nanotubes exhibits the clear signature of single-file diffusion over time scales 

ranging from 0.5-150 sec.  It will be shown that it is feasible to measure F by saturation-recovery 
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hyperpolarized 129Xe NMR. Chapter 5 presents the saturation-recovery hyperpolarized 129Xe 

NMR experiments on the molecular wheels nanotubes, Ga10 and Ga18. The internal diameters of 

gallic-wheel nanotubes are relatively larger than that of AV nanotubes.36 (i.e. 8.1 Å for Ga10; 

10.4 Å for Ga18 ; 5.13 Å for AV)  It will be shown that the cross-over of time-scaling of single-

file diffusion and normal 1D Fickian diffusion in gallic-wheel nanotubes can be distinguished by 

saturation-recovery hyperpolarized 129Xe experiments. In Chapter 6, it will be demonstrated that 

it is possible to directly observe Xe atoms entering and exiting the single-file nanotube, AV, by 

continuous-flow hyperpolarized 129Xe 2D exchange NMR (CFHP 2D-EXSY). The theoretical 

expressions will be presented to quantitatively extract the average desorption rates of Xe in AV 

nanotube systems. From the expressions, it becomes evident that the cross-peak intensities of 

2D-EXSY are strongly attenuated by the finite residence time of hyperpolarized gas in the 

sample space. By briefly interrupting the gas flow during the exchange periods, the cross-peak 

intensities are dramatically enhanced. The significant cross-peak signal enhancements of 2D-

EXSY in AV nanotubes will be demonstrated in Chapter 7. The mixing-time dependences of 2D-

EXSY in Ga10 nanotubes under continuous-flow and interrupted-flow conditions associated with 

the corresponding theoretical analysis will be presented in Chapter 8. Chapter 9 summarizes the 

dissertation and provides some promising future directions of this exciting area. 
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CHAPTER 2  
BACKGROUND 

2.1   Introduction 

A brief review of the essential aspects of NMR and hyperpolarized NMR that will be used 

in the following chapters is presented. Section 2.2 presents the basics of NMR, including spin 

polarization, chemical shift anisotropy, and exchange NMR, following the classic NMR texts of 

Spiess37, Ernst38, and Levitt39. The physical properties of 129Xe, Xe chemical shifts and potential 

applications will be discussed in Section 2.3. In NMR, the signal is typically weak under the 

ambient conditions. The technique of spin-exchange optical-pumping is a way to overcome this 

limitation. This aspect will be discussed in Section 2.4.  

2.2   Introduction to NMR 

Magnetic resonance spectroscopy is one of the most powerful tools for studies of 

molecular structures and dynamics in both liquid and solid systems. It has been extensively used 

in numerous applications in physics, chemistry and biology since its first discovery by Bloch40 

and Purcell41 in 1946. The NMR experiment involves a study of interactions of nuclear spins. 

The bulk NMR sample consists of an ensemble spin systems, which can be described by the total 

Hamiltonian composed of several spin interaction terms. In principle, the total Hamiltonian in 

the nuclear spin system is the summation of individual Hamiltonians that describes particular 

spin interactions: 

 

inter-
actions

1
ˆ ˆ ˆ ˆ ˆ ˆ ˆ ˆ

z J D CS QH H H H H H H Hλ
λ

= = + + + + +∑  (2-1) 

where ˆ
zH  is the Zeeman interaction, which is much greater than any of the other interactions in 

a strong external magnetic field. ˆ
JH  is the scalar coupling, which is the interaction of two 

nuclear-spins through bonding electrons. It is also called the “indirect dipolar” or ”J coupling”. 
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ˆ
DH  is the dipolar coupling, which is the magnetic interaction of two nuclear-spins through 

space. ˆ
CSH  corresponds to the chemical shift interaction, which results from the shielding of the 

magnetic field due to the electron cloud surrounding the nuclear spin. ˆ
QH  represents the 

quadrupole interaction for 1/ 2I >  nuclei, which is due to the coupling of the electric field 

gradient and nuclear quadrupole moment. 1Ĥ  is the time-dependent, applied radiofrequency (RF) 

field. It can be applied to manipulate the nuclear spins into unique quantum mechanical spin 

states in such a way that the measured spin dynamics reports selective information about the 

chemical structures, molecular motions, spin interactions, and the distribution of spin densities.   

2.2.1   Spin Polarization 

When a static external magnetic field 0B  is applied, it breaks the degeneracy and causes 

each ( )2 1I +  sublevel to have a slightly different energy. The interaction between the magnetic 

dipole moment ( μ ) and the external magnetic field is known as the Zeeman interaction. The 

Hamiltonian for the Zeeman interaction is  

 0
ˆ ˆ

z zH B Iγ= −  (2-2) 

where γ  is gyromagnetic ratio, and ẑI  is angular momentum operator along 0B  field (z-axis) 

with the eigenstate of m , following ẑI m m m= . According to Boltzmann distribution, the 

nuclear spin polarization is determined by the population difference between m -states. For 

instance, the polarization of 1 2I =  nuclei is 

 
( )
( )

0

0
0

1 exp
2

1 exp
B

B

B
k T

z B
k T

N N
P I

N N

γ

γ

−

↑ ↓
−

↑ ↓

−−
≡ = =

+ +
  (2-3) 
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where N↑  and N↓  are the populations of spin in α (spin-up, 1 2m = + ) and β (spin-down,  

1 2m = − ) states, respectively, Bk  is the Boltzmann constant, and T  is temperature. The 

observed NMR signal is proportional to the z-magnetization42, which is the product of the nuclei 

spin polarization 0P , the fractional isotopic abundance f , and the total number of detected 

nuclei in the RF coil region NMRn . 

 0z NMRNMR signal M P f n∝ = ⋅ ⋅  (2-4) 

Hence, NMR signal is proportional to the nuclear spin polarization. If α and β  state are equally 

populated, 0 0P → , leading to no NMR signal. This situation occurs at thermal equilibrium at 

sufficiently high temperature or can be reached by “saturating” the spin system by irradiation in 

a continuous-wave RF field or by application of a single / 2π  RF pulse followed by a delay 

longer than the 2T  relaxation time but shorter than the 1T  relaxation time.  

At thermal equilibrium, the population difference between the α  and β  states is very 

small, thereby yielding an extremely weak NMR signal. For 129Xe in the field of 9.4 T (400 MHz 

NMR) at 300 K, the polarization is only 6
0 9 10P −≈ × . In Eq. (2-3), it is obvious that lower T  and 

higher 0B  can achieve higher 0P . For example, at a magnetic field strength of 4.7 T (200 MHz 

NMR, 0 1P →  can be achieved at ~ 310− K (see Figure 2-1). The sensitivity improvement obtained 

using a cryogenic NMR probe43 has been demonstrated in a variety of applications in solid44-46 

and liquid47-49 systems. While it is feasible to enhance the NMR signal by cooling the sample to 

cryogenic temperatures, this approach is usually limited by the increasingly long 1T  relaxation 

times which result from quenching of molecular motions and/or phonon modes upon lowering 

the temperature which prevents the nuclear spin system from reaching thermal equilibrium. On 
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the other hand, the polarization can also be increased by increasing the magnetic field. In the 

high temperature regime, where 0 BB k Tγ , the polarization increases in proportion to the 

magnetic field. Thus, for 129Xe spin at 298 K and 21 T (900 MHz NMR), which is the highest 

magnetic field of the commercial NMR spectrometer to date, the thermal equilibrium 

polarization is 5
0 2 10P −≈ × . Therefore, the sensitivity increase that can be achieved by simply 

increasing the magnetic field is relatively modest.  

 
Figure 2-1.  Temperature dependence of 129Xe spin polarization at variable magnetic fields, 

based on Eq. (2-3). 

In hyperpolarized NMR, the nuclear spin polarization is not limited by T  and 0B . In  

Eq. (2-3), the spin polarization can be alternatively expressed in terms of a “spin temperature”  

sT . At thermal equilibrium, the ensemble of spin systems has relatively low spin polarization, or 
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equivalently, high spin temperature. High nuclear spin polarization corresponds to low spin 

temperature. The schematic diagram for the population distribution among the energy levels for 

thermal polarization and hyperpolarization is illustrated in Figure 2-2. The aim of  

hyperpolarized NMR is to increase the population difference between the spin states, i.e. to  

“cool down” the spins, leading to NMR signal enhancement. The details of hyperpolarized NMR 

will be discussed in Section 2.4. 

 
Figure 2-2.  The energy levels of (a) thermal polarization (“hot-spin” system) and (b) 

hyperpolarization (“cold-spin” system) for spin-1/2 system. 

2.2.2   Chemical Shift Anisotropy 

In the presence of a static external magnetic field 0B , the motion of electron cloud around 

a nuclear spin can generate a localized anisotropic magnetic field that interacts with the nuclear 

spin. This induced magnetic field is proportional to 0B , but opposite in direction. At the i-th 

nucleus, a local magnetic field is induced by the surrounding electrons 

 0ˆ( ) ( )inducedB i i Bσ= − i  (2-5) 
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where ˆ ( )iσ  is the chemical shift tensor (or shielding tensor). The chemical shielding tensor can 

be expressed as a 3 3×  matrix. The energy of chemical shift resulting from the induced field of 

each nucleus is  

 0ˆ( ) ( ) ( )CS i induced iE i B i i Bμ μ σ= − =i i i  (2-6) 

Since the local environments of each nucleus are different, the shielding tensors of nuclei in a 

spin system are generally different. Replacing the magnetic moment μ  with its quantum 

equivalent γ Ι  and summing over all the spins in the systems, the Hamiltonian of chemical shift 

in a spin system yields 

 0
ˆ ˆ ˆ( ) ( ) ( )

spins spins

CS CS i
i i

H H i i i Bγ σ= = Ι∑ ∑ i i  (2-7) 

The Hamiltonian of individual spin can be described by the tensor in the laboratory frame (LAB) 

 0
ˆ ˆ( ) ( ) ( )LAB LAB

CS iH i i i Bγ σ= Ι i i  (2-8) 

Because the chemical shift interaction has a specifically spatial orientation with respect to 

0B , any molecular motions in space must include the rotation of its three components in the 

chemical shift tensor. To simplify the problem, the chemical shielding tensor can be treated on 

its own principal axis system (PAS), yielding a diagonal tensor. The axes of PAS point in the 

same directions as the eigenvectors of the shielding tensor, σ̂ . By convention, the z-axis of the 

PAS points along the largest eigenvector of the chemical shielding tensor and x-axis points along 

the smallest eigenvector.50,51 The eigenvalues, 11σ , 22σ , and 33σ , are the principal components 

of the tensor ( )33 22 11σ σ σ≥ ≥ .  The shielding tensor in PAS is 

 
11

22

33

0 0
ˆ 0 0

0 0

PAS

σ
σ σ

σ

⎡ ⎤
⎢ ⎥= ⎢ ⎥
⎢ ⎥⎣ ⎦

 (2-9) 
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Here the numerical subscripts are used in PAS, while the elements are denoted by x , y , and z  

in LAB. The chemical shielding tensor can be transformed from PAS to LAB coordination 

system by operating with rotation matrices in terms of Euler angle transformation37,52 

 ( ) ( )1ˆ ˆR , , R , ,LAB PASσ α β γ σ α β γ−= ⋅ ⋅  (2-10) 

where α , β , andγ are the Euler angles.52 In Figure 2-3, the shape of three-dimensional ellipsoid 

is defined by the principal tensor components ( 11σ , 22σ , 33σ ).  

 
Figure 2-3.  Chemical shift tensor in different coordinate systems. In CSA tensor, the 33σ  points 

along the value of the largest shielding. 22σ  and 11σ  are orthogonal to 33σ .  

Since the Hamiltonian of chemical shift is a small perturbation of Zeeman Hamiltonian, 

the terms in Eq. (2-8) which do not commute with zI  can be neglected. Therefore, in a high 

external magnetic field, only zzσ  in the LAB is of interest and Eq. (2-8) can be rewritten as  
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 ( ) 0
ˆ

CS i z zzH i I Bγ σ≅  (2-11) 

An expression of the experimental measurable quantity of shielding tensor, zzσ , in terms of the 

principal values of shielding tensor and the Euler angles of PAS to LAB can be obtained by 

applying the rotation operators to ˆ PASσ .37 

 

( )

1

2 2 2 2 2
11 22 33

2 2 2

ˆ( , , ) ( , , )

sin cos sin sin cos
1 3cos 1 sin sin 2
2

PAS
zz zz

iso

R Rσ σ α β γ σ α β γ

β α σ β α σ β σ

σ σ β η β α

−⎡ ⎤≅ = ⋅ ⋅⎣ ⎦
= ⋅ ⋅ + ⋅ ⋅ + ⋅

= + Δ ⋅ − + ⋅ ⋅

 (2-12) 

where isoσ is isotropic chemical shift, 33 isoσ σ σΔ ≡ −  is shielding anisotropy, 

( ) ( )22 11 33 isoη σ σ σ σ≡ − −  is asymmetric parameter. The powder sample with randomly 

orientated crystallites has the characteristic spectral line-shape. It is typically called “powder 

pattern”, in which σ  is weighted according to the isotropic probability distribution.42 The CSA 

line-shapes are shown in Figure 2-4. Three typical CSA powder patterns are summarized as 

follows: 

(1) If three shielding components are not equal, 33 22 11σ σ σ≠ ≠ , it yields the asymmetric 

spectra ( 0η ≠ ), as shown in Figure 2-4a.  

(2) For a tensor with an axially symmetry, where the asymmetric parameter is 0η = , the 

line-shape can be simplified to Figure 2-4b. σ  and σ⊥  can be referred to the shielding 

along and perpendicular to the principle z-axis, where 33σ σ≡  and 22 11σ σ σ⊥ ≡ = . The 

anisotropy of axially symmetry tensor is ξ σ σ ⊥= − . As shown in Figure 2-4b, the 

spectra line-shapes with opposite anisotropy signs are the mirror images with respect to 

isoσ .  
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(3) If three tensor components are equal, 33 22 11σ σ σ= = , the spectrum collapses to an 

isotropic peak at isoσ  frequency (Figure 2-4c).  

 
Figure 2-4.  Simulated CSA powered spectra of (a) lower symmetry ( 33 22 11σ σ σ≠ ≠ ), η=0.7, 

∆σ=70 ppm, (b) axial symmetry ( 33 22 11σ σ σ≠ = ), η=0.7, ξ=70 ppm. (dash line, ξ=  
-70 ppm), (c) cubic symmetry ( 33 22 11σ σ σ= = ), η=0, ∆σ=0 ppm. The spectral width 
=200 ppm, Gaussian broadening =0.3 kHz. Larmor frequency=100 MHz, 0isoσ = . (η 
is asymmetric parameter. ∆σ is shielding anisotropy. ξ is shielding anisotropy for 
axially symmetry tensor) 

If the molecules are randomly tumbling, the chemical shift interaction is average to zero, 

allowing the observation of an isotropic peak. The isotropic chemical shift value can be taken as 

average of the trace: 

 ( ) { }11 22 33
1 1
3 3

ˆiso Trσ σ σ σ σ σ≡ = + + =  (2-13) 
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For a single crystal sample, where discrete molecular orientations are present, the NMR 

spectrum consists of a sharp isotropic peak, if the chemical shift interaction is dominated. The 

frequencies of these peaks depend on the orientations of the crystal c-axis with respect to the 

external magnetic field. By measuring these frequencies as a function of crystal orientation, the 

shielding tensor can be determined. However, for some materials, it is infeasible to grow a 

crystal to an appropriate size for NMR measurements. In addition, some solid samples, such as 

amorphous polymers, do not have regular crystalline structures. Instead, they contain a 

distribution of orientations of the CSA tensor with respect to the external magnetic field. 

Therefore, the spectral line-shape from such substances is broadened by the distribution of 

resonance frequencies. For solid samples, the magic-angle spinning (MAS) can be utilized to 

produce high resolution NMR spectrum by averaging the chemical shift anisotropy to its 

isotropic value.42 

2.2.3   Exchange NMR 

Another important feature of NMR is its sensitivity to molecular dynamics in the presence 

of exchange processes. In the exchange system, the species (e.g. nuclei, molecules, or particles) 

can generally exchange among one-another in two or multiple states. In most cases, the exchange 

rate of such process is within the range of NMR time-scale, which refers to the lifetimes of the 

order of 1 second to 10-6 second for each state.39 It allows NMR to be a unique tool to extract the 

dynamic information in the exchange systems, the result which is not usually achievable by other 

spectroscopic techniques. 

Several NMR techniques have been developed for the studies of exchange processes, 

including line-shape analysis53,54, selective inversion55,56, and two-dimensional exchange NMR 

spectroscopy (2D-EXSY).57,58 For simplicity, considering exchange between two magnetically 
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inequivalent sites A and B with frequency Aω  and Bω , the two–site exchange processes can be 

easily analyzed by the NMR line-shapes, since the exchange processes can be evidently observed 

from the characteristic changes in the NMR spectral line-shapes.  

The details of NMR line-shapes in different exchange regimes are described as follows:  

Fast exchange 

In fast exchange regime, the exchange rate constant exk  (assuming equally forward and 

reverse exchange rates, ex A B B Ak k k→ →= = ) is greater than the chemical shift offset between two 

sites: 0
A Bω ωΔΩ = − , leading to the two signals completely collapse to a single sharp peak 

(Figure 2-5a and b). The resonance frequency 0
fastω can be expressed by the weighing average of 

two sites ( 1A Bp p+ = ), 

 0
fast

A A B Bp pω ω ω= +  (2-14) 

The peak can be characterized by an averaged transverse relaxation rate 

 
2 2 2

1 A B
fast

A B

p p
T T T

= +  (2-15) 

where 2
fastT is the observed 2T  relaxation time in the fast exchange limit (i.e. 0

exk ΔΩ ). The 

full width at half maximum (FWHM) of Lorentzian peak is given by 1/2 21 fastTω πΔ = . 

Slow exchange 

If the exchange of observed nucleus between site A and B is in slow exchange regime, the 

individual frequencies for each site can be resolved with offset of 0
A Bω ωΔΩ = − , and the 

exchange rate constant must be less than 0ΔΩ  (i.e. 0
exk ΔΩ ), as seen in Figure 2-5e and f. In 

this case, the adsorption Lorentzian peaks of both sites can be obtained by solving the Bloch 

equation on two exchange sites59, and the FWHM of A site is 
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 1/2
2

1 1
ex

A

k
T

ω
π

⎛ ⎞
Δ = +⎜ ⎟

⎝ ⎠
 (2-16) 

Similar expression can be obtained for site B. On the contrary to the fast exchange, slow 

exchange results in two separated peaks with an excess line broadening factor, /exk π  (in Hz), of 

the signal at each site. 

Intermediate exchange  

As the exchange time-scale between the above two regimes, a broader line-width is 

observed in an intermediate exchange spectrum. A decrease in sensitivity in the intermediate 

exchange regime is apparent in Figure 2-5c and d due to broader line-width and lower amplitude. 

 
Figure 2-5.  Simulated NMR spectra for two-site exchange. (a)(b) fast exchange; (c)(d) 

intermediate exchange; (e)(f) slow exchange regime. Chemical shift offset between 
two sites: 0 41.3 10 / secradΔΩ = × , populations: 0.5A Bp p= = . 1 1 1A BT T s= = . 
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2.2.4   2D Exchange NMR Spectroscopy 

2D-EXSY experiment is a technique to explore the frequency exchange in slow exchange 

limit ( 0
11 / exT k< ΔΩ ). 2D-EXSY is in principle identical to the Nuclear Overhauser 

Enhancement Spectroscopy (NOESY). However, the mixing time of 2D-EXSY is usually shorter 

than that of NOESY, because the exchange rate is generally much faster than the cross-relaxation 

rate.39 

The use of 2D-EXSY NMR for the study of molecular exchange was first proposed by 

Jeener and co-workers.57 The pulse sequence of EXSY is shown in Figure 2-6.  

 
Figure 2-6.  NMR pulse sequence of 2D exchange NMR. mτ is mixing time. 

The NMR signal of 2D-EXSY experiment can be calculated in terms of product 

operators.38,39,60 In the case of two-spin system (spin-A and spin-B) without J-coupling and spin 

relaxations, the equilibrium magnetization prior to the first / 2π  pulse is ( 0) A B
z z zM t I I= ∝ + . 

For simplicity, the magnetization from spin-A is first considered. The first ( )/ 2
x

π  pulse rotates 

the magnetization onto y−  

 ( ) ( )/2 /2A B
x xI IA A

z yI Iπ π⎯⎯⎯→ ⎯⎯⎯→−  (2-17) 

Following the evolution during 1t  
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 ( ) ( ) ( ) ( )1 1

1 1cos sin
A A B B

z zt I t IA A A A A
y y xI t I t IΩ Ω

− ⎯⎯⎯⎯→ ⎯⎯⎯⎯→− Ω + Ω  (2-18) 

The second arrows in Eq. (2-17) and Eq. (2-18) have no effect, since AI and BI are commute. 

The second ( )/ 2
x

π  pulse rotates first term of Eq. (2-18) onto z-axis and leaves the second term 

unaffected. 

 
( ) ( ) ( ) ( )

( ) ( ) ( ) ( )

/2 /2
1 1

/2 /2
1 1

cos cos

sin sin

A B
x x

A B
x x

I IA A A A
y z

I IA A A A
x x

t I t I

t I t I

π π

π π

− Ω ⎯⎯⎯→ ⎯⎯⎯→− Ω

Ω ⎯⎯⎯→ ⎯⎯⎯→ Ω
 (2-19) 

During the mixing time mτ , only longitudinal magnetizations lead to cross-peaks by exchange; 

therefore, the A
xI  term in Eq. (2-19) can be ignored. In the EXSY experiment, it can be achieved 

by selecting an appropriate coherence transfer pathway by the phase cycling.39 In the beginning 

of mixing time mτ , the magnitude of z-magnetization of spin-A depends on 1t  and processing 

frequency AΩ  (i.e. ( )1cos A A
zt I− Ω ). This z-magnetization is called “frequency labeled” during 

2D preparation time 1t . During mτ , spin-A may undergo site exchange with spin-B. If so, for the 

spin-B after mτ , it carries the information with the frequency labeled of spin-A recorded during 

1t . If a fraction exf  of spin-A is lost due to exchange with spin-B, the effect of mixing process 

can be written 

 ( ) ( ) ( )1 1 1cos (1 )cos cosmixA A A A A B
z ex z ex zt I f t I f t Iτ− Ω ⎯⎯→ − − Ω − Ω  (2-20) 

The final ( )/ 2
x

π rotates the z-magnetization back onto y-axis for signal detection 

 
( ) ( ) ( ) ( )

( ) ( ) ( ) ( )

/2 /2
1 1

/2 /2
1 1

(1 )cos (1 )cos

cos cos

A B
x x

A B
x x

I IA A A A
ex z ex y

I IA B A A
ex z ex y

f t I f t I

f t I f t I

π π

π π

− − Ω ⎯⎯⎯→ ⎯⎯⎯→ − Ω

− Ω ⎯⎯⎯→ ⎯⎯⎯→ Ω
 (2-21) 
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Although the magnetization started on spin-A, there is a magnetization presented on spin-B at 

the end of EXSY sequence. This process is also called “longitudinal magnetization transfer”. 

Finally, A
yI and B

yI  evolve during detection period 2t  

 

( ) ( ) ( )

( ) ( ) ( ) ( )
( ) ( ) ( )

( ) ( ) ( ) ( )

2 2

2 2

1

1 2 1 2

1

1 2 1 2

(1 ) cos

(1 )cos cos (1 )cos sin

cos

cos cos cos sin

A A B B
z z

A A B B
z z

t I t IA A
ex y

A A A A A A
ex y ex x

t I t IA B
y

A B B A B B
ex y ex x

f t I

f t t I f t t I

f t I

f t t I f t t I

Ω Ω

Ω Ω

− Ω ⎯⎯⎯⎯→ ⎯⎯⎯⎯→

− Ω Ω − − Ω Ω

Ω ⎯⎯⎯⎯→ ⎯⎯⎯⎯→

Ω Ω − Ω Ω

 (2-22) 

If assuming y-magnetization is detected during 2t , the NMR signal on time domain yields  

 ( ) ( ) ( ) ( )1 2 1 2(1 )cos cos cos cosA A A A B B
ex y ex yf t t I f t t I− Ω Ω + Ω Ω  (2-23) 

Similarly, repeat the same procedure on spin-B from the initial condition, time-domain signals is  

 ( ) ( ) ( ) ( )1 2 1 2(1 )cos cos cos cosB B B B A A
ex y ex yf t t I f t t I− Ω Ω + Ω Ω  (2-24) 

By taking the Fourier transformation along 2t  and 1t  on Eq. (2-23) and Eq. (2-24), it results in 

four absorption line-shapes in 2D spectrum. The first terms of Eq. (2-23) and Eq. (2-24) form 

diagonal peaks, which are located at ( )1 2, ( , )A Af f = Ω Ω and ( )1 2, ( , )B Bf f = Ω Ω  with amplitudes 

(1 )exf− . The second terms of Eq. (2-23) and Eq. (2-24) form cross peaks which are located at 

( )1 2, ( , )A Bf f = Ω Ω and ( )1 2, ( , )B Af f = Ω Ω with amplitudes exf  (Figure 2-7a). Obviously, as 

shown in Figure 2-7b, if no exchange takes place between two sites ( 0)exf = , cross peaks are 

absent in 2D-EXSY spectrum.  
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Figure 2-7.  Simulated 2D-EXSY spectra with (a) chemical exchange ( 150AB BAk k ms−= = , 

1 1 1A BT T s= = ), and (b) no exchange ( 0AB BAk k= = ).  Larmor frequency=100MHz. 

In principle, the exchange rate constant can be determined by fit the cross and diagonal-

peak signals of 2D EXSY spectra as a function of mixing time with the appropriate kinetic 

model. The thermodynamic parameters, such as activation energy and enthalpy, in the exchange 

process can be calculated by measuring exchange rates from a serial of mτ -dependence 2D-

EXSY experiments at variable temperatures.39 

2.3   Introduction to 129Xe NMR 

Xenon was first experimentally brought into NMR spotlight by Ito and Fraissard12, the 

pioneers of 129Xe NMR, for the study of porous solids. Their motivation was to utilize the 

sensitivity of 129Xe to (1) its local environment, (2) physical interactions with other chemical 

species, such as other nuclei, and (3) the nature of adsorption sites in the materials. 

2.3.1   Physical Properties of Xe 

The Xe atom has an atomic weight of 131.29 u. It possesses the electron configuration [Kr] 

4d105s25d6 and has 54 electrons. Due to its small size and chemical inertness, Xe atom can serve 
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as an ideal atomic probe for characterizations of materials on the nanometer length scales. From 

13 known isotopes of Xenon (9 stable ones and 4 radioactive ones)61, only two of them are NMR 

observable: 129Xe with 1/ 2I =  and 131Xe with 3 / 2I = .  

Because of its fully occupied external electronic orbital, Xe is chemically inert. However, 

this highly polarizable electron cloud makes Xe strongly hydrophobic, thereby leading to 

significant interactions between Xe and other hydrophobic molecules in solution or on solid 

surface. In ambient condition, gaseous Xe exists in nature, but liquid and solid phases can be 

easily obtained within an experimental accessible range of temperatures and pressures. The 

boiling and melting points of Xe at 1 bar are 165.02 K and 161.38 K, respectively.2 It makes the 

separation of hyperpolarized Xe from gas mixture at temperature of liquid nitrogen (77 K) 

practical. The extremely lengthy 1T  relaxation time of 129Xe is the key characteristic that makes 

Xe feasible to be optically polarized prior to NMR experiments.  

The NMR properties of Xe isotopes and proton are listed in Table 2-1. 

Table 2-1. Comparison of NMR properties of 1H, 129Xe and 131Xe 
 1H 129Xe 131Xe 
Spin  I 1/2 1/2 3/2 
γ  (108 s-1Tesla-1) 2.675 -0.74 0.22 
Natural abundance (%) 99.99 26.44 21.18 
  γ : gyromagnetic ratio  

For 129Xe, the low gyromagnetic ratio combined with the low natural isotopic abundance 

yields much lower NMR sensitivities in comparison to the 1H nuclei. Thus, for the thermally-

polarized 129Xe, it is necessary to significantly increase the number of scans and acquisition time 

to achieve acceptable signal-to-noise ratios in NMR measurements. This problem can be 

overcome by hyperpolarized NMR which makes the “single shot” of 129Xe NMR measurement 

feasible. It will be discussed in Section 2.4.  
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In addition to 129Xe, the quadrupole nuclei in the noble gases, such as 131Xe and 83Kr, have 

been optically polarized, and the surface studies by hyperpolarized 83Kr NMR have been 

reported.62-65 These nuclei possess electric quadrupole moments which lead to quadruple 

relaxation and short 1T  relaxation time, making the storage of hyperpolarization infeasible. 

However, the quadruple moments of 131Xe and 83Kr can provide a wealth of information in the 

local structures directly through the observed quadrupolar splitting in the NMR spectrum.  

2.3.2   One-dimensional van der Waals Guest/Host systems in Xe NMR  

The sizes of Xe atom and pore-spaces of materials strongly affect the 129Xe NMR spectral 

line-shape. Here the definitions of the Xe diameter and the pore sizes of the host materials, 1D 

channel diameter in the present case, are discussed. The van der Waals diameter of Xe atom is 

4.4 Å, which can be estimated from the b coefficient of the van der Waals equation by assuming 

Xe is a hard-sphere atom. While the Xe diameter can be measured from other methods, such as 

Stokes-Einstein equation66, the van der Waals diameter is mostly used to describe the size of Xe 

atom in 129Xe NMR studies in the literature.20-22,24,67-72  

For 1D nanotubes, the channel diameter can be measured from the space group of the 

nanotubular structure assuming the channel is the van der Waals surface, where each atom on the 

cross section of channel is considered as the van der Waals atom.73 For example, the L-alanly-L-

valine (AV) dipeptide nanotubes are the polycrystalline materials in which the AV molecules can 

form a self-assembled host channel structure. The crystal of AV is hexagonal with a P61 space 

group. Since the channel pore of AV is not a round shape and the atoms forming the channel 

interior are not uniformly distributed, the average value of diameter is used to express the van 

der Waals internal diameter of AV channel, which is 5.13 Å.74 
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2.3.3   Xe Chemical Shift 

The 129Xe chemical shift is well-known as its extremely high sensitivity to the interactions 

with the local environments. It is a mono-atomic gas with a very large and spherically 

symmetrical electron cloud. Any distortion of the electron cloud can be reflected directly at the 

level of the nucleus and is consequently expressed as a variation of 129Xe NMR chemical shifts. 

An overview over the accessible chemical shift range of 129Xe NMR is given in Figure 2-8. It 

shows that the range of Xe chemical shift is up to 7500 ppm, extremely large compared with 

most other NMR sensitive nuclei. In Xe gas phase, interatomic collisions can distort the Xe 

electron clouds so that the nucleus becomes deshielded and 129Xe resonance frequency increases 

(or shifts to down-field) with increasing Xe gas density. The natural reference of Xe chemical 

shift in the gas phase is typically extrapolated the chemical shift to zero pressure. Jameson and 

co-workers75,76 described the chemical shift of dilute Xe gas in terms of virial expansion 

 ( ) ( ) ( ) 2
, 0 1 2,Xe gas Xe Xe XeT T Tσ ρ σ σ ρ σ ρ= + + +  (2-25) 

where 0σ is reference chemical shift, Xeρ  is Xe density, T is temperature, and iσ  are the virial 

coefficients of the shielding. Likewise, the observed Xe chemical shift can be expressed by the 

weighted average of several interactions on the NMR time scale.77 

 , 0Xe s S Xe Xe E Mσ σ σ σ σ σ−= + + + +  (2-26) 

where 0σ  is Xe reference shift, sσ  reflects the interactions between Xe and solid surface, which 

does not contain any electrical charges. In such a case, sσ  depends only on the dimensions and 

shapes of pores in solids, and does not depend on Xe density. Xe Xeσ −  arises from Xe-Xe 

interactions. It is expected to vary linearly with Xe density at low Xe pressure and to become 

predominant at high Xe density.78 Eσ  and Mσ  are due to the electrical and magnetic field caused 
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by cations in the porous materials, respectively. In general, the smaller pore dimensions and/or 

slower Xe diffusivity inside the pores, the larger the sσ  chemical shift value.78 

 
Figure 2-8.  Chemical shift range of 129Xe NMR with examples of specified materials. The 

chemical shift is referenced to Xe gas extrapolated to zero Xe density.(Adapt from 
Ref 79  ) 

Currently, the studies of zeolites by thermally-polarized 129Xe NMR have already been 

highly successful.5,6,12,80-84 Several models have been proposed to quantify the relations of sσ  

chemical shift and porous geometry in nanoporous systems, especially in zeolites, under various 

experimental conditions.19,83,85-88 It has formed a standard technique for the characterizations of 

nanoporous materials.78  

2.4   Introduction to Hyperpolarized 129Xe NMR 

In light of quantum physics picture, the nuclear spin polarization can be artificially aligned 

along the quantization axis defined by a uniform magnetic field, yielding “hyperpolarization”, 

which is far beyond the polarization in Boltzmann equilibrium. There are various techniques 

which can achieve the “hyperpolarization”. In this dissertation, the hyperpolarized 129Xe gas was 

generated from spin-exchange optical-pumping (SEOP), which will be discussed in Section 
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2.4.2. With four to five orders of magnitude of the signal enhancement over Boltzmann 

polarization, hyperpolarized 129Xe NMR can greatly facilitate the studies of surfaces, nanotubes, 

and biological applications.  

2.4.1   Improvement of NMR Sensitivity 

In addition to achieve high 0B  and low T , there are a variety of techniques developed to 

improve NMR sensitivities. For example, transferring polarization from high-γ  nucleus to low-

γ  nucleus in solid is used routinely and is well-known as “cross-polarization” (CP).89,90 More 

recently, NMR remote detection technique has been successfully developed, and allowed to 

separately optimizing the encoding and detection for NMR and imaging experiments.91-98  It has 

demonstrated a significant amplification of signals on NMR and MRI. 

Besides NMR sensitivity enhanced techniques mentioned above, in the past two decades, it 

has witnessed the developments of several methods to enhance polarization of nuclear spins, 

including dynamic nuclear polarization (DNP), para-hydrogen induced polarization (PHIP), and 

optical-pumping NMR.  

Dynamic Nuclear Polarization (DNP) 

In DNP, the large spin polarization of electrons can be transferred to nuclei, leading to an 

enhancement of nuclear spin polarization, which is maximally /e nγ γ  (e.g., ~600 for 1H). The 

polarization transfer relies on the electron-nuclear mutual spin-flip which was first predicted by 

Overhauser99  and was demonstrated experimentally by Slichter et al.100 DNP has been integrated 

with high resolution solid-state NMR experiments in polymers101,102 and biological solids.103-105 

More recently, with the developments of soluble polarized agents, DNP has been employed in 

the aqueous systems to investigate metabolism106, proteins dynamics,107 and paramagnetic ligand 
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systems.108 Additionally, DNP has been used to enhance the contrast of NMR imaging by 

polarizing the protons in water molecules.109-111 

Para-Hydrogen Induced Polarization (PHIP) 

Twenty years ago, Bowers and Weitekamp112,113 discovered that the catalyzed 

hydrogenation of small organic molecules with para-hydrogen (p-H2) can produce a highly 

ordered spin state, leading to intense and antiphase NMR signals for the corresponding protons. 

This phenomenon arises from the quantum statistical mechanical properties of dihydrogen. The 

equilibrium ortho/para ratio is about 3:1 at room temperature, whereas at liquid nitrogen 

temperature (~77 K) the ratio shift toward almost pure p-H2. However, to detect the enhanced 

NMR signal, the equivalence of two hydrogen atoms has to be broken. The symmetry of p-H2 

can be eventually broken by appropriate hydrogenation reactions, where two protons of p-H2 

attach at the magnetically inequivalent sites on the substrate molecules. The p-H2 has a long 

lifetime at room temperature, and transfer of the polarization from p-H2 to interesting nuclei has 

been demonstrated.114-116  The induced polarization of p-H2 in the heterogeneous hydrogenation 

reaction has recently been reported.117 This technique allows a direct visualization of mechanism 

of heterogeneous hydrogenation reactions118, and has been used to study the micro-fluidic 

device.119  

Optical Pumping NMR 

Optical pumping NMR (OPNMR) experiments transfer polarization from photons of 

circularly polarized light to electron spins and/or nuclear spins. Applications of OPNMR have  

been involved in the studies of semiconductors120-123 (e.g. GaAs quantum wells, and InP 

semiconductors) and in the productions of hyperpolarized noble gases through optically pumped 

rubidium vapors.2  Four to five order of magnitude of sensitivity enhancement has been achieved 
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by OPNMR. Moreover, hyperpolarized 129Xe can further transfer the polarization to neighboring 

nuclei, especially to the surface nuclei, though SPINOE (Spin Polarization Induced nuclear 

Overhauser Effect) 124-126, Cross-Polarization127-129 , and thermal mixing130,131 mechanism. 

Recently, a biosensor containing hyperpolarized 129Xe has been developed and several 

applications in aqueous systems have been reported.26,132-135  

2.4.2   Optical Pumping and Spin Exchange  

Spin-exchange optical-pumping (SEOP) is the technique commonly applied for producing 

hyperpolarized noble gases. The utilization of SEOP for the polarization of noble gases was first 

demonstrated by Happer and co-workers.136,137  SEOP involves two processes: Firstly, in optical 

pumping, angular momentum is transferred from photons of a circularly polarized laser beam to 

alkali metal electrons. Secondly, the angular momentum is transferred from polarized electron 

spins of alkali metal to unpolarized nuclear spins of noble gas through spin-exchange collisions.  

Optical Pumping 

The large population difference between sublevels of ground state in an atom can be 

obtained by polarized light, which was first discovered by A. Kastler.138 This idea was named 

“optical pumping”. Rubidium metal is the most common alkali metal in optical pumping 

experiments because it has an appropriate vapor density (i.e. 12 15 36 10 ~ 10 cm−× ) at moderate 

temperatures (100-200 oC).139 Another advantage is the D1 transition line (794.7 nm) for Rb is 

available for high power tunable commercial diode lasers. 

Rubidium has two stable isotopes: 85Rb ( 5 / 2I = ) with 72.2% and 87Rb ( 3 / 2I = ) with 

27.2% natural abundance. The electron total angular momentum is J S L= + , where electron 

spin is 1/ 2S = , L  is the orbital angular momentum, with 0L =  for s  state and 1L =  for p  
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states. The atomic total angular momentum is defined as F J I= + . When an external magnetic 

field 0B is applied, the Hamiltonian of Rb is137,140  

 0
ˆ I S I

Rb s B z zH A g S I B
I

μμ⎛ ⎞= ⋅ + −⎜ ⎟
⎝ ⎠

 (2-27) 

where the first term is hyperfine interaction between nuclear spin I  and electron spin S of Rb, 

and A  is the hyperfine coupling constant. The last two terms represent the magnetic-dipole 

couplings of electron and nuclear spins to the magnetic field, in which 2.00232sg =  is g value 

of electron, I  is nuclear spin quantum number; Bμ  and Iμ  are Bohn magneton and nuclear 

magnetic moment, respectively. A weak magnetic field, such as 10-20 gauss, is typically used in 

the optical-pumping experiment, such that the hyperfine interaction is dominant and the 

eigenstates of the Hamiltonian in Eq. (2-27) are also eigenstates of total angular momentum F

and its projection along magnetic field zF  .   

Figure 2-9 is displayed the schematic diagram of 87Rb energy levels as various interactions 

applied to the Bohr model. A similar diagram can be obtained for 85Rb isotope with additional 

total angular momentum values of F=2 and 3 for 5S1/2 and 5P1/2. In the presence of a weak 

external magnetic field, the Zeeman splitting of atomic energy levels can be neglected. The 

electron in the ground state can transit to higher energy states by the absorption of photons with 

matching D1 transition wavelengths. 
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Figure 2-9. The 87Rb energy levels with spin orbital interaction, hyperfine interaction, and 

Zeeman splitting in the presence of a weak external magnetic field. (The splitting of 
energy levels is not shown on the same scale) 

The selection rules for the allowed transition correspond to the incident photon 

polarization with respect to the magnetic field. By irradiating with a σ±  circularly polarized light 

to Rb atoms, the allowed transition of electric dipole radiation is 1FmΔ = ± . If negative helicity 

of light (σ− ) with respect to the magnetic field direction is applied, the transition of electron is 

restricted to 1FmΔ = − . The lifetime of excited state is about 10-8-10-9 sec. and electrons relax 

back into ground states following the selection rule of 0, 1FmΔ = ± .137  If the σ−  pumping light is 

continuously irradiated, it causes strong depopulation of high Fm  ground state towards lower 

Fm  ground state. The net result is that the population will be eventually accumulated on the 

lowest Fm  ground state. For example, for σ−  pumping light, the electrons will be ultimately 
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populated onto 2Fm = −  state for 87Rb, as shown in Figure 2-10. It results in the highly polarized 

electron spins of 87Rb. If the positive helicity of polarized light (σ+ ) is applied with respect to 

the magnetic field direction, transition process is reversed, yielding the highest Fm  ground state 

being polarized. 

 
Figure 2-10.  The 87Rb (I=3/2) optical pumping for negative circularly polarized light σ −  in a 

weak external magnetic field. According to selection rule, allowed transition is 
1FmΔ = − for σ −  light. The values on each transition lines are represented the relative 

transition intensity
2

t EI Eμ∝ ⋅ . The emissive transitions from the excited states, 

which follow the 1,0FmΔ = ± , and non-radiative decay processes, which lead to the 
accumulation of atoms in the polarized state are not shown . 

Spin Exchange 

In the spin-exchange collision, the Rb electron is flipped by coupling with the nuclear spin 

of colliding Xe atom. A spin exchange can be described schematically in Figure 2-11. The 

Fermi-contact hyperfine interaction between electron spins (S) and nuclear spins of noble gas (I) 

is given by 

 ( )S I
2 z zS I S I S Iαα α+ − − +⋅ = + +  (2-28) 
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where α  is the coupling constant, which is depended upon the relative distance between electron 

and nucleus. The flip-flop term in the bracket of Eq. (2-28) is responsible to the spin exchange. 

This process is critical because the spin temperature of Xe nuclear spin is reduced through the 

collisions with Rb spin by forming van der Waals complexes.137 

 
Figure 2-11.  Spin-exchange between Rb and Xe. Blue color represents “cold spin” with higher 

polarization, and red color represents “hot spin” with lower polarization. The 
polarization is transferred from highly polarized electron spin of Rb to unpolarized 
nuclear spin of Xe through collisions. 

Buffer gases, usually nitrogen and helium gases, are mixed with Rb vapor in order to 

increase the optical-pumping efficiency. There are several reasons for the presence of buffer 

gases in the optical-pumping gas mixtures: (1) quenching the fluorescence of the excited state, 

(2) collision mixing of excited state, and (3) pressure broadening of D1 adsorption line. Nitrogen 

gas is commonly used in the gas mixture to quench the Rb excited state energy into its 

vibrational level.136 Collisions of Rb atoms with buffer gases, especially helium, result in a 

mixing of atomic sublevels. It has been reported the optical-pumping efficiency can be increased 
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1/3 to 1/2 by the collision mixing of Rb excited states.137 Another advantage of using large 

quantities of buffer gases in optical pumping is the pressure broadening of Rb spectral lines, 

which is a consequence of interactions between Rb electronic cloud and buffer gases through 

collisions. The Rb adsorption profile is characterized by the Doppler broadening with the value 

≈ 1GHz.35 The spectral width of commercially available high-power laser diode array (LDA) is 

typically 760-1500 GHz, which is much greater than Rb adsorption line.35 The pressure 

broadening by buffer gases can increase the Rb D1 absorption line-width up to ~20 GHz/bar in 

order to improve the adsorption efficiency of LDA.141  

2.4.3   Continuous-flow Hyperpolarized 129Xe NMR 

In the case of thermally-polarized 129Xe NMR, numerous studies have demonstrated that it 

is an extremely sensitive probe for chemical and physical environments. However, due to the 

typically long 129Xe 1T  relaxation time and low spin polarization, thermally-polarized 129Xe 

NMR usually requires long recycle delay and numerous signal averaging, resulting in lengthy 

acquisition time. As mentioned previously, the development of SEOP has led to the use of 

hyperpolarized (HP) 129Xe for NMR sensitivity enhancement.  The “batch” method of 

hyperpolarized 129Xe NMR was first developed by Alex Pines’ group at Berkeley.16  An isolated 

pumping cell with valves is regularly filled with Rb metal and fresh Xe gas mixtures. After Xe is 

optically polarized, the gas mixture is transferred to NMR probe by gas expansion. Several 

surface studies have been successfully investigated by hyperpolarized 129Xe NMR batch method. 

16,142,143 

The continuous-flow hyperpolarized (CFHP) 129Xe NMR method was developed in 

Happer’s group at Princeton.144 The gas flow rate, typically 2 to 20 sccma for 129Xe, allowed for 

                                                 
a sccm: standard cubic centimeters per minute 
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129Xe gas to be polarized to hyperpolarization steady state during few minutes and to pass 

through the pumping cell.35 After leaving the pumping cell, the gas mixture containing polarized 

Xe flowed through NMR sample and 129Xe NMR signal was acquired. It takes advantage of 

retaining high Xe spin polarization during the entire course of NMR experiments. For CFHP 

129Xe NMR, Xe spin polarization can be replenished on a time-scale determined by the gas flow 

rate, not by the 129Xe longitudinal relaxation time. As a consequence, the NMR recycle delay is 

not limited by the long 129Xe 1T  relaxation time, permitting phase cycling, signal averaging, and 

a variety of multi-dimensional NMR experiments. In particular, the sensitivity of hyperpolarized 

129Xe NMR is 4 to 5 orders of magnitude greater than thermally-polarized 129Xe NMR, thereby 

making the applications of 129Xe NMR or MRI more practical.  

In addition, a variety of systems that deliver polarized 129Xe gas to NMR sample have been 

designed.35,145-148  All of these developments aim to achieve maximum 129Xe polarization that 

can be delivered to NMR samples. Moreover, a number of experimental variables, including gas 

pressure, flow rate, laser power, and gas composition, have been carefully examined in an 

attempt to optimize the 129Xe polarization.35,145 A polarization of 2-20 % is currently a standard 

degree for 129Xe continuously-flow optical polarizer with an output to 1 L/hour of hyperpolarized 

Xe.2 For large quantities, a much higher degree of polarization of approximately 70% has been 

reported.145 To extend the application of 129Xe NMR to a wide range of systems, it would be 

significant to develop an apparatus which can efficiently perform hyperpolarized 129Xe NMR 

experiments, especially in the continuous-flow operation mode.  

2.4.4   Development of Continuous-flow Hyperpolarized Xe Polarizer 

The NHMFL-UF 129Xe polarizer was designed by Anthony Zook, a former Ph.D. student 

in our group.35 By using a 150 Watt fiber-optic coupled laser diode array (LDA) and after 
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systematic optimization of the pumping gas composition and operating conditions, the UF 

polarizer achieved a record of 68 % Xe spin polarization.35 When our lab moved from Leigh Hall 

to the New Physics Building in November 2005, we took the opportunity to redesign and 

reassemble the gas handling system to improve the efficiency and flexibility for various types of 

experiments. The schematic design is presented in Figure 2-12. The optical pumping systems, 

including optical polarizer, pumping cell, and Helmholtz pairs, were installed on the laser table. 

The gas handling system was mounted on a home-built aluminum table which was built on the 

top of optical pumping system. The entire gas handling system was located in the fringe field of 

20 gauss Helmholtz pairs to retain the Xe polarization during gas recirculation. In addition, the 

gas handling system is about 2 ft. closed to 9.4 T NMR magnet to prevent the depolarization of 

hyperpolarized 129Xe gas during the transportation to NMR samples.  

Approximately 0.2 g of Rubidium metalb was filled into the optical pumping cell. The 

procedure of filling the Ru metal was performed in a dry N2 glove box to prevent Rb from 

oxidation and contaminations. The oxygen trapc was installed outside the gas re-circulating loop 

in order to remove the oxygen in gas cylinders before entering the gas handling system. To 

extend the lifetime of pumping cell, the gas purification device, such as a rubidium reservoir or 

titanium getter, can be installed in the inlet of the pumping cell.147 Such device can help pick up 

the impurities before entering the pumping cell and reacting with rubidium. For experiments 

which required the accumulation of hyperpolarized Xe gas, 1 Liter of ballast tank can be used to 

increase the volume of Xe gas. Two 3-way valvesd were installed in the inlet and outlet of NMR 

sample holder. It allows the gas handling system to be isolated while changing the NMR samples. 

The total volume of the gas re-circulating system (without 1L ballast tank) is approximately  

                                                 
b part no.: 44214; Alfa-Aesar, Ward Hill, WA. 
c part no.: Model-4002; Alltech Associates Inc., Deerfield, IL. 
d part no.: B-42XS4; Swagelok, Solon, OH.  
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350 mL. The details of spin-exchange optical-pumping apparatus were described in our previous 

work.35 

 
Figure 2-12.  Continuous-flow hyperpolarized 129Xe apparatus. 
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We have completed the modification of the Bruker wideline probe for continuous-flow 

hyperpolarized 129Xe NMR experiments on solid samples. The NMR sample holder was 

constructed using 1/4” O.D. (outside diameter) PEEK (polyetheretherketone) tube with two 

vacuum-tight fittingse on both ends. The inside diameter of sample holder is 1/16” and the length 

of sample holder in the detection coil region is 0.3”. The volume of sample holder within RF coil 

region is only 15 μL, and it is particularly well adapted to the experiments with relatively small 

amounts of sample (i.e. 10-20 mg). The 1/8” PFA (perfluoroalkoxy) tubings were connected to 

the inlet and outlet of the sample holder (see Figure 2-12). This assembly allows polarized Xe 

gas flow through the entire sample in order to retain the maximum Xe polarization during 

experiments. A 9-turn detection coil for 129Xe resonance frequency (=110.7 MHz at 9.4 Tesla 

magnet) was wound directly around the sample holder. The / 2π  pulse width is typically 4 μs.  

The Rb absorption has been optimized as a function of the optical pumping cell 

temperature, as shown in Figure 2-13a.  Figure 2-13b presents the flow-rate dependence of 129Xe 

spin polarization at four different pumping cell temperatures. The temperatures of optical 

pumping cell were read directly from the thermal couple located outside the inlet of the pumping 

cell. The measured temperature in Figure 2-13 may not reflect the actual temperature of Rb in 

the pumping cell, since it was found the temperature in the pumping cell was not uniformly 

distributed during the optical pumping process in the current setup.35 The maximum 129Xe 

polarization obtained by the current polarizer is about 20 % at a flow rate of 150 mL/min and at 

pumping cell temperature of 125 oC with 100 W LDA laser power. The Xe polarization 

measurements were conducted by using 2% Xe /2% N2 /96% He gas mixture.f The typical 

hyperpolarized and thermally-polarized 129Xe NMR spectra in the gas phase were shown in 

                                                 
e Nuts, part no.: AT37075; Ferrules, part no.: AT201271; Alltech Associates Inc., Deerfield, IL.. 
f part no.: ISO-XHN-C; Spectra Gases Inc., West Branchburg, NJ. 
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Figure 2-13. The application of CFHP 129Xe apparatus affords enormous NMR sensitivity, 

allowing numerous experiments to be rapidly and systematically performed under varying 

conditions (i.e. variable temperatures and Xe partial pressures). 

(a) 

 

(b) 

 

Figure 2-13.  (a) Optical transmission spectra of Rb vapor in the pumping cell at four different 
cell temperatures (100, 125, 145, 165 oC) at a total gas pressure of 3000 torr (2 % Xe 
mixture) at 100 W laser power. (b) Flow-rate dependence of Xe spin polarization at 
different pumping cell temperatures. 
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Figure 2-14.  (a) Hyperpolarized 129Xe NMR spectrum (single scan). 2% Xe mixture with total 

gas pressure of 2327 torr under flow rate of 100 mL/min. Pumping cell temperature is 
145 oC with 100 W laser power. The Xe polarization is about 27 %. (b) Thermally-
polarized 129Xe NMR spectrum (16 scans). Xe pressure is 1557 torr in the presence of 
635 torr O2 to reduce the Xe 1T . Both spectra were acquired by the modified Bruker 
wideline probe with empty sample holder at room temperature. 
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CHAPTER 3  
INVESTIGATIONS OF THERMODYNAMIC PROPERTIES IN DIPEPTIDE NANOTUBES 

BY HYPERPOLARIZED XE-129 NMR 

3.1   Introduction 

Xenon-129 NMR has been extensively used in the structural characterizations of porous 

materials. As mentioned previously, the major advantage of 129Xe NMR is the extremely high 

sensitivity of the Xe chemical shift to the local environment of Xe atoms. Although in many 

cases the 129Xe chemical shifts of the adsorbed sites and free Xe gases can be clearly 

distinguished, the main obstacle to using 129Xe NMR for structural characterizations is that as the 

Xe atoms are in fast exchange among the multiple-adsorbed sites, an observed chemical shift 

represents a dynamical average of Xe on each adsorbed site; therefore, it cannot be attributed to a 

specific location. Analysis of all the contributions of Xe to the observed chemical shift is usually 

very complicated. In recent decades, numerous empirical relations between the Xe chemical shift 

and pore geometry have been successfully developed to solve this problem.3,9,149-151 However, 

the extraction of the structural information, such as porosity and pore dimensions, still requires 

the combination of 129Xe NMR and other methods, such as adsorption isotherm.  

The adsorption property of porous materials has been emerging as an attractive issue of 

recent researches boosted by promising industrial and environmental applications, such as gas 

storage.69,72,152,153 The key issues of the development of novel porous materials for the gas 

storage are to understand (1) how the adsorbates interact with the frameworks, (2) which specific 

regions adsorbates are located, and (3) how long adsorbates reside in the specific regions. 

Hyperpolarized 129Xe NMR is particularly suitable to answer these questions. 

More recently, the organic-based frameworks, such as self-assembled dipeptide 

nanochannels, have attracted considerable attention in the basis of gas storage. Unlike artificially 
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created nanotubular materials, dipeptide nanotubes can be constructed naturally by self-assembly 

of dipeptide molecules. Recent adsorption studies of dipeptide nanotubes have revealed that the 

peptide-based adsorbents have large gas storage capacities to particular guest molecules (He and 

Xe).68,74 In addition, the adsorption behaviors of dipeptide nanotubes with small sizes of cavities 

match the zeolite-mimics, and have been recognized as “biozeolite”.68 Therefore, it is of great 

interest to use the dipeptide nanotubes as simple models to investigate the molecular 

architectures and adsorption properties by hyperpolarized 129Xe NMR. 

In this chapter, the continuous-flow hyperpolarized 129Xe NMR has been utilized to 

explore the adsorption properties of Xe in the 1D self-assembled AV dipeptide nanotubes. The 

anisotropic Xe line-shapes arising from confinement of Xe atoms in the AV channels were 

observed. Additionally, the Xe adsorption properties in AV and the quantitative measurements of 

thermodynamic parameters will be described.  

3.1.1   Determination of Adsorption Enthalpy from Xe Chemical Shift 

Xenon has a van der Waals diameter of 4.4 Å, comparable in the size to that of methane 

(4.3 Å). The small atomic diameter of Xe enables it to penetrate almost any sizes of porous 

materials through exchange and diffusion, consequently adsorbing onto the specific locations. 

The observed chemical shift of the adsorbed Xe varies by over 300 ppm for most materials, and 

it is extremely sensitive to the local environment of Xe.2 In most of the continuous-flow 

hyperpolarized 129Xe NMR studies, a gas mixture containing a low density (c.a. 20-200 mbar) of 

129Xe is optically polarized and transported to the NMR sample space35, and thus the dilute 

adsorption regime (Henry’s law) can be applicable. The isotropic spectral line-shape in the 

adsorbed Xe phase, which is typically observed in the hyperpolarized 129Xe NMR spectrum, can 

be interpreted as a result of a fast exchange between adsorbed Xe and free Xe atoms located in 
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the interporous spaces of the materials. In such a case, the temperature dependence of observed 

Xe chemical shift can be expressed by the equation based on the fast-exchange model154 

 
1

0

1
exp( / )obs s

a

V
SK R T H RT

σ σ
−

⎛ ⎞
= +⎜ ⎟⎜ ⎟⋅ Δ⎝ ⎠

 (3-1) 

where sσ  is the characteristic chemical shift, representing the chemical shift arising from Xe-

surface interactions, V  and S  is the free volume inside the adsorbent and specific surface area 

of the materials, respectively. 0K  is Henry’s law constant, aHΔ  is the adsorption enthalpy, R  is 

the gas constant, and T  is the temperature. This equation exhibits that the observed chemical 

shift must be Xe pressure independent, since Xe-Xe interactions in the dilute Xe system can be 

neglected. The values of V  and S  can be obtained from a volumetric N2 adsorption isotherm, 

and other parameters, sσ , 0K , and aHΔ , can be determined by the non-linear least-squares fits 

of the observed Xe chemical shifts ( obsσ ) as a function of temperature according to Eq. (3-1).  

Since hyperpolarized 129Xe NMR only requires a low Xe density to achieve high NMR 

sensitivity and gas mixtures of low Xe compositions are commercially available, the Xe 

adsorption enthalpy in porous materials determined by Eq. (3-1) has recently become a standard 

technique for hyperpolarized 129Xe NMR. The adsorption enthalpies of several materials, such as 

silica155-157, Vycor Glass158 , and zeolite159,160, have been measured according to this technique. 

However, for some unique systems, such as 1D nanotubes with narrow pores, much higher Xe 

pressures are required to force Xe atoms adsorb into the pores.161-165 In this case, the chemical 

shift arising from Xe-Xe interactions becomes more pronounced, and Henry’s law is no longer 

valid. Therefore, in such systems, alternative approaches to measure the Xe adsorption enthalpy 

are needed. 
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3.1.2   Xe Anisotropic NMR Line-shapes in 1D Nanotube Systems 

In most cases, Xe exhibits a symmetric NMR line-shape; however, when Xe is confined in 

a small void space where the size is on the same order as the Xe atom, the chemical shift depends 

on the geometry of the pore space and its orientation with respect to the external magnetic field, 

resulting in an anisotropic chemical shift powder pattern in polycrystalline samples. The 

information on the symmetry of the pore spaces can be extracted by the chemical shift tensor, 

thereby providing a useful tool for the characterizations of the porous structure.19 The Xe 

anisotropic NMR line-shape has been discovered previously in various materials, including 

clathrates166, aluminophosphate (AlPO4)167, tris(ethylenediamine) cobalt (III) chloride 

((±)-[Co(en)3]Cl3)165, tris(o-phenylenedioxy) cyclotriphosphazene (TPP) 
20,24, and dipeptide 

nanotubes.21,68,74 Although the components of the chemical shift tensor can be characterized by 

the orientations of the tensor with respect to the external magnetic field, in a 1D cylindrical 

channel its orientation is identical to the orientation with respect to the principle channel frame 

system. In the axially symmetric chemical shift tensor, σ  and σ⊥  are assigned to be parallel and 

perpendicular to the channel axis, respectively. The anisotropy of the axially symmetric shielding 

tensor is given by ξ σ σ⊥≡ − .  

An inversion in the sign of the CSA has been discovered previously by increasing the Xe 

density at constant temperature in several materials with 1D pore structure, such as TPP20 and 

dipeptide nanotubes.21  This CSA sign inversion is the result of a competition between the Xe-Xe 

and Xe-wall interactions which have different contributions to the shielding tensor.19,20 The Xe 

occupancy dependence of the axially symmetric CSA line-shape, and the corresponding tensors 

and interactions are summarized in Table 3-1.  
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Table 3-1. Summary of axial symmetric CSA tensors (η=0) in 1D single-file channel 

 

The intermolecular Xe shielding of Xe confined in 1D nanochannels has been studied 

theoretically by Jameson.19 In 1D channel, two types of interactions need to be considered: Xe-

wall and Xe-Xe interactions. In the case where the confined Xe cannot transversely pass one- 

another inside the channel, σ  is mainly attributed to the Xe-wall interaction, while σ⊥  is mainly 

influenced by the Xe-Xe interaction. The shielding tensor in 1D channels can be described by an 

ellipsoidal, as shown in Table 3-1. At low Xe density, the Xe becomes prolate where σ  includes 

the interaction with the atoms forming the interiors of channel wall. On the basis of this fact, σ  

must be the smaller shielded component, freeσ σ σ⊥< < , where freeσ  represents the chemical 

shift of free Xe. Such order is valid when Xe-Xe interaction is relatively small in the channel. 

When a sufficient amount of Xe atoms are adsorbed into the channel such that Xe-Xe 

interactions become significant, a change in the σ⊥ component can result. The Xe-Xe 

interactions will give rise to an observable contribution to σ⊥ , leading to less shielded 
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component, freeσ σ σ⊥ < < . This effect will be more pronounced as the Xe occupancy 

progressively increases. A much larger deshielding on σ⊥  than σ  is expected by increasing the 

number of adsorbed Xe atoms in the channels. Therefore, the Xe occupancy of the 1D channel 

can be inferred from the σ⊥  component.  

3.1.3   Dipeptide Nanotubes 

Recently, various inorganic and carbon-based nano-materials, such as nanocavities and 

nanotubes, have been used as building blocks to assemble the nanometer-scale supramolecular 

structures. In particular, the class of self-assembled dipeptide nanotubes has been proven to be 

practical in the design of solid-state porous materials168-170, soluble cylindrical supramolecular 

structures171, and biologically relevant ion channels and transmembrane pore assemblies.172,173 

While the concept of applying biological nano-materials, such as dipeptide nanotubes, as 

building blocks is relatively new, the self-assembly of peptides has been investigated extensively 

for decades.174-177 Since the dipeptide molecules can efficiently form into exact 1D crystal 

structures with certain hydrophobicities by the self-assembly, they can serve as an ideal model 

system for the advanced studies.178  

L-alanyl- L-valine (AV) is one of the dipeptide compounds which can form essentially 

defect-free 1D cylindrical structure through self-assembly. Confinement of Xe atoms into such 

structures results in an effectively 1D Xe nanotube phase. The chemical structure of AV and its 

self-assembled 1D channel are illustrated in Figure 3-1a and b, respectively. The inner diameter 

of the AV nanotube is 5.13 Å, which is slightly larger than the 4.4 Å van der Waals diameter of 

Xe atom.74 Furthermore, AV is thermally stable and does not decompose or have any phase 

transitions up to the melting point of 238 oC.74  As shown in Figure 3-1c, the hydrophobic 

channels of AV are lined with -CH3 groups,74,179 providing a favorable Xe adsorption 
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environment with extremely high Xe storage capacity ( ≈ 60 mL/g).74 In addition, the 

polycrystalline sample of AV is commercially available and inexpensive (~$35 USD for 250 mg 

of AV samples).  Hence, AV represents an ideal single-file model system in the present study.   

 
Figure 3-1.  (a) molecular structure of L-alanyl- L-valine. (b) Space-filling model of AV nanotube 

viewed along the channel axis.74 (H: yellow, C:green, O:red, N:blue )(c) Stick 
packing arrangement of AV.178 The channel walls are lined with -CH3 groups, 
providing the hydrophobic interior of AV nanotubes. 

It has been reported recently that the 129Xe NMR line-shapes in AV nanotubes strongly 

depend on Xe-Xe and Xe-wall interactions. Ripmeester et al. studied the Xe occupancy 

dependence of 129Xe NMR chemical shifts in AV nanotubes and found that the adsorption 

properties of AV are very similar to TPP.21,68,74 A sign inversion of the Xe shielding anisotropy 

in AV as varying the Xe density has been observed by the thermally-polarized 129Xe NMR at 

room temperature.21 Moreover, as Xe atoms adsorbed into the AV nanotubes, they come into 

close proximity to the protons and carbons of the methyl groups on the interior channel walls, 

and the 129Xe-1H and 129Xe-13C dipolar interactions can become significant. In principle, such 

dipolar couplings and the associated dipole-dipole induced nuclear spin cross-relaxation could 

facilitate polarization transfer from hyperpolarized 129Xe to the nuclei of AV, such as in the 
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SPINOE. However, the efficiency of polarization transfer depends strongly on the 1T  relaxation 

time of the contacted nuclei. While the 129Xe 1T  relaxation time in AV nanotube is on the order 

of 50-150 sec in 9.4 T, depending on the Xe density180, the 13C 1T  relaxation times on the various 

carbon atoms of AV can be expected to vary with the local environment. For example, the 

methyl group 13C 1T  can be expected to be very short (c.a. several 100 ms, see Table 3-2) due to 

the methyl rotation which provides an efficient leakage mechanism for any non-equilibrium 

nuclear spin polarization that might be built-up by the SPINOE. Thus, it is essential to 

understand the 1T  relaxation times of 13C in AV nanotubes when contemplating spin polarization 

transfer experiments.  

3.2   Experimental 

3.2.1   13C T1 Relaxation Experiment 

All 13C magic-angle spinning NMR spectra were acquired on a Bruker Avance 400 MHz 

spectrometer operating at a 13C frequency of 100.62 MHz and at room temperature using a triple 

resonance probe with a 4.0 mm rotor. Approximate 100 mg of AVa sample was packed into a 4 

mm Zirconia rotor with a Kel-F cap. For this amount of material, 32 transients were required to 

obtain 13C spectra with an acceptable signal-to-noise ratio. 13C chemical shifts were referenced to 

tetramethylsilane (TMS), and NMR parameters were optimized on a sample of adamantane. 

Typical experimental parameters were as follows: 13C 2π  pulse width, 2 μs; recycle delay,  

100 s; spectral width, 40 kHz; sample spinning rate, 6 kHz.  The time-domain signals were 

apodized using a line broadening of 50 Hz prior to the Fourier transformation. High-power 

proton decoupling (see Figure 3-2) was utilized in the 13C 1T  inversion-recovery measurements. 

                                                 
a part no.: 0210032883; MP Biochemicals, Santa Ana, CA 
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The 1T  values were obtained by the least-squares fits of a mono-exponential function to the τ -

dependent inversion-recovery signals of the 13C nuclei in AV.   

 
Figure 3-2.  Carbon-13  inversion-recovery NMR pulse sequence with proton decoupling during 

signal acquisition. 

3.2.2   Hyperpolarized 129Xe NMR Experiments 

Continuous-flow hyperpolarized 129Xe NMR experiments were performed on a 15 mg 

sample of AV in a magnetic field of 9.4 T field using a modified variable temperature wideline 

probe. The polycrystalline AV sample was loosely packed into the sample holder and evacuated 

at 100 oC for 2-3 hours prior to NMR measurements. Details of the Rb-Xe spin-exchange 

optical-pumping system were described in Section 2.4.4. The ultra-pure (99.999%) 4He gasb was 

used as a buffer gas to adjust the concentration of nature abundance 129Xec at a total pressure of  

4600 mbar Xe/He gas mixture. The gas was continuously re-circulated between the optical 

pumping cell and the NMR sample space at a flow rate of 100 mL/min.  

Hyperpolarized 129Xe NMR spectra were acquired on the Bruker Avance 400 NMR 

spectrometer using a one-pulse sequence with a π/2 pulse width of 4 μs and a recycle delay of 
                                                 
b part no.: UN1046; Praxair, Danbury, CT 
c part no.: XE5.0RS-D8; Praxair, Danbury, CT 
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200 s. With the hyperpolarization signal enhancement, only a single scan was necessary to obtain 

the sufficient signal-to-noise ratio. Variable temperature experiments were carried out over a 

temperature range of 100 to -70 oC.  The 129Xe chemical shift was referenced to dilute Xe gas as 

0 ppm. The CSA spectral line-shapes were fit by a Matlab programd to obtain the components of 

chemical shift tensor, σ⊥  and σ . Hyperpolarized Xe 2T  measurements were performed at two 

Xe partial pressures (92 mbar and 3300 mbar) at -10 oC using the Hahn spin-echo pulse 

sequence, ( ) ( ) ( )/ 2 .echo echox x x
Acqπ τ π τ− − − − . 

3.2.3   Scanning Electron Microscopy 

The scanning electron microscopes (SEM) image of the polycrystalline AV sample is 

shown in Figure 3-3a. It was recorded using a JEOL 6400 at the UF Major Analytical 

Instrumentation Center. The nanotube lengths of AV were measured in the SEM images taken 

from four different areas of the polycrystalline AV sample. The length distribution of the AV 

crystallites is presented in Figure 3-3b. The average crystallite length in the AV sample was 

found to be 29.4±2.1 μm. Assuming no internal defects that might block the channels, the 

distribution of crystallite lengths should be equivalent to the distribution of channel lengths. 

                                                 
d The Mathworks Inc., Natick, MA. 
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(a) (b) 

Figure 3-3.  (a) SEM Image of AV polycrystalline nanotubes. (b) Distribution of channel lengths 
in AV nanotube samples. The average channel length is 29.4±2.1 μm (n=38). 

3.3  Results and Discussions 

3.3.1   13C T1 Relaxation Measurements in AV 

Inversion-recovery 13C NMR spectra acquired as a function of recovery time τ  in AV 

nanotubes at 25 oC are shown in Figure 3-4, and the assignment of the 13C NMR peaks is listed 

in Table 3-2.  In most solid samples, molecular motions are generally in the slow motion regime, 

where the correlation time of the motion is greater than the inverse Larmor frequency ( 1
c oτ ω −> ), 

leading to an increase in 1T  as molecular motions are reduced (corresponding to an increase in 

the correlation time of the motion). Therefore, in the solid state of AV nanotubes, the rigid 

carbonyl groups (carbon f and g) have longer 13C 1T  relaxation times, while the mobile -CH3 side 

chain (carbon a) on the interior wall of AV nanotube has shorter 1T .   

Because the 13C 1T  of the methyl group (carbon a), which is anticipated to be in direct 

dipolar contact with Xe in AV nanotubes, is extremely short (366 ± 76 ms), it is likely infeasible 

to perform the 129Xe→13C polarization transfer experiments. However, as the Xe atoms 

accumulate into the AV channels, the motion of methyl groups may be sterically hindered by the 
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confined Xe, leading to an increase in 13C 1T  of the methyl group. In addition, the cross 

polarization transfer efficiency may be increased at low temperatures via the anticipated 

reduction in the correlation time for the 13C-129Xe dipolar coupling. Therefore, it may still be 

practical to transfer the polarization of hyperpolarized 129Xe to 13C nuclei on methyl groups in 

AV. Furthermore, it was found that 13C spectra in AV powder samples were not resolved under 

the static condition (non-spinning) due to strong 13C dipolar interactions. For the 129Xe→13C 

polarization transfer experiments, the combination of continuous-flow hyperpolarize 129Xe NMR 

and magic-angle spinning may be required.126     

 
Figure 3-4.  Inversion-recovery 13C NMR spectra recorded as a function of recovery time τ in 

AV nanotubes at room temperature. The labels above the spectra correspond to the 
carbon atoms in AV shown in Table 3-2. Chemical shifts were referenced to TMS. 
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Table 3-2. Summary of 13C 1T relaxation times in AV at 9.4 T and 25 oC 

Structure of AV carbon 1T  

 

a 366 ± 76ms 
b 173 ± 29ms 
c 342 ± 50ms 
d 14 ± 1.8s 
e 5 ± 0.3s 
f 18 ± 2.5s 
g 18 ± 1.8s 

 
3.3.2   Hyperpolarized 129Xe NMR Spectra in AV 

In the sample space of the CFHP 129Xe NMR probe, the Xe density is increased as the 

temperature is reduced. Therefore, two factors will be changed simultaneously in the sample 

space in variable-temperature CFHP 129Xe NMR experiments: Xe density and temperature. 

Hyperpolarized 129Xe NMR spectra in AV nanotube phase at variable temperatures are presented 

in Figure 3-5. When 129Xe atoms adsorb into AV, the 129Xe NMR line-shape exhibits an axially 

symmetric CSA powder pattern, as in TPP nanotubes.20 The isotropic chemical shielding value  

( isoσ ) of Xe in AV increases as the temperature is lowered or as the Xe density is increased. The 

chemical shift anisotropy is strongly depended on the Xe density and temperature. As illustrated 

in Figure 3-5, the sign of the anisotropy of the shielding tensor changes from positive 

( )0ξ σ σ ⊥= − > , at high temperature (or low Xe density), to negative ( )0ξ σ σ ⊥= − < , at low 

temperature (or high Xe density).  

Since the Xe spectral line-shape arises from an axially symmetric shielding tensor, two 

unique principle tensor components, σ  and σ⊥ , can be measured, as described previously. The 

former is collinear with the channel axis, while the latter points towards the channel walls. The 

chemical shielding of σ ⊥  is absent in the limit of infinitely dilute Xe, and increases with 

increasing Xe density inside the channels, whereas σ  is almost independent of Xe density.19 
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Therefore, the σ⊥ component can be used to quantitatively determine the Xe density inside the 

channels. 

 
Figure 3-5.  Continuous-flow hyperpolarized 129Xe NMR spectra in AV at variable temperatures 

and 3300 mbar Xe partial pressure at a total gas pressure of 4600 mbar. 

3.3.3   129Xe T2 Relaxation Measurements in AV 

In addition to the orientation dependence of the chemical shielding of Xe in AV nanotubes, 

it was found that the transverse 2T  relaxation of Xe in AV is also orientation dependent. The 

transverse relaxation times at two Xe gas pressures (92 mbar and 3300 mbar) with different signs 

of the anisotropy in AV were studied at -10 oC by typical Hahn spin-echo experiments, and the 

hyperpolarized 129Xe NMR spectra are presented in Figure 3-6. The 2T  values were determined 
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by the least-squares fits to the mono-exponential decay of the signal integrations over the powder 

peaks as a function of inter-pulse delay, echoτ . The Xe 2T  relaxation times at 92 mbar and  

3300 mbar Xe pressures in AV at -10 oC are about 10.1 ms and 7.1 ms, respectively. As more Xe 

atoms adsorbed into the channels, the Xe-Xe interaction dominates over the Xe-wall interaction, 

which appears to accelerate the 2T  relaxation, leading to shorter 2T  relaxation time at higher Xe 

density. Moreover, the 2T  relaxations of two shielding components, σ⊥  and σ , are qualitatively 

compared in Figure 3-6a and b. Interestingly, Xe 2T  relaxation of σ⊥  decays more rapidly than 

that of σ  in both Xe densities. As mentioned previously, σ⊥  is mainly attributed to the Xe-Xe 

interactions. The observed rapid 2T  decay rate in the σ⊥  component which results from the 

pronounced Xe-Xe interaction is in good agreement with the results of shorter 2T  at higher Xe 

density.  

 
Figure 3-6.  Hahn spin-echo Xe NMR spectra as a function of inter-pulse delay at Xe partial 

pressure of (a) 92 mbar and (b) 3300 mbar at -10 oC. 
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3.3.4   Determination of Xe Occupancy in AV 

Ripmeester and co-worker have acquired thermally-polarized 129Xe NMR spectra in AV as 

a function of Xe molar occupancy at 20 oC.21 The experimental and simulated spectra in AV are 

presented in Figure 3-7. By performing least-squares fits of the CSA tensor to the 129Xe spectral 

line-shapes, the two shielding components, σ⊥  and σ , in the axially symmetric CSA tensor can 

be determined. Since σ⊥  is less sensitive to temperature and most sensitive to Xe density, it can 

be used to determine the Xe occupancies at variable experimental conditions. Figure 3-8 

demonstrates the correlation between σ⊥  and Xe molar occupancy, mθ . The empirical 

relationship between mθ  and σ⊥  is 

 0.00536 0.51964mθ σ ⊥= ⋅ −  (3-2) 

 
Figure 3-7.  (a) Experimental thermally-polarized 129Xe spectra at 20 oC at various Xe molar 

occupancies.21 (b) The corresponding CSA spectra were simulated to obtain the 
shielding components.  
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Figure 3-8.  Correlation between Xe molar occupancy mθ  and σ⊥ component in AV nanotubes.  

The solid line is the linear regulation of the data points. The correlation equation is 
0.00536 0.51964mθ σ⊥= ⋅ −  (r2 =0.9780) at 20 oC. 

The maximum Xe molar occupancy in AV nanotubes is about 0.525 mol Xe/mol AV, 

where the AV nanotube is fully occupied by Xe atoms.21 In such a case, the Xe fractional 

occupancy is 1θ = . The Xe fractional occupancy can be expressed as / 0.525mθ θ= . Therefore, 

the fraction occupancy θ  at arbitrary Xe pressure and temperature can be determined from the 

σ⊥  shielding component. The determination of θ  from the Xe chemical shift is extremely 

convenient and useful for the systematic hyperpolarized 129Xe kinetic studies in 1D nanotube 

systems as a function of this key variable.  

3.3.5   Isosteric Adsorption Enthalpy of Xe in AV 

Figure 3-9 demonstrates the temperature dependences of Xe fractional occupancies θ  at 

variable Xe densities. The plot is equivalent to a Xe adsorption isobar. Thus, it can be anticipated 
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that the Xe isobar curves in Figure 3-9 can provide the information of the adsorption 

thermodynamics of Xe in AV nanotubes. 

 

 
Figure 3-9.  Variation of Xe fractional occupancy θ with temperature in AV at variable Xe 

density. (Total gas pressure is 4300 mbar) 

To analyze the plot of Xe adsorption isobar in Figure 3-9, the Clausius-Clapeyron equation 

at a given Xe occupancy was applied  
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 (3-3) 

where ,aH θΔ  is the isosteric enthalpy of adsorption, R  is the ideal gas constant, Xep  is the Xe 

partial pressure, and T  is temperature. A series of hyperpolarized 129Xe spectra were acquired at 

variable Xe pressures and temperatures, and the corresponding Xe fractional occupancies were 
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measured. The slope of each ln Xep  vs.1/T  plot gives the isosteric adsorption enthalpy, ,aH θΔ , 

at a given θ  based on Eq. (3-3). As seen in Figure 3-10a, it clearly shows that ,aH θΔ  increases 

with increasing θ , suggesting the importance of Xe-Xe interactions in the adsorption enthalpy at 

high Xe density. The negative sign of the adsorption enthalpy indicates Xe adsorption is 

exothermic. The enthalpy can be further extrapolated to zero Xe occupancy, yielding

1
, ( 0) ~ 10aH kJ molθ θ −Δ → − , which is primarily dependent on the nature of the interior AV 

channel structure and is typical for a process of physisorption. The enthalpy of vaporization at 

the boiling point of Xe is 12.6 1kJ mol− . Therefore, the estimated value of Xe adsorption 

enthalpy at zero occupancy implies the stabilization energy due to the Xe-wall interaction in AV 

is about 22.6 1kJ mol− . It can be considered that the Xe-wall interaction results in an effective 

stabilization of Xe inside the hydrophobic AV channels. 

It has been proven by using a standard volumetric Xe adsorption isotherm that Xe 

adsorption in AV nanotubes follows the Langmuir equation74 

 
1

xe

xe

Kp
Kp

θ =
+

 (3-4) 

where /a dK k k≡  is the equilibrium constant, which is temperature dependent. The equilibrium 

constant at a given temperature can be consequently determined from Figure 3-9 based on  

Eq. (3-4). As shown in Figure 3-10b, the thermodynamic equilibrium constant increases as the 

temperature decreases. Furthermore, the equilibrium constant in AV at 20 oC is about  

0.195±0.114 bar-1, which is consistent with the literature value of 0.12 bar-1.74 As the temperature 

is reduced at o10T C< − , ak  gradually increases to the values greater than dk , implying Xe 

adsorption in AV is more favorable at reduced temperatures. 
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Figure 3-10.  (a) Variation of the Xe isosteric adsorption enthalpy with the Xe occupancy in 

AV.(b) Temperature dependence of the Xe equilibrium constant in AV nanotubes. 
Error bars indicate 95% confidence intervals.  

3.4   Conclusions 

Continuous-flow hyperpolarized 129Xe NMR experiments have been carried out to 

examine the thermodynamic properties of Xe in AV nanotubes. The 129Xe spectral line-shape 

exhibited a typical powder pattern broadened by the anisotropy of an axially symmetric chemical 

shift tensor. The temperature dependence of the CSA in AV showed a sign inversion, which is 

known as a result of the competition between Xe-wall and Xe–Xe interactions in the nanotubes. 

The Xe fractional occupancy in AV nanotubes has been quantitatively determined from the σ⊥  

shielding component. Moreover, the Xe isosteric adsorption enthalpy in AV has been estimated 

according to the Clausius-Clapeyron equation. The approach is based on the extraction of Xe 

adsorption isobar under the steady-state condition imposed by continuous-flow hyperpolarized 

129Xe NMR. The Xe adsorption enthalpy extrapolated to zero occupancy is about 110kJ mol−− ⋅ . 

The increase of the adsorption enthalpy at high Xe occupancy suggests that Xe-Xe interaction 

assists the Xe adsorption in AV nanotubes. The equilibrium constant of Xe in AV, estimated 
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from Langmuir equation, increases at lower temperature, implying Xe is more favorable to enter 

AV channels at low temperature. The technique demonstrated in the present work may become a 

useful tool for the evaluation of fundamental thermodynamic properties and quantitative 

understanding of the adsorption of guest molecules in the 1D host nanotubes in a wide range of 

nanoporous materials. 

It was found that large uncertainties of adsorption enthalpy and equilibrium constant 

appear at high Xe occupancy and low temperature regions in Figure 3-10. It may be due to the 

experimental errors of Xe pressures, resulting from the difficulty in accurately measuring the Xe 

partial pressures under continuous-flow and optical-pumping conditions. As pressurizing the 

polarizer, Xe/He mixture was mixed manually and gas pressures were directly recorded from the 

pressure gauge. The recorded values of the Xe pressures may be overestimated due to the heating 

of the optical pumping cell which causes an expansion of the gas mixture. In addition, the Xe gas 

may not be distributed uniformly throughout the continuous-flow spin-exchange optical-

pumping setup. An easy way to improve the accuracy of the Xe partial pressures would be to use 

pre-mixed pumping gas mixtures with accurately known gas compositions in continuous-flow 

hyperpolarized 129Xe NMR experiments.  
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CHAPTER 4  
OBSERVATION OF SINGLE-FILE DIFFUSION IN DIPEPTIDE NANOTUBES BY 

HYPERPOLARIZED TRACER EXCHANGE XE-129 NMR  

4.1   Introduction 

Nanotube systems are currently of great interests in a variety of fields, including biosensor, 

catalysis, molecular confinement, and selective adsorption.1 Compared to the molecular motions 

in free-space, dynamic properties of confined particles in the nanotubes are extremely different. 

The restricted diffusion of guest particles in 1D channels, where the individual pores are too 

narrow for particles to pass one-another, is known as “single-file diffusion” (SFD).1,181,182 The 

concept of SFD was originally introduced in biophysics about 30 years ago to account for the 

transport of water and ions through channel proteins in the membranes.183 Since then, in addition 

to biological systems, SFD has been explored in the context of transport of adsorbates through 

1D zeolites184-186 and diffusion of colloidal particles in narrow tubes.187-190 SFD has shown 

particularly interesting characteristics with extreme difference from normal Fickian diffusion. 

The important distinguishing feature of SFD is that the mean-squared displacement is 

proportional to the square root of the observation time. This correlation is reflected in the long-

time behavior of the mean-squared displacement in a single-file system.191 

The study of SFD is motivated not only by its ubiquity indicated above, but it has shown 

that 1D driven diffusion systems with non-equilibrium steady state exhibit a remarkably 

interesting phenomena. Most of these phenomena have been noticeable in the past decade. 

Asymmetric simple exclusion process (ASEP), a discrete non-equilibrium model that usually 

describes the stochastic dynamics of multi-particle transport along 1D lattices192, has been 

successfully modeled the macro/microscopic 1D systems with the universal phenomena. The 

examples of the 1D systems are listed as follows: 
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• The reptation of entangled polymers where the motions of polymer chains are 

restricted by the surrounding chains.193-195  

• The motion of ribosome along m-RNA during protein synthesis.196-199   

• Molecular motors along microtubuli or actin filaments.200,201  

• Boundary-induced phase transition.202-204  

• Vehicular traffic problems on road networks. 205,206   

In principle, ASEP lattice model with symmetric open boundaries illustrated in Figure 4-1 

can be used to model the single-file process, and exact analytical solutions have been obtained.207 

The rules of ASEP with symmetric boundaries are:  

• Each site along 1D lattice can be either empty or occupied by a single particle.  

• If neighboring site of the particle is empty, the particle can move onto it with a 

hopping rate of 1/ aτ .  

• Particles interact only through hard-sphere exclusion potential. 

• Particles cannot pass one-another in 1D lattice (SFD behavior).  

 
Figure 4-1.  The model of asymmetric simple exclusion process (ASEP) with symmetric open 

boundaries. α  is the probability of moving a particle from the reservoir to the last site 
of lattice. β  is a reverse process of α . A particle is moved to the next unoccupied 
site in the lattice with the rate 1/ aτ . 

4.1.1   One-Dimensional Diffusion: Fickian Diffusion and Single-file Diffusion  

In a normal 1D system with infinite length, the probability density function (PDF), or 

commonly named “diffusion propagator”, of tagged particles at position z , initially starting at 
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0z , approaches the Gaussian at long diffusion time, and it can be expressed based on the Fick’s 

law: 

 
2

0
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( )1( , ) exp
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⎛ ⎞−
= −⎜ ⎟

⎝ ⎠
  (4-1) 

where the mean-squared displacement increasing as diffusion time (i.e. 2
0( ) 2z t D t= ), as in 

normal (random-walk) diffusion, and 0D  is the diffusion coefficient. For a single-file system, 

where the tagged particles are too large to pass one-another inside the channels, the displacement 

of particles are upon collisions. The restricted motion of particles in SFD systems makes the 

diffusion of individual tagged particles anomalously slow. The propagator of SFD particles is 

also Gaussian, but with mean-squared displacement increasing as square root of time181,184  

(i.e. 2 ( ) 2z t F t= ) 
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where F is single-file mobility. 

In SFD system, anomalous diffusion properties may also depend on the density of 

confined particles ρ  and the observation NMR time-scale NMRt . At sufficiently low ρ  or short 

NMRt , particles in the channels are essentially isolated from one another, leading to normal 1D 

diffusion (Figure 4-2a).  However, at higher ρ  or longer NMRt , the net displacement over longer 

length scales requires correlated movement of particles in the channel, leading to single-file 

diffusion (Figure 4-2b).  For an idealized single-file system of hard-sphere particles with density 

ρ  and diameter d , single-file mobility is given by208-210  
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 0 01 1D DdF dρ θ
ρ π θ π

− −
= =  (4-3) 

As 1θ → , the channels become fully occupied and the particles immobilized ( 0F → ). 

According to the Ansatz of Lin et al.189 
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The mean-squared displacement in Eq. (4-4) leads to 
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 It follows that a cross-over between the two diffusion regimes occurs at a characteristic time, 

( )2/x ot F D= . A third regime, referred to as “center-of-mass” diffusion, emerges at still longer 

observations times, where SFD in finite systems with rapid exchange at the channel boundaries 

involves the correlated motion of all particles in the channel, resulting in normal Fickian 

diffusion once again (as in the short observation time regime) but with greatly reduced 

diffusivity.211 

 
Figure 4-2.  The waveforms of probability density function of (a) normal 1D Fickian diffusion  

(Eq. (4-1)) and (b) single-file diffusion (Eq. (4-2)) corresponding to successively 
increasing observation time ( 1 2 3t t t< < ). λ is the length of each lattice. 
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While theoretical considerations make definite predictions about the cross-over between 

the different regimes, validation of theory in nanoporous systems has been severely hampered by 

the limitations of the available experimental methods and the lack of sufficiently ideal single file 

host-guest systems. In real nanotube materials, ( )F θ  can be expected to deviate from the simple 

hard-spheres model due to particle-particle and particle-channel interactions, the presence of an 

exchange barrier at the single-file boundaries, and non-cylindrical channel topology. 

Experimental investigations of anomalous diffusion in single-file systems have been limited 

mostly to macroscopic channels, where it is possible to use direct video analysis of the statistics 

of the trajectories of micrometer-size colloidal particles in circular channels or channels created 

by optical tweezers.187,190 Proton pulsed-field gradient (PFG) NMR, the standard method for 

measuring the molecular diffusivity in porous solids, is generally restricted to relatively short 

time scales due to the typically short proton transverse relaxation time in heterogeneous media. 

For measuring molecular displacement in nanometer length scales, it requires extremely strong 

pulse-gradient strength for PFG NMR.  For example, Kärger et al.212 have measured the single-

file mobility of methane in AlPO4-5 zeolites by using PFG NMR with maximum gradient 

strength of 24 T/m.  

4.1.2   Tracer Exchange 

Alternatively, the “tracer exchange” method can be experimentally and theoretically 

employed to study diffusion at arbitrarily long time-scales by observing the time-dependence of 

the accumulation of labeled molecules, initially located outside the channels, under steady-state 

adsorption conditions. The schematic diagram of molecular tracer exchange is shown in  

Figure 4-3. In tracer exchange experiments, the molecular tracer can generally be radioactive or 

isotopic labeled. The quasi-elastic neutron scattering (QENS) can also be utilized to trace 
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molecular displacements in nanometer length scales.213,214 In principle, the tracer exchange curve 

( )tγ  can be defined as 

 ( ) number of labeled particle at 
number of labeled particle at 

tt
t

γ ≡
→ ∞

 (4-6) 

 
Figure 4-3.  Molecular tracer exchange. Red balls represent unlabeled molecules. Blue balls 

represent labeled molecules. The system reaches to steady-state adsorption at t → ∞ .  

In the “NMR tracer exchange” method, the nuclear spin serves as the particle label, while 

spin interactions (e.g. chemical shift) report on the particle location. There are several 

approaches to “label” the spins by NMR. For instance, in nanotube systems, if the spins located 

inside and outside channels are in the slow exchange regime where the chemical shifts can be 

distinguished, the frequency selective pulse can be applied to invert the spins outside the 

channels, and the spins inside the channels remain at thermal equilibrium. By monitoring the 

decay and growth of NMR signals inside and outside the channels, the information of molecular 

diffusion in the nanotubes can be obtained. Moreover, hyperpolarized NMR can also be used on 

the tracer exchange experiments. The schematic diagram of hyperpolarized NMR tracer 

exchange is illustrated in Figure 4-4. The polarized spins or “cold spins” can be used as the 
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tracers, since unpolarized spins or “hot spins” are not NMR observable. At sufficient long 

diffusion time, the signals inside the channel will eventually decay due to the relaxation. 

 
Figure 4-4.  Hyperpolarized NMR tracer exchange. Red balls represent “hot” spins 

(unpolarized). Blue balls represent “cold” spins (polarized). The arrows indicate spin 
with different polarizations. At t → ∞ , the spins are depolarized due to the 
relaxation. Note that only polarized spins give rise to observable NMR signals. 

As first demonstrated by Meersmann et al.215, Xe diffusion inside the TPP nanochannels 

has be monitored over a three orders of magnitude range of time-scales due to the long 1T  in this 

material as a function of temperature and occupancy by continuous-flow hyperpolarized 129Xe 

saturation-recovery NMR. In their experiments, the non-selective saturation RF pulse train was 

first employed to destroy all the Xe magnetizations in the sample space, and the recovery of Xe 

signals inside the channels was monitored as a function of diffusion time under the continuous-

flow condition. Although the SFD behavior of Xe in TPP has been confirmed in their work, the 

experiments were noted to have a few problems: Firstly, the recovery of Xe adsorbed-phase 

magnetization can interfere with the recovery of Xe gas magnetization at very short diffusion 

time, where the exchange occurs near the channel openings. Secondly, when the CFHP 129Xe 
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saturation-recovery NMR experiments carried out at variable temperatures, the Xe occupancies 

were also varied with the temperatures. It is not appropriate to discuss the results with two 

dependent variables in the experiment. Finally, they did not provide the quantitative expression 

for the single-file mobility. 

In this chapter, we report the results of continuous-flow hyperpolarized 129Xe “selective” 

saturation-recovery (CFSR) NMR experiments performed over a wide range of Xe occupancies 

and observation times in the dipeptide nanotubes, AV. It will be shown that the hyperpolarized 

129Xe tracer exchange signals can be analyzed in terms of a magnetization exchange model to 

obtain the theoretical dependence on the single-file mobility. The derived θ -dependence of the 

nanotube/gas phase signal ratio, assuming the idealized hard-spheres expression for F, is 

compared to the experimental data. Finally, the θ -dependence of the nuclear longitudinal 

relaxation time ( 1cT ) of 129Xe inside the channels will be presented.  

4.2   Experimental 

Hyperpolarized 129Xe NMR experiments were performed on a 15 mg sample of AVa at a 

magnetic field of 9.4 T field (110.7 MHz 129Xe resonance frequency ) using a modified variable 

temperature wideline probe. Details of the Rb-Xe spin-exchange optical-pumping system and 

NMR sample preparations were described in Section 2.4.4. The sample was immersed in a 

flowing mixture of hyperpolarized 129Xe in 4He carrier gasb at a total pressure of 3500 torr. As 

indicated previously, in the optical-pumping process, N2 gas is usually added to the Xe/4He gas 

mixture to reduce radiation trapping in order to enhance the efficiency of laser polarization. 

However, it was removed in the experiments to avoid interference with Xe gas diffusion, since 

N2 molecule, with the van der Waals diameter of 3.64 Å,  may affect the motion of Xe inside the 

                                                 
a part no.: 0210032883; MP Biochemicals, Santa Ana, CA 
b part no.: UN1046; Praxair, Danbury, CT. 
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channel. 4He gas is much smaller compared with 129Xe, and it is assumed not to alter SFD 

behavior of Xe. The gas mixture was continuously re-circulated between the optical pumping 

cell and the sample space at a flow rate of 100 mL/min.  

The NMR pulse sequence of selective saturation-recovery experiment is illustrated in 

Figure 4-5. As shown in Figure 4-6, after reaching a hyperpolarization steady state, the 129Xe 

magnetization in the nanotubes was destroyed by a frequency-selective saturation pulse train 

with Gaussian-shaped pulses, which left the magnetization in the gas phase unaffected. 

Following a delay τ  to allow the accumulation of hyperpolarized Xe in the channel, the 

longitudinal magnetization was converted into an observable NMR signal by a 4 sμ , non-

selective / 2π  pulse.  

 
Figure 4-5.  NMR pulse sequence of selective continuous-flow saturation-recovery (CFSR) 

hyperpolarized 129Xe NMR experiment.  

It should be noted that only the hyperpolarized 129Xe contributes to NMR signal, since the 

thermally-polarized 129Xe signal cannot be detected without signal averaging. The molar 

occupancies mθ  were inferred using the correlation between Xe molar occupancy mθ and σ⊥ , as 

determined from Figure 3-8 in Chapter 3: =0.00536 -0.51964mθ σ⊥⋅  (at 20 oT C= ). The molar 
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occupancies mθ  were converted to volumetric fractional occupancies θ  using the published 

value for the Xe gas adsorption capacity of AV.74 

 
Figure 4-6.  Selective continuous-flow saturation-recovery (CFSR) hyperpolarized 129Xe NMR 

experiment in AV nanotubes. Blue balls represent “cold” polarized Xe, and red balls 
represent “hot” unpolarized Xe. 
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4.3   Magnetization Exchange Model for Saturation-recovery in 1D Channel 

To extract quantitative information from selective continuous-flow saturation recovery 

(CFSR) experiments, the derivation of an analytical expression is required. Since the selective 

CFSR experiment does not affect Xe magnetization in the gas phase, only time-dependence of 

nanotube phase signal is considered. Base on diffusion-limited Langmuir adsorption, the 

magnetization in nanotube phase is: 

 c a zcM N f Iθ=  (4-7) 

where f is fractional isotopic abundance of 129Xe, θ  is the monolayer coverage ( 0 1θ< < ), aN  

is number of adsorbed sites, and zcI  is the average longitudinal nuclear spin angular momenta 

(i.e. Zeeman orders) inside the channels. In the case of nanotubes, θ  is equivalent to a filling 

factor. In the CFSR experiment, time-dependence of cM was not affected by the gas flow rate. 

Therefore, the rate of magnetization in nanotube phase is 

 1
1(1 )c

a Xe a z d a zc c c
dM k p N fI k N fI M T
dt

θ θ −= − − −  (4-8) 

where Xep  is the vapor pressure, ak  and dk  are the adsorption and desorption rate constants, 1
1cT −  

is the longitudinal relaxation rate of adsorbed phases, and zI  is the average Zeeman order in the 

gas phase. In the steady-state condition, θ  is time-independent; therefore, Eq. (4-7) yields  

 c zc
a

dM dIN f
dt dt

θ=  (4-9) 

Combined Eq. (4-8) and Eq. (4-9) 

 1
1

1zc
a Xe z d zc zc c

dI k p I k I I T
dt

θ
θ

−−
= − −  (4-10) 
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Based on the assumption of steady-state Langmuir adsorption, where (1 )d a a Xe ak N k p Nθ θ= − , 

Eq. (4-10) can be rewritten in terms of dk : 

 1
1

zc
d z d zc zc c

dI k I k I I T
dt

−= − −  (4-11) 

Under the conditions where the surface has negligible depolarizing effect on the gas phase, 

0zdI dt =  and z ziI I→ , where ziI is the Zeeman order induced by optical-pumping spin-

exchange. Thus, for a homogeneous surface comprised of identical adsorption sites, the solution 

to Eq. (4-11) is 

 1
11

1

( ) 1 exp( )d
zc zi d c

d c

kI t I k T t
k T

−
−

⎡ ⎤= − − +⎣ ⎦+
 (4-12) 

Clearly, this expression goes to the appropriate limits as 0,dk → ∞  or 1 0,cT → ∞ . However, the 

molecular adsorption “sites” in a nanotube, while exhibiting Langmuir adsorption74, are not 

uniformly accessible to the gas phase. The desorption of a Xe atom with a displacement z from 

the channel opening can be considered as a two-step sequential process: the atom must first make 

its way to the channel opening, and then it must overcome a potential energy barrier to enter the 

gas phase. The equilibrium is preserved by the reverse process. In the case where the barrier does 

not affect the overall rate of desorption and desorption is diffusion-limited, the nanotube may be 

modeled as a surface with a distribution of desorption rates 1
d dk τ −≈ , where dτ  is the diffusion 

time from a site with a mean displacement 

 
0

( , )d dz zP z dzτ
∞

= ∫  (4-13) 
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where dP  is the diffusion propagator. Thus, ( ) 21
0d D zτ π− ≈  and ( )

421
d F zτ π− ≈  are for 

normal and single file diffusion, respectively. The average Zeeman order of a nanotube of 

average length  L  is calculated from the distribution of rates, or displacements z :  

 ( )( )1
11

10

( ) 1 exp
L

zi d
zc d c

d c

I kI k T d z
L k T

τ τ−
−

⎡ ⎤= − − +⎣ ⎦+∫  (4-14) 

It can be shown that in the long channel limit, where ( )1/42 2
1cF T Lπ , Eq. (4-14) can be 

rewritten using the identities for the incomplete Γ  function.  
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Γ ∫  (4-15) 

The deviation from Eq. (4-14) to Eq. (4-15) will be demonstrated in Appendix A. The analogous 

result for normal diffusion is 

 10 1/2

0

( )
4

ct T
zc zi

D
I I t e dt

L

τπ
τ −−≈ ∫  (4-16) 

The observed NMR signal of the adsorbed phase is proportional to the total longitudinal 

magnetization of 129Xe inside the channels, cM , which is obtained by multiplying zcI  by cN , the 

number of channels in the sample, and ( )f L dθ , the number of 129Xe atoms per channel. Hence, 

the total NMR signal in the nanotube phase for SFD systems is 

 13/4

0

( )
4

ct TSFD
c c c zi

FS M N fI t e dt
d

τ

τ θ −−∝ = ∫  (4-17) 

The corresponding expression for normal diffusion is: 

 10 1/2
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D
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τ
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Notably, the ( )SFD
cS Fτ ∝  dependence also emerges in the derivation of ( )SFD

cS τ  from the 

standard tracer exchange curve211  

 
28 ( )( ) 1 4( )

( )

SFD
c

SFD
c

zS F
S L L

ττ τγ τ
τ π π

= = =
→ ∞

 (4-19) 

which gives the fraction of labelled molecules in the channels at time τ .  

Eq. (4-17) can also be validated on the basis of simple considerations: the signal 

contribution due to atoms reaching the channel segment z z dz→ +   is exponentially damped 

due to longitudinal relaxation: 1/( ) ct T
cS z e dz−∝ , where 1/2 3/4(2 )dz F t dt−= . Integration up to the 

observation time yields Eq. (4-17) . The analogous expression for normal diffusion (Eq. (4-18)) 

can be obtained similarly. 

In principle, the θ -dependence of the steady-state 129Xe signal expressed in Eq. (4-17)

could form the basis for experimental determination of ( )F θ , except for a technical 

complication: ziI  varies with the optical pumping gas composition,35 and even at a fixed 

composition, ziI  may drift during the course of an experiment due to factors that are hard to 

control. Therefore, to compare the signal intensities obtained at different Xe pressures, it is 

necessary to standardize the signals to an intensity reference. As suggested by Meersmann et al. 

215, it is convenient to take the ratio of the nanotube and gas phase signals, ( )c gasS Sτ , which 

eliminates the variation of ziI  due to optical pumping with different Xe pressures in the gas 

mixture. Since magnetization in gas phase is g gas ziM n fI≈ ,   

 1/3/4

0

( ) ( , ) c

SFD
t Tc

F
gas

S C T t e dt
S

ττ θ −−= ∫  (4-20) 
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 where 
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d n
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 (4-21) 

The corresponding expression for 1D normal diffusion is  

 1/1/2

0

( ) ( , ) c

ND
t Tc

D
gas

S C T t e dt
S

ττ θ −−= ∫  (4-22) 
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1/2

0( , )
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c
D
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D NC T
d n

θπθ =  (4-23) 

Eq. (4-20) and Eq. (4-22) have comparable expressions as Eq. (3) and Eq. (4) of Ref. 215, but 

advantageously, our derivation yields an explicit expression for the coefficient ( )FC θ , revealing 

its proportionality to (1) ratio of the number of channels ( cN ) to the number of gas phase atoms 

( gasn ) and (2) the square root of the single file mobility. However, gasn  is infeasible to determine 

from gas peak integral since the peak area in gas phase is relative to hyperpolarized Xe gas in the 

sample space, not the total number of Xe gas molecules. In principle, if /c gasN n  is known, a 

quantitative  estimation  of  F  can  be  obtained  from  measurement  of ( )FC θ  and Eq. (4-21).  

4.4   Results and Discussions 

Representative selective saturation-recovery signals acquired at -10 oC for two Xe partial 

pressures, 2650 torr and 56 torr, corresponding to occupancies of 0.66θ =  and 0.16, 

respectively, are presented in Figure 4-7, along with the non-linear least-squares fits to  

Eq. (4-20)  and (4-22).  The NMR signals were integrated over the powder pattern and divided 

by the integrated gas signals. The two variable parameters in the fits were the longitudinal 

relaxation time 1cT  in nanotube phase and FC . Results of the regression analysis are summarized 

in Table 4-1. 
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Figure 4-7.  Least-squares fits to the selective saturation-recovery NMR signal (normalized to the 

steady-state gas phase signal) of 129Xe inside 15mg AV, obtained at T= -10 oC, to the 
expressions for single-file diffusion (SFD, Eq. (4-20)) and normal diffusion (ND,  
Eq. (4-22)). (a) Low occupancy: 56 Torr Xe, 0.16θ = . (c) High occupancy: 2650 Torr 
Xe, 0.66θ = . Error bars indicate 90% confidence intervals. Time-base expansions of 
(a) and (c) are presented in (b) and (d), respectively. Values for fitted parameters are 
given in Table 4-1.    
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Table 4-1. Nonlinear regression analysis of saturation-recovery hyperpolarized 129Xe NMR of Xe 
in AV nanotubes at -10 oC. 

pXe /torr ptotal/torr θ 
DIFFUSION MODEL 

Single-File; Eq.(4-20) Normal; Eq.(4-22) 
T1c ±  λ95 (s) CF ± λ95  r2 T1c ± λ95 (s) r2 

56 3500 0.16 217 ± 90 0.125 ± 0.006 0.974 30 5±  0.973 
2560 3500 0.66 35 ± 6 0.029 ± 0.001 0.981 8.5 1.3±  0.969 

Although the SFD model yielded superior agreement to the data at both low and high occupancy 

for all τ , the most decisive comparison was obtained for the 0.66θ =  run, which unequivocally 

confirmed single-file diffusion of Xe in AV nanotubes. The tabulated results also reveal a 

substantial decrease in 1cT  with increasing Xe occupancy. Figure 4-8a presents the θ -

dependence at T = -10, +10, +25 and +40 oC, all of which show a monotonic decrease in ( )1cT θ . 

The measured  1cT  did not change after re-packing the sample, and was not affected by changing 

the gas flow rate. Spin relaxation inside the channels of AV can occur via several possible 

mechanisms, including the dipolar (129Xe-129Xe and 129Xe-1H) and chemical shift mechanisms, 

and spin-rotation relaxation in transient Xe-Xe complexes. Rotational modes are expected to be 

suppressed due to the spatial confinement of the channels. The spectral density due to 

fluctuations of the 129Xe-1H dipolar interaction with the methyl groups of the channel could vary 

with θ . The chemical shift interaction, which increases in proportion to occupancy, could also 

account for the spin relaxation inside the channels. Variable magnetic field studies would 

identify the dominant relaxation mechanism, but are beyond the scope of the present work. 
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Figure 4-8.  (a) Fractional occupancy dependence of the T1c of 129Xe in the adsorbed Xe phase. 
The T1c values were extracted from non-linear least-squares fitting of Eq. (4-20) to 
the measured saturation-recovery data at T= -10, 10, 25, and 40 oC. (b) The 
experimental values of ( )FC θ ranged from θ=0.14 to 0.70 at -10 oC were also 
extracted in the non-linear least squares fitting. The dashed line is the theoretical 
function ( ) ( )3/ 2 1/ 21 /FC θ θ θ∝ − scaled vertically to overlap with the experimental 
data points to aid qualitative comparison to the theoretical trend. 

Figure 4-8b presents plots of ( )FC θ  extracted from the non-linear least-squares fits for the 

data acquired in a second series of experiments, performed after re-packing the sample, at 

10 oT C= − , with varying Xe pressure at a fixed total pressure of 3500 torr, spanning a 

occupancy range of 14-70 %. The theoretical dependence ( ) ( )3/ 2 1/ 21 /FC θ θ θ∝ − , which follows 

from Eq. (4-3) when Langmuir adsorption and the hard-spheres expression for ( )F θ  are 

assumed, is consistent with the experimentally observed monotonic decrease in ( )FC θ  with 

increasing θ . Therefore, we can conclude that the single-file diffusion in AV nanotubes is 

attenuated as the Xe occupancy increased.  
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4.5   Conclusions 

Hyperpolarized (saturation-recovery) NMR tracer exchange method has proven to be an 

effective method for characterizing diffusion in self-assembled nanotube systems. The NMR 

signal enhancement afforded by spin-exchange optical-pumping facilitated studies on milligram-

scale quantities of material at occupancies down to ≈ 10%. Expressions for the NMR saturation-

recovery signals for normal diffusion and SFD have been derived from the magnetization rate 

equations, assuming a distribution of desorption rates. The nonlinear regression analysis is clear 

indicative of SFD for Xe in AV, especially at high occupancy. The theoretical occupancy 

dependence of the channel-to-gas signal ratio agrees qualitatively with the data, although the 

deviation between experiment and theory appears to be greater at low occupancy, which 

suggesting that the mobility of the Xe is probably more restricted at low occupancy than is 

predicted by the simple hard-spheres mobility in ideal linear channels. The helium gas 

background, particularly at low Xe partial pressure, will also have an effect on the single-file 

mobility. In the gas phase, the diffusivity of Xe in He has been found to decrease with increasing 

Xe/He mole ratio.216 The helical topology of the channels of AV will reduce the mobility in 

comparison to that of ideal, cylindrical nanotubes. 

The observation of single-file Xe diffusion in AV is consistent with a xt  that is shorter than 

the minimum observation time that can be probed under our experimental conditions, which is 

limited to 500 msτ >≈  by the signal-to-noise. Unfortunately, neither F nor 0D  has been 

measured in this system, so it is impossible to estimate xt  with any certainty.  

Although the magnetization exchange kinetic analysis might not be realistic in describing 

the actual physical process of incorporation of the tracer into the single-file channels, it does 

yield the same analytical form of the saturation-recovery signal (Eq. (4-17)) as is obtained from 
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the standard diffusion propagator description in the limit of long channels. Both models yield the 

same F dependence on the single-file mobility.211 This leads us to conclude that the statistic 

for hyperpolarized atom accumulation in an ensemble of channels is the same in each model. The 

advantage of our magnetization exchange model is that it is easily adapted to samples with 

distributions of channel lengths. Moreover, in samples for which the long channel approximation 

does not apply, or under condition for which the polarization of the gas phase is significantly 

affected by exchange with unpolarized gas inside the channels, it will still be possible to obtain 

the theoretical saturation-recovery curve by numerical integration of the rate equations. 
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CHAPTER 5  
INVESTIGATIONS OF CHANNEL DIAMETER EFFECT ON GAS DIFFUSION IN GA 

WHEEL NANOTUBES BY HYPERPOLARIZED XE-129 NMR 

5.1   Introduction 

In recent years, rapid developments of nanotubular frameworks with their intrinsic beauty 

and potential applications have been witnessed. In particular, inorganic nanotubes constructed 

from the molecular wheels have recently been the subject of intense researches because of the 

fundamental interests in the magnetic properties, such as single molecular magnets (SMM)217-219 

and their quantum phenomena.220-223 In addition, theoretical works have proposed that the spin 

states of the transition-metal clusters can be the basis for the quantum computation.224-226 

Following the pioneering works of Dr. George Christou (UF Chemistry) in synthesizing 

transition-metal molecular clusters, a variety of novel supramolecular channels with highly 

symmetric building blocks have been constructed. One of the characteristic molecular clusters, 

the “gallic” wheel, has been successfully synthesized by nontemplate methods.36 As shown in 

Figure 5-1a and b, the Ga10 and Ga18 wheel structures consist of 10 and 18 Ga(III) atoms bridged 

by the ligands in nearly octahedral geometry. Moreover, the molecular wheels stack along the 

crystal c-axis to form the elegant nanotubular structures. The crystal structures of the Ga10 and 

Ga18 wheels viewed along their crystal c-axis are illustrated in Figure 5-1 d and e, respectively. 

The inner diameters of the Ga10 and Ga18 channels are 8.1 Å and 10.4 Å, respectively.36 In 2004, 

Christou et al. reported a giant molecular wheel compound composed of 84 manganese atoms 

(Figure 5-1c). The Mn84 structure is in a hexagonal symmetry space group.227 The tubular 

structure of the Mn84 wheel has a cylindrical 1D channel with an internal diameter of 1.9 nm 

(Figure 5-1f).  
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Figure 5-1.  Structures of molecular wheels, (a)(d) Ga10, (b)(e) Ga18, and (c)(f) Mn84 , with inner 
diameter of 8.1 Å, 10.4 Å, and 1.9 nm, respectively. (a)(b)(c) are the top view of 
molecular structures of Ga10, Ga18, and  Mn84 wheels, respectively. (d)(e)(f) are the 
corresponding space filling representations of Ga10, Ga18, and  Mn84 wheel 
compounds, respectively. The structures are not represented on the same scale.  
(Ga: yellow; O: red; C:gray; H: white; N: blue in (b); Mn: blue in (c)) (Adapt from 
Ref 36 and 227) 
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The kinetics of gas diffusion in 1D nanotube systems has been investigated by saturation-

recovery hyperpolarized 129Xe NMR, and the results of Xe diffusion in the model single-file 

system, dipeptide nanotube AV, have been presented in Chapter 4. The diffusion properties of 

Xe may be expected to drastically depend on the diameter of the channel relative to the size of 

Xe atom. In our previous studies of Xe diffusion in AV nanotubes, where Xe diameter exceeds 

the radius of channel but is smaller than channel diameter, compliance with SFD behavior has 

been observed.180 The normal 1D diffusion of Xe should emerge in the channel with an inner 

diameter 2≥  times the Xe diameter (i.e. 8.8≥ Å), because the confined Xe can transversely pass 

one-another in the channel. Hence, it would be interesting if the CFSR technique developed 

herein could be applied to nanotubes with larger pores in order to verify this prediction. 

However, the inside diameters of self-assembled dipeptide nanotubes with hydrophobic interiors 

are limited to ~5 Å.178 Thus, the molecular wheel nanochannels with controllable channel sizes 

are excellent candidates to study the channel-size dependence of molecular diffusion in 1D 

nanotube systems. Additionally, in the paper of Christou, it has been pointed out that the 

supramolecular architecture of the molecular wheel nanotubes may be suitable for a variety of 

applications, such as the insertion of guest molecules.227 These considerations motivated us to 

explore the kinetics of gas diffusion in the molecular wheel nanotubes. Here we present the gas 

diffusion studies of Xe in gallic-wheel nanotubes (Ga10 and Ga18) using selective continuous-

flow saturation-recovery (CFSR) hyperpolarized 129Xe NMR. 

5.2   Experimental 

The molecular wheels, Ga10, Ga18, and Mn84, were synthesized by Dr. Theocharis 

Stamatatos in Prof. George Christou’s group. The detailed procedures of the molecular wheels 

synthesis associated with their crystal structure identifications can be found in the literature.36 227 

It is noted that the samples of molecular wheel nanotubes are not stable in air or elevated 
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temperatures. Additionally, the samples readily adsorb moisture, which causes the collapse of the 

nanotubular structures. For example, the nanotubular structures of Ga18 samples were found to be 

completely collapsed by SEM after their exposure to air for 1-2 weeks. Therefore, after the 

molecular wheel samples were synthesized, NMR measurements were performed promptly and 

completed within 2-3 days to ensure the nanotubular structures were not collapsed in the 

samples. The stock molecular wheel samples were stored in a dry N2 glove box for further 

studies. Approximately 40-50 mg of the polycrystalline samples were loosely packed into the 

NMR sample holder and evacuated to ~10-5 torr at room temperature overnight prior to NMR 

measurements. It is crucial to remove the solvent in the samples because an additional Xe solvent 

peak at ~100 ppm can be observed in hyperpolarized 129Xe NMR spectra when the evacuation of 

solvent was not complete. On the other hand, the extremely high sensitivity of hyperpolarized Xe 

NMR allows the small amount of solvent in the samples to be detected. 

5.2.1   Hyperpolarized 129Xe NMR Experiment 

Hyperpolarized Xe gas was generated by continuous-flow Rb-Xe spin-exchange optical-

pumping polarizer described in Section 2.4.4. The gas mixture was re-circulated through the 

sample space during the experiments at a flow rate of 100 mL/min. The total gas pressure was 

4000 mbar in all the experiments. The 2%/2%/96% nature isotopic abundance Xe/N2/He gas 

mixturea was used for the variable temperature experiments. The natural isotopic abundance 

129Xe gasb and 4He gasc were used to adjust the Xe gas composition for the continuous-flow 

selective saturation-recovery (CFSR) hyperpolarized 129Xe NMR experiments at room 

temperature. The pulse sequence of selective CFSR hyperpolarized 129Xe NMR is shown in 

Figure 4-5. The principles of CFSR 129Xe NMR were discussed in Chapter 4. 

                                                 
a part no.: ISO-XHN-C; Spectra Gases Inc., West Branchburg, NJ. 
b part no.: XE5.0RS-D8; Praxair, Danbury, CT.  
c part no.: UN1046; Praxair, Danbury, CT. 
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All the NMR measurements were carried out on a 9.4 T Bruker Avance NMR spectrometer 

operating on a 129Xe Larmor frequency of 110.7 MHz. The 2π  pulse width was about 4.5 μs. 

The single-pulse sequence was applied to acquire variable-temperature 129Xe NMR spectra in 

Ga10 and Ga18 nanotubes. For Mn84 nanotubes, the typical Hahn spin-echo pulse sequence was 

used in order to refocus the signal dephasing due to the field inhomogeneity. The inter-pulse 

delay of Hahn spin-echo was optimized to 50 μs. The 129Xe NMR acquisition parameters are 

listed in Table 5-1. For Ga18 nanotubes, 128 transients were averaged in CFSR experiments in 

order to obtain the sufficient signal-to-noise ratio on the adsorbed peaks for the quantitative 

measurements. A Gaussian line-broadening factor was applied to the free induction decay prior 

to the Fourier transformation. Since the structures of molecular wheels are not stable at high 

temperature, all the NMR measurements were conducted at or below room temperature. 

Table 5-1. Summary of Xe NMR acquisition parameters of the molecular wheels 
polycrystalline 

samples recycle delay transients spectral width 
(kHz) 

line broadening 
(Hz) 

Ga10 1 sec 16 60 300 
Ga18 1 sec 32 55 300 
Mn84 1 sec 128 250 500 

 
5.2.2   Scanning Electron Microscopy 

The scanning electron microscopy (SEM) was performed using JOEL 6400 with 

acceleration voltage as low as 5 kV in order to get sufficient resolution to study the morphology 

of nanotubes. The SEM images of Ga10 nanotubes with variable magnifications are presented in 

Figure 5-2a-c. The additional substances around the nanotubular structures in Figure 5-2c may be 

the collapsed nanotubes since Ga10 nanotubes can be collapsed in the exposure to air or moisture. 

The channel lengths were measured manually in the SEM images taken from six different areas 

of polycrystalline sample. The length distribution of Ga10 channels is presented in Figure 5-2d. 

The average length of Ga10 channel is 606.5±49.3 μm.  
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(a) (b) 

(c) (d) 

Figure 5-2.  SEM images of Ga10 nanotubes shown at length scales of  (a) 10μm, (b) 100μm, and 
(c) 1mm. (d) Length distribution of the Ga10 crystals. The average length is 
606.5±49.3 μm. (n=83)   

5.3   Results and Discussions 

5.3.1   Temperature Dependent Study in Ga10 and Ga18 Nanotubes 

The temperature dependences of 129Xe NMR spectra of Xe adsorbed in the Ga10 and Ga18 

wheel nanotubes are presented in Figure 5-3. The morphology of the Ga10 and Ga18 wheel 

polycrystalline samples is expected to be very similar. From the X-ray crystal structure 

analysis36, the inner diameters of Ga10 (8.1 Å) and Ga18 (10.4 Å) are relatively larger than that of 

AV or TPP channel (i.e. ~5 Å). Therefore, the motions of Xe atoms in Ga10 and Ga18 nanotubes 

are less restricted than in AV or TPP, leading to the isotropic NMR line-shapes of Xe in Ga10 and 

Ga18 nanotube phases over the range of experimental temperatures (Figure 5-3). Such isotropic 
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129Xe NMR spectral line-shapes are completely different from the CSA powder pattern of AV or 

TPP.20,21,180  

  
Figure 5-3.  Temperature dependence of hyperpolarized 129Xe NMR Spectra of Xe adsorbed in 

(a) Ga10 and (b) Ga18 molecular wheels. 

In Figure 5-3, the adsorbed Xe peaks in both nanotubes become broader as the temperature 

is reduced. At low temperature, more Xe atoms accumulate into the channels and the Xe-Xe 

interaction is dominant, resulting in a deshielding of Xe chemical shift in Ga10 and Ga18 

nanotubes. As more Xe atoms adsorb into the channels at low temperature, the confinement of 

Xe may break the symmetry of shielding tensor, leading to an observed anisotropic NMR line-

shape. However, due to low signal-to-noise ratio of Xe in gallic nanotubes in Figure 5-3, more 

signal averaging may be required in order to identify the spectral line-shapes at low temperature. 

Moreover, two distinctions were found in the temperature-dependent 129Xe NMR spectra of Ga10 

and Ga18 wheel nanotubes: (1) The intensity of the adsorbed Xe peak in Ga18 nanotubes is much 
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weaker than its gas peak intensity, implying Xe 1cT  relaxation time in Ga18 nanotubes may be 

relatively shorter or the density of unobstructed channels may be lower. (2) The signal intensity 

of the adsorbed Xe peak in Ga18 nanotubes increases when the temperature is lowered. 

Conversely, in Ga10 nanotubes, the intensity of Xe adsorbed peak decreases and broadens upon 

lowering the temperature, and eventually disappears at -40 oC. It can be interpreted by a 

reduction of Xe motion inside the Ga10 nanotubes upon cooling the system. As the temperature is 

lowered, more Xe atoms adsorb into the Ga10 channels and the Xe diffusivity is reduced, 

consequently reducing the 2T  relaxation time. Therefore, the adsorbed Xe peak in Ga10 

nanotubes becomes broadened and weaker at lower temperature. Since the Ga18 nanotube has a 

large inner diameter than Ga10 nanotube, Xe motion in Ga18 nanotubes should be more mobile 

than in Ga10 nanotubes. Thus, Xe 2T  in Ga18 nanotubes does not exhibit such a drastic change 

upon lowering the temperature.  

The temperature dependences of the chemical shifts of the adsorbed 129Xe peaks in Ga10 

and Ga18 nanotubes are summarized in Figure 5-4. Because Xe is more tightly confined in Ga10 

nanotubes than in Ga18 nanotubes, the chemical shift of Xe in Ga10 nanotubes is more deshielded 

than that in Ga18 nanotubes over the range of experimental temperatures.  
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Figure 5-4.  Temperature dependence of chemical shift of adsorbed Xe in Ga10 and Ga18 

nanotubes. 

5.3.2   Temperature Dependent Study in Mn84 Nanotubes 

The hyperpolarized 129Xe spin-echo NMR spectra in Mn84 nanotubes at variable 

temperatures are presented in Figure 5-5. Extreme broadening of the adsorbed 129Xe peaks 

occurs. The chemical shifts of Xe adsorbed peaks up to 400 ppm were observed in the variable-

temperature hyperpolarized 129Xe NMR spectra. The line-shape appears to consist of more than 

one peak or perhaps even a continuous distribution of adsorbed Xe peaks. As the temperature is 

reduced, the line-shape of Xe adsorbed into Mn84 nanotubes becomes increasingly broadened. 

The Xe 1T  relaxation time in the adsorbed phase of Mn84 nanotubes was approximately 10 ms at 

room temperature, as measured by the time-dependence of the peak amplitude in the non-

selective saturation-recovery hyperpolarized 129Xe NMR signal. The manganese atom is 

paramagnetic and can induce fast nuclear spin relaxation on 129Xe in the Mn84 channels. It might 

be the reason for the weak and strongly broadened Xe signals in this nanotube system. This type 
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of spectral line-broadening is typically seen in the 129Xe NMR spectra of carbon nanotubes in the 

presence of metallic partcles.228-230 In addition, since the Mn84 wheel is known as a single 

molecular magnet227, the difference of magnetic susceptibility distribution in Mn84 sample may 

present a spatial dependence of the magnetic environments seen by the 129Xe nuclear spin, 

leading to a dispersion of the Xe resonance frequency that consequently yields the drastic line-

broadening.  

 
Figure 5-5.  Temperature dependence of hyperpolarized Xe NMR spectra of Mn84 nanotubes. 

5.3.3   Pressure Dependent Study in Ga10 and Ga18 Nanotubes 

The pressure dependences of the hyperpolarized 129Xe NMR spectra of Xe adsorbed in 

Ga10 and Ga18 nanotubes are presented in Figure 5-6. Interestingly, the Xe chemical shifts in the 

Ga10 and Ga18 nanotubes were almost independent of Xe pressure at 25 oC over a wide range of 

Xe partial pressures. The chemical shift of adsorbed Xe can be expressed by the contributions of 
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several interactions, as shown in Eq. (2-26). Among the interactions in Eq. (2-26), only the sσ  

term arises from Xe-surface interactions, or in the present case Xe-wall interactions, and this 

term does not depend on the Xe pressure. Hence, the results indicate that the chemical shift of Xe 

inside the Ga10 and Ga18 nanotube is governed by Xe-wall interactions over a wide range of Xe 

densities. Such pressure-independent behavior has been observed previously in the system of Xe 

gas adsorbed in the nanoporous materials.14,155,231,232 For example, Nagasaka et al.232 have 

recently reported chemical shifts of adsorbed Xe in two polymer systems, bisphenol-A 

polycarbonate (PC) and polytetrafluoroethylene (PTFE), with pore size of 4.7 Å and 7.9 Å, 

respectively, were not affected by a drastic variation of the Xe density, and suggested the Xe 

chemical shifts in these systems are dominated by the Xe-wall interactions.  

  
Figure 5-6.  Pressure dependence of hyperpolarized Xe NMR Spectra in (a) Ga10 and (b) Ga18 

nanotubes at 25 oC. The total pressure of Xe/He gas mixture is 4000 mbar. The 
chemical shifts are reference to the dilute Xe gas (0 ppm). Since Xe gas peak is much 
larger than Xe adsorbed peak in Ga18 sample, the gas peaks of Ga18 nanotubes were 
neglected for easily visualized the Xe adsorbed peaks in Ga18 samples.  

At 25 oC and 80 mbar of Xe partial pressure, the Xe chemical shifts of Ga10 and Ga18 

nanotubes are about 198 ppm, which are mainly governed by the Xe-wall interactions. As noted 
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above, Xe-wall interactions can be reflected in σ  in 1D nanotube systems with an axial 

symmetry, such as AV or TPP.19 Under the same experimental condition as present studies,  

σ =121 ppm was reported in the Xe/AV system, a value which is substantially smaller than that 

observed in the gallic wheel nanotubes. It appears that Xe-wall interactions in gallic nanotubes 

are stronger than those in AV nanotubes at 25 oC. However, since the channel walls in both 

systems are completely different, the Xe-wall interactions may influence the Xe shielding tensor 

differently in both nanotube systems. 

5.3.4   Saturation-recovery Hyperpolarized 129Xe NMR in Ga10 and Ga18 Nanotubes 

The continuous-flow selective saturation-recovery (CFSR) hyperpolarized 129Xe NMR 

experiments were carried out in Ga10 and Ga18 nanotubes in order to compare the effect of 

channel diameters on the Xe diffusion. The inner diameters of Ga10 and Ga18 nanotube are  

8.1 Å and 10.4 Å, respectively.36 Thus, it is possible for two Xe atoms to fit side-by-side in the 

channels of Ga18, but not in Ga10. The rigid nanotubular structure formed by stacking of gallic 

wheels has a uniform internal diameter. As shown in Figure 5-3, the adsorbed peaks of Xe in 

Ga10 and Ga18 nanotubes can be distinguished from the gas peaks. Such features make Ga10 and 

Ga18 wheel compounds unique model systems to probe the different diffusion time-scaling of Xe 

inside the channels. Since the Xe adsorbed peak cannot be resolved and the Xe 1cT  is too short in 

Mn84 nanotube, it is infeasible to conduct the Xe CFSR experiments on Mn84 nanotubes. 

The selective saturation-recovery hyperpolarized 129Xe NMR experiments in Ga10 

nanotubes acquired at four different Xe compositions, 16.7%, 33.3%, 66.7% and 100%, as well 

as least-squares fits of normal Fickian diffusion (Eq. (4-22)) and single-file diffusion (Eq. (4-20)) 

are presented in Figure 5-7. In Ga10 nanotubes at 25 oC , it is apparent that the expression for 

single-file diffusion has the best fit to the saturation-recovery curves over four different Xe 
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densities. Therefore, it can be concluded that the diffusion of Xe inside the Ga10 channels is still 

single-file over a wide range of Xe pressures at 25 oC. The inner diameter of the Ga10 nanotubes 

is slightly smaller than two times the Xe van der Waals diameter, and therefore the mutual 

passage of confined Xe atoms inside the channel is still forbidden. 

 

  
Figure 5-7.  Hyperpolarized CFSR 129Xe NMR experiments in Ga10 nanotubes with variable Xe 

partial pressures at room temperature. Least-squares fits of Eq. (4-20) and Eq. (4-22) 
are represented as solid line and dash line, respectively. Total pressure of Xe/He gas 
mixture is 4000 mbar.   
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Figure 5-8.  Hyperpolarized CFSR 129Xe NMR experiments in Ga18 nanotubes in (a)16.7% and 

(b)100% Xe with total gas pressure of 4000 mbar. The corresponding time-axis 
expansions of (a) and (c) are presented in (b) and (d), respectively. Least-squares fits 
of Eq. (4-22) and Eq. (4-20) are represented as solid line and dash line, respectively. 
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Selective CFSR hyperpolarized 129Xe NMR experiments were also performed in Ga18 

nanotubes at 25 oC, where the inner diameter is about 22% larger than that of Ga10 nanotubes. 

The representative selective saturation-recovery curves, along with the least-squares fits to  

Eq. (4-22) and Eq. (4-20), are shown in Figure 5-8a and c. The fitting curves for SFD and ND in 

Ga18 nanotubes are very similar. However, with the expansion of time-axis at short recovery-

time in 16.7% and 100% Xe gas mixture (Figure 5-8b and d), the normal 1D diffusion function 

(Eq. (4-22)) evidently yields the best fit, revealing that Xe in the Ga18 system obeys normal 1D 

Fickian diffusion time-scaling. The results suggest that CFSR technique has the capability to 

distinguish between normal 1D Fickian diffusion and single-file diffusion of the confined atoms 

inside the nanotube systems with different internal diameters.  

The 1cT  and pre-factor terms of Eq. (4-20) and Eq. (4-22) (i.e. CF and CD) in Ga10 and Ga18 

nanotubes extracted from CFSR hyperpolarized 129Xe NMR experiments are summarized in 

Figure 5-9. Both Xe 1cT  relaxation times in gallic wheel nanotubes are much shorter than Xe 1cT

in AV.180 From SEM analysis of Ga10 nanotubes, the average length of the nanotube crystals is 

longer by a factor of ~30 than that of AV nanotube crystals, suggesting that the fast 129Xe NMR 

signal recovery observed in the gallic nanotubes is not due to short channel length. While 1cT

relaxation time of Xe in Ga18 was found to be shorter than that in Ga10 nanotubes, the 1cT values 

in either gallic nanotube system are roughly the same, within the experimental uncertainties, at 

variable Xe pressures (Figure 5-9a and c). The rapid 1cT  relaxation of Xe in Ga18 nanotubes may 

result from the presence of paramagnetic impurities. The relaxation mechanisms in Xe/Ga10 and 

Xe/Ga18 systems appear to be dominated by the Xe-wall interactions, because the spin relaxation 

time does not depend on the density of Xe atoms inside the channels. This is in good agreement 

with the pressure independence of the Xe chemical shift of the adsorbed phase in Ga10 and Ga18 
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nanotubes. The pre-factor terms, CF and CD, of Eq. (4-20) and Eq. (4-22) in Ga10 and Ga18 

nanotubes are on the same order of magnitude as CF in AV nanotubes.180 As shown in  

Figure 5-9b and d, CF and CD in Ga10 and Ga18 nanotubes are nearly pressure independent.  

However, due to lack of the information about the Xe adsorption capacity of Ga10 and Ga18 

nanotubes, a quantitative interpretation has not been yet possible. If Xe adsorption into the 

channels is favorable, the channels might be readily saturated ( 1θ = ) at very low Xe density, 

resulting in a lack of pressure dependence of the CF or CD over the pressure range studied. To 

clarify it, the measurements of Xe adsorption isotherm and Xe fractional occupancy in Ga10 and 

Ga18 nanotubes are needed. 

  

  
Figure 5-9.  Xe pressure dependence of (a) T1c and (b) CF determined by least-squares fit of Eq. 

(4-20) in Ga10 nanotubes. Xe pressure dependence of (c)T1c and (d) CD determined by 
least-squares fit of Eq. (4-22) in Ga18 nanotubes. Error bars indicate 95% confidence 
intervals. Total pressure of Xe/He gas mixture is 4000 mbar. 
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5.4   Conclusions 

In addition to the dipeptide nanotube system, the diffusion properties of Xe in two gallic 

molecular wheel nanotube systems with different channel diameters have been investigated. The 

isotropic spectral line-shapes of Xe inside the Ga10 and Ga18 nanotubes were observed, indicating 

the motion of Xe atoms in Ga10 and Ga18 is less restricted than in AV nanotubes. The observed 

Xe chemical shifts in the nanotube phase of Ga10 and Ga18 nanotubes do not depend on Xe 

pressure at room temperature. The results suggest that the Xe-wall interaction dominates over the 

Xe-Xe interaction in the gallic-wheel nanotubes at 25 oC. The kinetic analysis of the selective 

CFSR hyperpolarized 129Xe NMR based on the magnetization exchange model successfully 

distinguished between drastically different diffusion time-scaling behaviors in the gallic 

nanotubes. Single-file diffusion and normal 1D Fickian diffusion have been observed in the Ga10 

and Ga18 nanotubes, respectively. These results are consistent with expectations in the basis of 

different inner diameters relative to the size of Xe atom. The 1cT  relaxation time of Xe in Ga18 

was found to be shorter than that in Ga10 nanotubes. The relative short relaxation time is likely 

due to paramagnetic impurities in the sample. Furthermore, Xe 1cT  relaxation times in Ga10 and 

Ga18 nanotubes were found to be almost independent of Xe pressure, a result which is consistent 

with a spin-lattice relaxation mechanism dominated by Xe-wall interactions in these gallic 

nanotube systems at 25 oC. Moreover, the observed pressure independence of CD and CF over the 

667 - 4000 mbar pressure range may be attributed to the full occupation of channels at low Xe 

pressure. While the 1cT  relaxation time and CF or CD value can be quantitatively obtained from 

CFSR technique, the information of channel lengths and adsorption properties must be 

determined from other types of characterization techniques, such as SEM and adsorption 

isotherm studies.  
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Although the 1cT  relaxation time in the gallic nanotubes was observed to be relatively 

short, the Xe diffusion inside the channels, as investigated by CFSR experiments, was not 

limited by such short 1cT  relaxation time. As noted previously, in the steady-state continuous-

flow hyperpolarization condition, fresh hyperpolarized 129Xe gas in the sample space can be 

replenished on the time-scale of the gas residence time, not the 1T  relaxation time, as in 

thermally polarized NMR experiments. Therefore, the complete diffusion route of 

hyperpolarized gas in the channels can be traced by CFSR even under conditions where 1T  

relaxation is rapid. In summary, single-file diffusion and normal-diffusion nanotube systems can 

be explicitly distinguished by the CFSR technique presented herein, suggesting that this 

approach can be potentially applicable to diverse 1D nanotube systems with different channel 

dimensions and chemical compositions.    
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CHAPTER 6  
DIRECT OBSERVATION OF ATOMS ENTERING AND EXITING SINGLE-FILE 
NANOTUBES BY A TWO-DIMENSIONAL HYPERPOLARIZED XE-129 NMR 

6.1   Introduction 

In single-file systems, the rates of adsorption and desorption are expected to be determined 

by the rate at which molecules enter or escape at the channel openings, rather than the internal 

displacement.1 However, such effects of the molecular exchange and diffusion localized in the 

vicinity of channel openings have not been investigated experimentally in detail. We have 

demonstrated the gas adsorption and diffusion in AV and gallic wheel nanotubes by CFHP 129Xe 

NMR. The locations of Xe in the channels and gas phases can be explicitly reported by the 

chemical shifts at variable experimental conditions. It is therefore of great interests to study the 

microscopic molecular exchange in the single-file nanotubes by 129Xe NMR.  

Two-dimensional exchange 129Xe NMR spectroscopy (2D-EXSY) has been utilized to 

investigate the slow exchange processes among the multiple adsorbed sites in diverse systems, 

including liquid crystals,33,233 zeolites,5,234,235 polymers,13,236,237 aerogels,238,239 and carbon 

nanotubes.229,230 The presence of molecular exchange within a time scale on the order of 

longitudinal 1T  relaxation time gives rise to cross peaks in the 2D-EXSY spectrum between the 

frequencies of exchange sites.38 Numerous thermally-polarized 129Xe NMR studies in the basis 

of quantitative kinetic analysis of gas exchange in the nanoporous materials have been reported 

in few decades. With the advent of continuous-flow hyperpolarized 129Xe NMR, it is now 

feasible to overcome conventional sensitivity limitations.35,144,240 While CFHP 129Xe 2D-EXSY 

is well-suited for the kinetic studies of gas exchange in nanoporous materials, the information 

obtained by most of the previous CFHP 129Xe 2D-EXSY NMR works has been of a qualitative 

nature, such as the determination of pore-space interconnectivity238,239,241, pore geometry153, and 
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exchange pathways.147,238,242 It would appear that extraction of quantitative exchange rates has 

been hampered by the lack of an appropriate kinetic formalism to the analysis of 2D-EXSY 

spectra acquired under CFHP condition. The quantitative kinetic studies of thermally-polarized 

and hyperpolarized Xe 2D-EXSY in the literature are briefly summarized as follows.  

6.1.1   Thermally-polarized Xe 2D Exchange NMR 

For quantitative interpretation of the thermally-polarized 129Xe 2D-EXSY experiments, the 

time evolution of integrated diagonal and cross-peak signals can be substantially fit to an 

appropriate kinetic model, which is fundamentally based on Ernst et al.38 In the case of two-site 

exchange, a simple exchange model with first-order exchange process is 

 A B

B A

k

k
A B→

→

⎯⎯⎯→←⎯⎯⎯  (6-1) 

where A and B represent the exchange sites; A Bk →  and B Ak →  are the exchange rate constants. 

The time evolutions of z magnetizations, ( )A
zM t  and ( )B

zM t , are given by the following master 

equation: 

 
( ) (0) ( ) (0)
( ) (0) ( ) (0)

A A A A
z z z z
B B B B
z z z z

M t M M t Md
dt M t M M t M

⎛ ⎞ ⎛ ⎞− −
= ℜ⎜ ⎟ ⎜ ⎟

− −⎝ ⎠ ⎝ ⎠
 (6-2) 

where ℜ  is the kinetic matrix. If cross relaxation is absent in the system, it is a sum of exchange 

and relaxation matrices. 

 
1

1
1

1

A B A B A

A B B A B

k T k
k k T

−
→ →

−
→ →

⎛ ⎞− −
ℜ = ⎜ ⎟

− −⎝ ⎠
 (6-3) 

1AT  and 1BT  are longitudinal relaxation times in the two exchange sites. The analytical solutions 

of Eq. (6-2) provides time-dependence of diagonal and cross-peak intensities, which can be 

found in Ref 38. An example of matrix representation for the two-site exchange will be given in 

Appendix B. The advantage of using matrix representation to deal with the site exchange 
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problem is the multi-site exchange is non-trivial, and exchange rates corresponding to multi-site 

exchange can be solved easily. The typical graphs of time-dependent diagonal and cross-peak 

peak integrals are shown in Figure 6-1. In the simplest case of the two-site exchange with equal 

exchange rates ( A B A Bk k→ →= ) and relaxation time ( 1 1A BT T= ), the diagonal-peak intensity 

monotonically decays as increasing the mixing time (Figure 6-1a), whereas the cross-peak 

intensity initially raises to its maximum and decays gradually with the mixing time due to the 1T  

relaxation (Figure 6-1b).  

  
Figure 6-1.  Simulated mixing-time dependence of (a) diagonal-peak and (b) cross-peak 

intensities in 2D-EXSY based on two-site exchange model. ( 150A B A Bk k ms−
→ →= = ;

1 1 2A BT T s= = ) 

It was noted that almost all the previous quantitative works of thermally-polarized 129Xe 

2D-EXSY NMR were analyzed according to the matrix representation. Ripmeester et al.5 have 

first investigated the intra- and inter-particle exchanges of Xe in zeolites by thermally-polarized 

129Xe 2D-EXSY NMR associated with matrix representation analysis. Since then, several reports 

were following this approach to determine Xe exchange rates in various porous materials. 

Jokisaari et al.33,243 performed a series of kinetic studies on liquid-crystalline systems confined in 
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controlled glass. Brotin et al.244 investigated the gas dynamics in the Xe/cryptophane complex in 

the aqueous systems. The kinetic parameters, including Xe exchange rate constant, 1T   relaxation 

time, diffusion coefficient, and activation energy of diffusion, as well as adsorption enthalpy and 

free energy of Xe on the adsorbed site can be determined accordingly. These parameters 

significantly depend on the particle size, pore geometry, and Xe 1T  relaxation times on the 

exchange sites.5 To quantitatively extract such information, a series of 2D-EXSY spectra must be 

acquired as a function of mixing time. However, as noted above, total experimental time per 2D-

EXSY spectrum may take several hours due to lengthy 1T  relaxation time and inherently low 

sensitivity of thermally-polarized 129Xe NMR. Therefore, although the kinetic model is available 

to apply on thermally-polarized 129Xe 2D-EXSY NMR, mixing-time dependent study is 

generally impractical. 

6.1.2   Hyperpolarized Xe 2D Exchange NMR 

The analytical expressions for the mixing-time dependences of the cross and diagonal-peak 

signals found in the literature5,58 are validated only in the case of (1) thermally-polarized spins in 

the absence of flow (e.g. in a sealed NMR tube) and (2) equal cross-peak signals represent the 

forward and reverse exchange processes. However, the conventional matrix formalism was 

applied without modification to estimate exchange rates in recent CFHP 129Xe 2D-EXSY study 

of gas exchange in porous silicon.242 The low integrated intensities of the exchange cross-peaks 

and correspondingly low exchange rates in their studies may not reflect the true intrinsic 

exchange rates under CFHP condition. As the kinetic model presented below reveals, flow 

effects must be considered when the gas residence time in the sample space is shorter than 

exchange time: 1
R dkτ −< . In this regime, flow attenuates the exchange cross-peaks involving the 

gas phase, leading to a possible underestimation of the exchange rates. Moreover, the cross-
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peaks representing the forward and reverse exchange processes in CFHP 129Xe 2D-EXSY spectra 

are generally asymmetric with respect to the spectrum diagonal, as discussed in qualitative terms 

by Anala et al. in a study of the combustion process.245 

Here we demonstrate how CFHP 129Xe 2D-EXSY can be used to detect Xe atoms entering 

and exiting the channel openings in AV. The mixing-time dependence of the diagonal and cross-

peak signal integrals will be fit to analytical expressions assuming slow exchange between the 

gas phase and a surface exhibiting Langmuir adsorption. The mean desorption rate was 

determined at low, moderate and high Xe fractional occupancies in AV, yielding semi-

quantitative information about molecular exchange in the vicinity of the channel openings.  

6.2   Experimental 

15 mg sample of polycrystalline AVa was packed loosely into NMR sample holder and 

evacuated to about 10-5 mbar at 100 oC for 2-3 hours prior to NMR measurements. Spectra were 

acquired at a field of 9.4 T (110.7 MHz 129Xe resonance frequency) with a Bruker Avance 

spectrometer. The Rapid accumulation of spectra was achieved by pre-pending the standard 2D-

EXSY pulse sequence with a saturating RF pulse train (SAT) followed by a fixed re-polarization 

delay 1τ . The modification serves to (1) circumvent the lengthy acquisition recycle delay that 

would be required using thermally-polarized 129Xe NMR due to lengthy 1T  relaxation time and 

(2) produce a reproducible polarization distribution as a function of displacement from the 

channel openings. Prior to each repetition of the 2D-EXSY pulse program, the 129Xe 

magnetization in the sample space is initially destroyed by the application of a non-selective 

/ 2π  pulse train followed by a re-polarization delay of 1τ =4s to allow the build-up of 

hyperpolarized Xe inside the channels. The complete CFHP 2D-EXSY pulse sequence is shown 

                                                 
a part no.: 0210032883; MP Biochemicals, Santa Ana, CA 
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in Figure 6-2, where mτ  is the mixing time. An 8-step phase-cycle was employed for coherence 

transfer pathway selection.38 It should be noted that under the present experimental conditions 

only hyperpolarized 129Xe gives rise to observable NMR signal, since thermally-polarized 129Xe 

signal cannot be detected without signal averaging.  

 
Figure 6-2.  NMR pulse sequence of CFHP 2D-EXSY. (SAT is the non-selective saturation RF 

pulse train.)  

A series of ten CFHP 2D-EXSY spectra were acquired with mixing times ranging from 

mτ =10 to 600 ms at Xe partial pressures of 92, 1320, and 3300 mbar at -10 oC. Typically, 64 

and 1024 points were collected in the t1 and t2 dimensions. A line-broadening of 300 Hz was 

applied in both time dimensions prior to Fourier transformation. Chemical shifts were referenced 

to dilute Xe gas (0 ppm).   

Hyperpolarized 129Xe gas was generated by the home-built continuous-flow Rb-Xe spin-

exchange optical-pumping system described in Section 2.4.4. The Xe gas mixture was re-

circulated through the sample space at a flow rate of 100 ml/min, as measured on a calibrated 

flow meter. The experiments at 92 mbar were carried out using a 2%/2%/96% natural isotopic 
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abundance 129Xe/N2/He gas mixture.b At this pressure, the 129Xe spin polarization reached levels 

as high as about 20 %. The total gas pressure was 4600 mbar in all experiments. A mixture of 

natural abundance 129Xe gasc and heliumd was used for the experiments at 1320 mbar and 3300 

mbar Xe partial pressure. The fractional occupancies of Xe in AV were estimated from the 

perpendicular component of the cylindrically symmetric chemical shielding tensor, σ⊥ , of NMR 

spectra, as described in Section 3.3.4. Although the experiments presented herein were 

performed at -10 oC, the temperature dependence of σ⊥  (at constant mθ ) is assumed to be only 

weak since σ⊥  depends primarily on Xe-Xe interactions.19,22  

6.3   Magnetization Exchange Model for Continuous-flow Hyperpolarized Xe  
2D-EXSY NMR 

A kinetic model is postulated on the basis of the master equations describing the 

continuous-flow hyperpolarized 129Xe 2D exchange NMR. In the assumption of steady-state 

adsorption on a Langmuir surface, the rate equations of gaseous and nanotube phase 

magnetizations, gM and cM , can be described as 

 
1

g g i gc
d g d c

g g R

dM M M Mnk M k M
dt n T

θ
τ
−

= − + − +  (6-4) 

 
1

c c c
d g d c

g c

dM n Mk M k M
dt n T

θ
= − −  (6-5) 

where /c gn n ≡  ratio of total adsorption sites to gas atoms, dk ≡desorption rate constant, and iM  

is the magnetization of freshly hyperpolarized gas entering the sample space. Rτ  is the gas 

residence time in the sample space, which is inversely proportional to the gas flow rate. The 

                                                 
b part no.: ISO-XHN-C; Spectra Gases Inc., West Branchburg, NJ. 
c part no.: XE5.0RS-D8; Praxair, Danbury, CT 
d part no.: UN1046; Praxair, Danbury, CT 
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longitudinal relaxation times of Xe inside the channels and in the gas phase are given by 1cT  and 

1gT , respectively. For 129Xe in AV at 9.4 T, 1 50 150cT s= ∼ , depending on θ ,180  and 1gT >600 s. 

Since the re-polarization delay of 1 4sτ = , during which the hyperpolarized atoms enter and 

diffuse into the channels, is much shorter than either longitudinal relaxation time, the 

longitudinal relaxation terms can be neglected in Eq. (6-4) and Eq. (6-5). Assuming an excess of 

Xe gas (i.e. / 1c gn nθ ), the re-polarization of the gas during 1τ  will be dominated by the influx 

of freshly hyperpolarized gas into the sample space. This assumption is validated by the 

observation that selective saturation of the nanotube phase 129Xe transition did not significantly 

affect the gas phase signal.180  

During pre-polarization delay 1τ , Eq. (6-4) and Eq. (6-5) can be solved by the steady-state 

approximation, where 0g cdM dt dM dt= ≈ . Hence, the initial magnetizations in the gas and 

channels at the beginning of the mixing delay ( )0mτ =  are as follows: 

 ( ) ( )1
1 1 Ro

g g iM M M e τ ττ −≡ ≈ −  (6-6) 

 ( ) ( ) ( )1 1 /1

1 1

1 1d Rk
R do c

c c i
g R d

e e knM M M
n k

τ τ ττθτ
τ

− −−

−

− − −⎡ ⎤
≡ ≈ ⎢ ⎥

−⎢ ⎥⎣ ⎦
 (6-7) 

Longitudinal magnetizations (stored from transverse magnetization which evolves during t1) that 

do not exchange during mτ  yield the “diagonal” peaks in the 2D-EXSY spectrum. The gas and 

channel diagonal-peaks are expected to decay mono-exponentially:  

 ( )1
1, expo c

g g m g m d
R g

nM M k
n
θτ τ τ

τ→

⎡ ⎤⎛ ⎞
= − +⎢ ⎥⎜ ⎟⎜ ⎟⎢ ⎥⎝ ⎠⎣ ⎦

 (6-8) 

 ( )1, d mko
c c m cM M e ττ τ −
→ =  (6-9) 
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The mixing-time dependences of the longitudinal magnetizations representing Xe entering and 

exiting the channels during the mixing time (assuming excess gas) are 

 ( ) ( )/
1 1, kd c d m m R

g c m g
gR d

k nM M e e
nk

τ τ τθτ τ
τ

− −
→ −≈ −

−
 (6-10) 

 ( ) ( )/
1 1, kd d m m R

c g m c
R d

kM M e e
k

τ τ ττ τ
τ

− −
→ −≈ −

−
 (6-11) 

The expressions reveal that the cross-peaks will generally have unequal amplitudes, vanish in the 

limit 0Rτ →  or 0dk → , and are significantly affected by the flow when 1
R dkτ − > . However, the 

time dependence of the two cross-peaks will be approximately the same in this model, and each 

is predicted to pass through a maximum at ( ) ( )max 1ln /m d R d Rk kτ τ τ −= − .   

Eq. (6-10) and Eq. (6-11) pertain to a homogeneous surface consisting of cn  adsorption 

sites. It is important to note that the average channel length in our AV sample is roughly five 

orders of magnitude greater than the diameter of Xe atom. For an atom to escape from the 

channel, it must first diffuse to the opening and sequentially overcome a potential energy barrier. 

In Chapter 4, we have postulated that the diffusion-limited exchange kinetics in 1D channel can 

be modeled by taking a distribution of desorption rates:  ( )21 4/ /d dk F zτ π−≈ =  for single-file 

diffusion or ( )1 2
0 / /d dk D zτ π−≈ =  for normal 1D diffusion. In the present work, the distribution 

( )dk z  will be replaced by a single mean value, dk . This should yield semi-quantitative results at 

sufficiently short mixing times. 
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6.4   Results and Discussions 

Xe adsorption in AV nanotubes is known to obey the Langmuir equation74 where the 

steady-state fractional occupancy is given by θ = occupied sites/total sites =  / (1 )Xe XeKp Kp+ , 

a dK k k≡  is the equilibrium constant, and Xep  is Xe partial pressure. By varying Xep at 

constant T, the effect of occupancy on the exchange rate can be explored under steady-state 

adsorption condition. Figure 6-3 presents the 1D CFHP 129Xe spectra in AV acquired at Xe 

partial pressures of 92, 1320 and 3300 mbar at -10 oC. The contribution of Xe-Xe interactions to 

the isotropic chemical shift becomes significant as the Xe occupancy increases. The chemical 

shielding anisotropy exhibits a sign inversion at 0.4θ ≈  due to the relative contributions of Xe–

Xe and Xe–wall interactions to the perpendicular and parallel components of the shielding 

tensor.19,179  At 92 mbar, the anisotropy is dominated by the Xe-wall interactions (Figure 6-3a), 

while at 3300 mbar (Figure 6-3c), Xe-Xe interactions dominate. Validating the assumption of 

steady-state Langmuir adsorption, the estimated equilibrium constants reported in Table 6-1 are 

within experimental error the same at all three pressures.  

 
Figure 6-3.  Steady-state continuous-flow hyperpolarized 129Xe NMR spectra in AV nanotubes, 

acquired at -10 oC, at the following Xe partial pressures: (a) 92 mbar (b) 1320 mbar 
(c) 3300 mbar. The chemical shift scale is referenced to dilute Xe gas (0 ppm). 
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The 129Xe 2D-EXSY spectra at 92, 1320 and 3300 mbar are presented in Figure 6-4. The 

gas→channel and channel→gas cross-peaks are strongly attenuated by the gas flow rate which 

limits the residence time Rτ  of gas atoms in the sample space. The observation of gas atoms 

entering (upper left cross-peak) and exiting (lower right cross-peak) the single-file nanotubes is 

evidenced by the appearance of cross-peaks. Elongated diagonal-peaks due to Xe which did not 

exchange during mτ  are observed at 92 mbar (Figure 6-4a) and 3300 mbar (Figure 6-4c), while 

the contours of the diagonal peak at 1320 mbar exhibit a roughly circular shape (Figure 6-4b). As 

in the 1D spectra presented in Figure 6-3, the shape of the adsorbed-phase diagonal peaks in the 

2D-EXSY spectrum reflects the orientation of AV crystallites with different orientations with 

respect to the magnetic field. Cross-peaks corresponding to exchange between different 

individual channel orientations are not observed, indicating that multiple Xe exchange events 

between different channels cannot be detected under the present experimental conditions.  
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Figure 6-4.  Continuous-flow hyperpolarized 129Xe 2D-EXSY spectra in AV nanotubes at -10 oC acquired at the mixing times yielding 
maximum cross-peak intensities: (a) 92 mbar, mτ =35 ms (b) 1320 mbar , mτ  =100 ms (c) 3300 mbar , mτ =100 ms. The 
spectra were recorded with 64 1024×  data points with 8 scans per spectrum. A Gaussian line-broadening of 300 Hz was 
applied in both time dimensions. The total experiment time per 2D spectrum with 1 4sτ =  was about 30 min.  
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Figure 6-5 presents the mτ -dependence of the cross- and diagonal-peak integrals along 

with the non-linear least squares fits to Eq. (6-8) - (6-11). Note that each data point in Figure 6-5 

represents a full 2D spectrum, but due to hyperpolarized Xe signal enhancement, the acquisition 

time of each point requires only 30 minutes. The fitted values for dk  and Rτ  at each pressure are 

reported in Table 6-1. Although a mono-exponential decay of gas-phase diagonal peak is 

expected in Eq. (6-8), a bi-exponential function yielded better fits. However, the pre-exponential 

factors obtained from least-squares fits show that the more rapidly decaying exponential term of 

the two accounts for about 90% of the initial gas signal at 92 and 3300 mbar. Although the 2D-

EXSY spectra were acquired at a nominal flow rate of 100 mL/min at all three pressures (as 

indicated by the gas flow meter), no correction was made for gas composition. The actual 

residence times at 1320 and 3300 mbar appear to have been substantially longer than in the 

experiments at 92 mbar. The gas phase diagonal-peak at 1320 mbar yielded 68Rτ =  ms. 

Table 6-1. Best-fit kinetic parameters for CFHP Xe 2D-EXSY spectra in AV at -10 oC. 
(Uncertainties represent 95% confidence intervals.) 

   tube-tube gas →gas gas →channel 
Eq.(6-10) 

channel →  gas 
Eq.(6-11) 

Xep
/mbar 

θ  K / 1bar−  dk /s-1 Rτ /ms dk /s-1 Rτ /ms dk /s-1 Rτ /ms 

92 0.047 0.52 ± 0.03 2.5 ± 1 19 ± 3 6.1 ± 2 19(fixed) 3.2 ± 1 19 (fixed) 
4.2 ± 2 11 ± 5 2.2 ± 1.4 13.4 ± 5 

1320 0.39 0.48 ± 0.15 1.5 ± 0.6 68 ± 35 
- 68(fixed) - 68(fixed) 

2.3 ± 0.5 35 ± 3 2.7 ± 0.5 43 ± 3 

3300 0.64 0.54 ± 0.08 n/a 28 ± 5 1.9 ± 0.8 28(fixed) < 2.2 28 (fixed) 
- - - - 
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Figure 6-5.  Mixing-time dependence of cross- and diagonal-peak signal integrals in the CFHP  

129Xe 2D-EXSY spectra in AV nanotubes at -10 oC. (a) Channel-to-gas cross-peak 
signal integrals at three different Xe partial pressures. (b) Gas-to-channel cross-peak 
integrals (c) Gas-to-gas diagonal-peak mixing time dependences at 92 and 3300 mbar. 
The solid and dashed lines represent the least-squares fits to the decay functions given 
in the legend. (d) Channel-to-channel diagonal peak mixing time dependences at 92, 
1320 and 3300 mbar. The dash lines represents the least squares fits to a single 
exponential decay function. 
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To assess the validity of our simple kinetic model, fits to each of the cross-peak mixing 

time dependences at each pressure were performed in two different ways:  by either fixing Rτ  to 

the value established from the gas diagonal-peak in the same spectrum, or by allowing all three 

parameters ( dk , Rτ , and the pre-exponential factor) to vary freely. The parameters resulting from 

the 2 and 3 parameter least-squares fits are reported in Table 6-1 as the upper and lower row 

entries for dk  and Rτ  at each of the three pressures studied. Where no table entries are reported, 

the fits did not exhibit good qualitative agreement with the experimental data. 

Despite the large relative errors, the cross-peak fits reveal a clear decrease in the rate 

constant dk  upon increasing the occupancy from θ = 0.047 (92 mbar) to 0.39 (1320 mbar). The 

trend is more pronounced for the gas (g) →channel (c) process. At 92 mbar (low occupancy), 

reasonable self-consistency of the model was obtained. The residence time extracted from the 

decay of g gM →  is within the 95% confidence interval of the values obtained from the fits to both 

cross-peaks. However, the best-fit desorption rate for the g c→ (Xe entering) process was about 

a factor of 2 higher than that for the c g→ (Xe exiting) process. This asymmetry might be 

attributed to one or more of the following factors which are not accounted for by our simplified 

model: re-adsorption, presence of a desorption barrier, channel boundary effects, or one-

dimensional diffusion effects.  

At 3300 mbar, where the occupancy is relatively high, the fixed value for the residence 

time of 28 ms (obtained from the diagonal-peak decay) yielded good qualitative fits to the cross-

peaks, and close agreement between the dk  values obtained from the c →g and g → c cross-

peaks was obtained.  Allowing Rτ  to vary yielded poor agreement to the data at this pressure due 

to low signal-to-noise of the cross-peaks.  At 1320 mbar, holding 68Rτ =  ms constant yielded 
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unacceptable two-parameter fits of the cross-peaks (not shown). We do not have an explanation 

for this irregularity. However, the three-parameter cross-peak fits allowing Rτ  vary freely gave 

self-consistent results, and dk  obtained from the entering and exiting processes are in agreement.  

Several factors could account for the observed decrease in dk . A decrease in the rate with 

occupancy might be explained by the -7.4 kJ/mol increase in the enthalpy of desorption upon 

increasing the pressure from 92 mbar to 1320 mbar at -10 oC, a change which would be expected 

to reduce dk  by a factor of about 100. However, the actual reduction in only by a factor of about 

3, implying diffusion-limited rather than thermodynamic-limited desorption. For SFD, which has 

been confirmed in AV for time-scales longer than about 0.5 s, the mean-squared displacement 

increases according to 2 2z F t= , where F is the single-file mobility. For hard-spheres 

particles in cylindrical channels, ( )1F θ θ∝ − .184 Thus, the observed reduction in desorption 

rate upon increasing the occupancy is consistent with a decrease in the diffusivity in the 

channels.  

As shown in Figure 6-5d, the diagonal-peak representing Xe which remains in the channels 

throughout the exchange delay also exhibited a decrease in diag
dk  with increasing occupancy, but 

the values are slightly lower than those extracted from the cross-peaks. This result can be 

explained qualitatively in terms of diffusion-limited gas exchange.  The cross-peak signals arise 

from atoms close enough to the channel openings to escape during the finite residence time. In 

contrast, the diagonal peak includes signal contributions from all Xe atoms which have diffused 

into the channels during the longer re-polarization delay of 1 4τ = s. For this larger ensemble of 

Xe atoms, the mean diffusion time to return to the channel opening is longer, consistent with an 

apparent reduction in the desorption rate.  
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While the single file mobility of Xe in AV nanotubes is unknown, a rough estimate of the 

mean displacement can be made from previously measured single-file mobility in zeolites with 

1D channels. For example, a PFG NMR study212 of CF4 (4.7 Å) in AlPO4-5 zeolite (8.2 Å 

cylindrical channels) at moderate occupancy yielded 12 2 1/21 10 m sF − −≈ × , while a quasi-elastic 

neutron diffraction study214 of CH4 (3.8 Å) in zeolite-48 ( 5.3 5.6× Å) yielded 

12 2 1/22 10 m sF − −≈ × . Assuming a similar single-file mobility for Xe in AV, the atoms would 

reach a depth of ~ 2 mμ  during the pre-polarization delay 1 4sτ =  The residence time of Xe 

atoms in the sample space limits the cross-peak intensities. At the flow rate used in the present 

study, the maximum cross-peak intensities were observed at ≈ 50 ms, where the exchange is 

limited to polarized gas atoms within ~ 0.7 mμ  of the channel opening. Interrupting the gas flow 

momentarily during the exchange delay is envisaged as a means to increase cross-peak 

intensities. By increasing the residence time, it should be possible to probe the kinetics of 

desorption over a much wider range of length scales or inter-crystalline exchange between 

nanotubes with different orientations.  The interrupted-flow experiments will be presented in the 

following chapters. 

6.5   Conclusions 

Direct observation of Xe entering and exiting self-assembled L-alanyl-L-valine nanotubes 

has been facilitated by continuous-flow hyperpolarized 129Xe two-dimensional exchange NMR 

spectroscopy. Analytical expressions for the mixing-time dependence of the diagonal and cross-

peak signals have been derived under conditions of excess Xe gas, revealing that the flow effect 

needs to be considered when 1
R dkτ −< , as is the case for Xe in AV under our experimental 

condition. Nonlinear least-squares fitting to these expressions yielded the mean rate of Xe 

escaped from the AV channels. Although the assumption of a single mean desorption rate (as 
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opposed to a distribution of rates) probably contributes to the relatively large uncertainties in the 

fitted values of the desorption rate, a reduction in mean desorption rate constant with increased 

Xe density has been clearly observed. This finding is consistent with a decrease in the Xe 

mobility of the channels in the diffusion-limited exchange regime. While single-file diffusion of 

Xe in AV has been confirmed at longer time-scales,180 the semi-quantitative analysis of the 

present work precludes any definite conclusions to be made concerning the relative importance 

of normal one-dimensional diffusion versus single file diffusion to the exchange process. 

Nonetheless, this study has shown how hyperpolarized 129Xe NMR can be applied to the 

investigation of gas exchange dynamics in nanotubes, and the kinetic model developed herein 

should serve as a starting point for future hyperpolarized NMR studies of adsorption, diffusion 

and exchange processes in such materials.   
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CHAPTER 7  
SIGNAL ENHANCEMENT OF HYPERPOLARIZED XE-129 2D-NMR EXCHANGE CROSS 

PEAKS IN NANOTUBES BY INTERRUPTION OF THE GAS FLOW 

7.1   Introduction 

It has been noted that previous quantitative kinetic studies employing 129Xe 2D-EXSY 

have been mostly limited to thermally-polarized conditions, for which multi-site exchange 

models have been established.5,33,38,58,235,244 The thermally-polarized 129Xe experiments generally 

suffer from inherently low sensitivity or unacceptably long acquisition times for mixing-time 

dependence studies, ranging from hours to days per 2D spectrum. As noted previously, only a 

few quantitative applications of CFHP 129Xe 2D-EXSY have been reported,242 and the potential 

complications and limitations due to gas flow effects have not been discussed in the literature. In 

this chapter, the issue of flow effects in CFHP 129Xe 2D-EXSY will be investigated.  

In Chapter 6, we proposed a kinetic model to describe the magnetization exchange between 

the flowing gas phase and a Langmuir adsorption surface.246 Under the flow condition, the gas 

residence time Rτ  in the sample space is determined by the gas flow rate (i.e. 1
RG τ −∝ ). In the 

diamagnetic solids, the Xe longitudinal relaxation time in the gas phase is generally much longer 

than any of the other relevant experimental time-scales. The spectra acquired under the 

continuous-flow condition will be affected by gas flow if the gas residence time is much shorter 

than the longitudinal relaxation time of the Xe gas (i.e. 1R gTτ ).  In such a case, the gas 

diagonal-peak and all cross-peak signals representing exchange with the gas phase in 2D-EXSY 

spectrum will strongly depend on the residence time and exchange rates.  

According to Eq. (6-10) and Eq. (6-11), a simple comparison of the mτ -dependences of the 

cross-peak intensities with variable Rτ  and constant dk  can be made and illustrated in Figure 7-1. 
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As 50R msτ = , where it is on the same time-scale of residence time in Xe/AV system under the 

flow rate of 100 mL/min and Xe partial pressure of 1320 mbar at -10 oC246, the cross-peaks are 

strongly attenuated. Nevertheless, as Rτ  gradually increases, the cross-peak signal is 

significantly enhanced and the location of its maximum is shifted to longer mτ . In the limit of 

Rτ → ∞ , where gas flow is absent in the sample space, the cross-peak intensity exponentially 

grows to its maximum and eventually reaches a plateau. This comparison indicates that the finite 

residence time of Xe gas in the sample space strongly suppresses the cross-peak intensities 

associated with the exchange between surface and gas phase. While Rτ  can be increased by 

simply reducing the gas flow rate, hyperpolarized gases will be depolarized due to the relaxation 

during gas transport from pumping cell to sample space.35 It is not usually favorable for retaining 

high Xe polarization in the gas handling system. As will be shown below, interrupting the gas 

flow briefly during the mixing time can be an alternative and simple approach to extend gas 

residence time and consequently enhance the cross-peak intensities. By increasing the cross-peak 

intensities, it will be possible to explore the coupling of the gas exchange and diffusion processes 

over a longer range of exchange times and diffusion length scales by hyperpolarized 129Xe 2D-

EXSY NMR.  
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Figure 7-1.  Simulated mixing-time dependence of the cross-peak signals at variable gas 

residence time Rτ  and constant desorption rate constant ( 13dk s−= ) based on  
Eq. (6-11). 

It will be shown how the standard CFHP 129Xe 2D-EXSY experiment can be easily 

modified to achieve dramatic cross-peak signal enhancement. The technique is demonstrated for 

Xe in the dipeptide nanotube L-alanyl-L-valine (AV),170,247  where Xe interactions,19,74 single-file 

diffusion180, and gas-channel exchange246  have been characterized previously. 
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7.2   Experimental 

Polycrystalline AV was studied without further purification. A 15 mg AV samplea was 

evacuated to ~10-5 torr at 100 C  in situ for 2-3 hours to remove moisture prior to NMR 

measurements. The gas mixtureb consisted of 2% natural abundance 129Xe, 2% N2 and 96% He at 

a total pressure of 4600 mbar was used in all the Xe NMR experiments. The 129Xe spin 

polarization is estimated to be ~20 %. Under certain conditions, only hyperpolarized 129Xe yields 

observable NMR signal, since thermally-polarized 129Xe cannot be detected at this density 

without signal averaging. Fractional channel occupancy of 0.047 θ = for Xe in AV was inferred 

from the Xe chemical shift tensor, as described in Section 3.3.4. Spectra were acquired at -10 C

in a magnetic field of 9.4 T (110.7 MHz 129Xe Larmor frequency). The / 2π  RF pulse width was 

4 sμ . Chemical shifts were referenced to diluted Xe gas as 0 ppm. The isotropic chemical shift 

difference between the gaseous and adsorbed phases of 129Xe under the experimental conditions 

is about 110 ppm.  

The layout of the hyperpolarized 129Xe gas generator35 is shown in Figure 2-12. To control 

the flow of hyperpolarized gas, the outlet of the sample space was connected by 1/8” O.D. PFA 

tubing to a two-way solenoid valve.c  An auxiliary transistor-to-transistor logic (TTL) gate on the 

Bruker Avance NMR spectrometer was used to control the solenoid valve from the pulse 

sequence.   

                                                 
a part no.: 0210032883; MP Biochemicals, Santa Ana, CA 
b part no.: ISO-XHN-C; Spectra Gases Inc., West Branchburg, NJ.  
c part no.: 1327BV122T; Jefferson Solenoid Valves, Miami, FL. 
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Figure 7-2.  Pulse sequence for (a) continuous-flow (CF) and (b) interrupted-flow (IF) 

hyperpolarized 2D-EXSY. The solenoid valve stops the flow near the end of the re-
polarization delay 1τ =4s. The system was allowed to settle for 2τ =1s prior to 
application of the EXSY pulse sequence. (SAT is the non-selective saturation RF 
pulse train.) 

To create a reproducible, well-defined initial polarization condition prior to each repetition 

of the 2D-EXSY pulse program, the 129Xe polarization was initially saturated by a non-selective 

2π  pulse train, as shown in Figure 7-2. Following the saturation, freshly hyperpolarized 129Xe 

enters the sample space where it accumulates inside the nanotubes during the re-polarization 

delay, 1τ . 2D-EXSY spectra were acquired in either of two different modes, referred to as CF 

and IF, as illustrated in Figure 7-2. In CF mode (Figure 7-2a), the hyperpolarized gas mixture is 

continuously re-circulated through the sample space at a steady flow rate of 100 mL/min, 

recorded from a calibrated flow meter, during the entire experiment. In IF mode (Figure 7-2b), 

the re-circulation at a flow rate of 100 mL/min is briefly paused during the 2D-EXSY pulse 
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sequence. The normally closed solenoid valve is closed at the end of the re-polarization delay, 1τ . 

A settling time of 2τ =1s following switching of the valve was allowed prior to application of the 

/ 2π  EXSY preparation pulse. 2D Spectra were collected with 100 and 1024 points in the t1 and 

t2 dimensions with a spectral width of 26 kHz. At each t1 point, 8 transients were signal 

averaged. A line-broadening of 300 Hz was applied with respect to both time dimensions prior to 

Fourier transformation. The total experimental time for each 2D spectrum was ~65 min. The 2D 

spectral processing was performed using of MATLABd and matNMRe.  

7.3   Results and Discussions 

We have suggested that a momentary interruption of the gas flow, as shown in the pulse 

sequence in Figure 7-2b, should produce increased cross-peak signals and allow much longer 

exchange time-scales to be probed. We now demonstrate the direct comparison of the 

hyperpolarized 129Xe 2D-EXSY spectra acquired on Xe in AV in the interrupted-flow (IF) and 

continuous-flow (CF) modes. The continuous and interrupted-flow hyperpolarized 129Xe 2D-

EXSY spectra acquired at two different mixing times are presented in Figure 7-3. The 1D spectra 

at f1=0 ppm are presented on the top of each 2D spectrum. The gaseous diagonal peak in IF mode 

decays very slowly from 300m msτ = (Figure 7-3a) to 1m sτ = (Figure 7-3c), probably dominated 

by gas diffusion or drift out of the RF detection coil. In contrast, the Xe diagonal peak in gas 

phase obtained by the same EXSY pulse sequence but at an uninterrupted flow rate of  

100 mL/min decays much more rapidly, indicating that the gas peak in the CFHP 2D-EXSY 

spectrum is strongly affected by the gas flow. The decay of the adsorbed phase diagonal-peak is 

much less sensitive to the effects of flow than in the gas peak.  

                                                 
d The Mathworks Inc., Natick, MA 
e http://www.nmr.ethz.ch/matnmr; written by J. van Beek 
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The differences of cross peaks in IF and CF modes can be summarized as follows. Firstly, 

the cross-peak integrals for the gas→channel and channel→gas processes are not equal in both 

modes, which is in agreement with our kinetic models. This may be traced to a difference in the 

spin polarization in the gaseous and nanotube phases. Secondly, the signal-to-noise of the gas 

phase diagonal and exchange cross-peaks is much higher in IF than in CF mode. As the mixing 

time increased to 1m sτ = , CFHP 2D-EXSY barely yielded any cross peaks (Figure 7-3d).  

However, in the IF mode, both the gas and cross-peak signals are still clearly visible at 1m sτ =  

(Figure 7-3c). The dramatic differences in the spectra obtained under CF and IF conditions are 

especially evident in the 3D representations shown in Figure 7-4. While the gas and cross-peak 

signals nearly vanish under CF conditions (Figure 7-4b), these peaks are observed with 

extremely high signal-to-noise ratio under IF conditions (Figure 7-4a). Thus, by simply 

interrupting the gas flow during the exchange period in the 2D-EXSY pulse sequence, the cross-

peak signals were enhanced by a factor of ~60. We refer to this experimental method as IFHP-

EXSY. 

Interrupting the gas flow during the mixing time allows gas atoms desorbing from the 

surface, or nanotubes as in the present case, to accumulate in the sample space for detection. For 

the reverse processes, a longer residence time increases the probability that gas atoms tagged by 

the preparation pulse will be adsorbed by the nanotubes during the mixing time. In principle, the 

mixing-time dependences of the cross-peak and diagonal-peak signal integrals in thermally-

polarized and IFHP 129Xe 2D-EXSY spectra should be essentially the same.   
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Figure 7-3.  HP 129Xe 2D-EXSY spectra of Xe in AV at -10 oC with mixing times of (a,b) 300 

ms and (c,d) 1s. Spectra in (b) and (d) were acquired in continuous-flow (CF) mode.  
Spectra in (a) and (c) were acquired in interrupted-flow (IF) mode (see text). 1D 
spectral slices at f1=0 ppm are also presented at the top of each 2D spectrum. 
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Figure 7-4.  3D representation of HP 129Xe 2D-EXSY spectra of Xe in AV at -10 oC, acquired in 

(a) IF mode and (b) CF mode, each with a mixing time of τm=1s. The gas peak in (a) 
was truncated to facilitate comparison of the cross-peaks in each spectrum. 
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7.4   Conclusions 

To summarize, a simple but highly effective modification of the CFHP 2D-EXSY 

experiment has been demonstrated in AV, a polycrystalline nanotube material. We have 

demonstrated that by interrupting the flow during the mixing time, cross-peak intensities in the 

Xe/AV system can be increased by a factor of ~60. The interrupted flow 2D-EXSY experiment 

can overcome the effects of gas flow which strongly affects the peak intensities and sets an upper 

limit on the maximum exchange time that will yield observable cross-peak signals. IFHP 129Xe 

2D-EXSY is particularly well-suited for studies of diffusion-limited gas exchange kinetics in 

nanotube systems which, under continuous flow conditions, yield cross-peaks with substantially 

lower signal-to-noise ratio. The experimental uncertainty in kinetic parameters extracted from 

2D-EXSY spectra are highly sensitive to the signal-to-noise ratio.38 The IFHP 2D-EXSY method 

can be expected to provide significantly greater accuracy in determination of multi-site exchange 

rates and facilitate the measurement of smaller exchange rates.  

In addition to the 2D-EXSY experiments, the interrupted-flow experiment may also be 

applicable in the 129Xe polarization transfer techniques, such as cross-polarization127-129 or 

SPINOE.124-126 Since the cross-polarization and Overhauser effect involve the polarization 

transfer, which is similar to the mechanism of magnetization exchange presented above, the 

efficiency of polarization transfer is expected to be enhanced by incorporating gas flow 

interruption. Moreover, IFHP-EXSY may be applied to other hyperpolarized species, such as 1H 

or 13C generated from parahydrogen112,113 or DNP.101-105 In principle, mixing times in IFHP-

EXSY are limited only by intrinsic longitudinal relaxation time 1cT  and desorption rate. The 

ability to probe longer mixing times will facilitate extension of hyperpolarized 2D-EXSY to 
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slower exchange processes or longer diffusion time/length scales for characterization of pore-

space architecture, exchange and transport process in nanotubes or other nanoporous materials. 
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CHAPTER 8  
INVESTIGATIONS OF GAS EXCHANGE IN GA10 WHEEL NANOTUBES BY 2D 

EXCHANGE HYPERPOLARIZED XE-129 NMR 

8.1   Introduction 

The interrupted-flow hyperpolarized 2D-EXSY technique has successfully overcome the 

suppressions of cross-peak intensities due to finite residence time in CFHP 129Xe 2D-EXSY, and 

the dramatic enhancement of cross-peak signals in IFHP-EXSY has been demonstrated in AV 

nanotubes.248  While the magnetization exchange model has been developed to quantitatively 

measure the mean desorption rates of guest molecules in the 1D nanotube system by CFHP 129Xe 

2D-EXSY246, it is exclusively valid in the system where the 129Xe longitudinal relaxation time 

( 1cT ) inside the channels is relatively longer than the gas residence time in the sample space (i.e. 

1c RT τ ). In the kinetic model of CFHP 2D-EXSY presented in Section 6.3, under the 

interrupted-flow (IF) condition, where Rτ → ∞ , Eq. (6-10) and (6-11) can be rewritten as  

 ( ) ( )1, , 1 d mko c
g c m R g

g

nM M e
n

τθτ τ τ −
→ → ∞ ≈ −  (8-1) 

 ( ) ( )1, , 1 d mko
c g m R cM M e ττ τ τ −

→ → ∞ ≈ −  (8-2) 

where  /c gn n ≡ ratio of total adsorption sites to gas atoms, dk is the desorption rate constant, and 

gM and cM  are the magnetizations in the gas and channels at the beginning of the mixing delay 

which have been labeled according to their chemical shift during the 2D evolution ( 1t ) period. 

Although Eq. (8-1) and Eq. (8-2) clearly exhibit the exponential growth trends as a function of 

mixing time mτ , as predicted in Figure 7-1, the equations are only valid in the systems, such as 

129Xe in AV or TPP nanotubes, in which Xe 1cT  on the diamagnetic solid surface or in the 
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nanotubes is much longer than the mixing time or any of the other relevant time-scales. The 

kinetic model needs to be modified in order to describe the detailed exchange kinetic processes 

in 1D nanotube systems spanning from 1c mT τ>  to 1c mT τ<  regimes.  

In practice, the mixing time in IFHP-EXSY experiments can be extended up to the time-

scale of longitudinal relaxation time of Xe in the sample. However, Xe/AV is not an appropriate 

system to test the validity of the 1cT -dependence of the theoretical IFHP-EXSY signal 

expressions. In our previous studies, Xe 1cT  in AV nanotubes was determined to range from 50-

150 sec, depending on Xe density in the channels, at 9.4 T.180 Assuming the experimental 

parameters of IFHP-EXSY are set to pre-polarization delay 1 4sτ = , mixing time 50m sτ = ,  

8 scans per t1 increment, and 64 increments on t1 domain, it would take ~8 hours to acquire a 

single 2D spectrum in the case of AV. Obviously, it would be impractical to acquire a series of 

IFHP 2D-EXSY spectra as a function of mixing time in AV nanotubes.  

One possibility to demonstrate the complete mτ -dependence of IFHP-EXSY is to find a 

system with a relatively short 1cT  relaxation time. In Chapter 5, we have utilized the selective 

CFSR hyperpolarized 129Xe NMR experiments to investigate Xe diffusion in Ga10 and Ga18 

nanotubes, revealing dramatically different diffusion behaviors in both nanotube systems. The 

Xe diffusion in Ga10 nanotubes exhibits a clear SFD behavior, and the Xe 1cT in Ga10 is about  

2.5 sec at room temperature. Therefore, Ga10 wheel nanotubes can serve as an excellent 

candidate of single-file nanotube system in mτ -dependence of IFHP Xe 2D-EXSY studies in the 

1m cTτ >  limit. The Xe 1cT  relaxation time in Ga18 nanotubes is ~80 ms, which is too short to 

conduct the IFHP-EXSY experiments since experimental mixing time is mostly limited by 1cT  

relaxation time.  
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Here, the experimental mixing-time dependence of IFHP 2D-EXSY in Ga10 nanotubes 

along with the modified kinetic model incorporating 1cT relaxation time under the interrupted-

flow condition will be presented. The results will be compared with the 2D-EXSY results 

obtained in Ga10 nanotubes under the continuous-flow condition. It will be shown that the IFHP 

2D-EXSY experiment can indeed explore the slower exchange process in nanotubes. 

8.2   Experimental 

Ga10 wheel nanotubes were synthesized by Dr. Theocharis Stamatatos in Prof. George 

Christou’s laboratory (UF Chemistry Department). The detailed procedures of the molecular 

wheels synthesis along with their crystal structure identifications can be found in the literature.36  

A 40 mg polycrystalline sample of Ga10 nanotubes was loosely packed into NMR sample holder 

and evacuated at 10-5 torr and room temperature overnight prior to NMR measurements. 

The hyperpolarized Xe gas was generated by continuous-flow Rb-Xe optical-pumping 

spin-exchange, as described in Section 2.4.4. The gas mixture was re-circulated through the 

sample space during the experiments at a flow rate of 100 mL/min. The 2%/2%/96% nature 

isotopic abundance 129Xe/N2/He gas mixturea with a total gas pressure of 4000 mbar was used for 

all the 2D experiments. The 2D EXSY experiments were carried out on a 9.4 T Bruker Avance 

NMR spectrometer operating at a 129Xe Larmor frequency of 110.7 MHz and at room 

temperature. The 2D-EXSY NMR spectra were acquired using the pulse sequences of CFHP-

EXSY and IFHP-EXSY described in Figure 7-2. A typical / 2π  pulse duration was about 4.5 μs. 

During the re-polarization delay of 1 2sτ = , the polarized Xe was allowed to flow into the sample 

space and to diffuse and accumulate in the channels. Each 2D spectrum consisted of 64 and 1024 

points in t1 and t2 dimensions, respectively. The free induction decay was accumulated in 8 scans 

                                                 
a part no.: ISO-XHN-C; Spectra Gases Inc., West Branchburg, NJ. 
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for each t1 increment. The spectral width is 38 kHz in both the t1 and t2 dimensions. For IFHP-

EXSY, a gas flow settling time 2 1sτ =  was allowed following closing of the solenoid valve. The 

total acquisition time for each 2D spectrum is about 25 min. The spectra were processed with 

300 Hz of Gaussian line-broadening applied to both dimensions prior to the Fourier 

transformation. The mixing time was varied from 10 ms to 1s. The reported Xe NMR chemical 

shifts were referenced to the dilute Xe gas as 0 ppm. 

8.3   Magnetization Exchange Model for 2D-EXSY under Flow Interruption 

Here we propose a modified magnetization exchange model to describe the 2D-EXSY 

signals under the condition of flow interruption. As indicated in the IFHP-EXSY pulse sequence 

presented in Figure 7-2b, Xe gas remains in CF mode during the pre-polarization delay, 1τ . The 

hyperpolarized gas flow is halted prior to the first π/2 pulse of EXSY sequence. During the 2D 

preparation delay, 1t , the Xe flow is interrupted. Since 1 1gTτ , the initial magnetizations in the 

gas and channels, gM and cM , at the beginning of mixing time are given by Eq. (6-6) and  

Eq. (6-7). Under IF condition, the rate equations describing the magnetization dynamics in the 

gas and nanotube phases during the mixing time are 

 
1

g gc
d g d c

g g

dM Mnk M k M
dt n T

θ
= − + −  (8-3) 

 
1

c c c
d g d c

g c

dM n Mk M k M
dt n T

θ
= − −  (8-4) 

where 1gT and 1cT are the longitudinal relaxation times in the gas and nanotube phases, 

respectively. As noted previously, since gaseous Xe relaxation time 1gT  is much longer than any 

other relevant experimental time-scales in most diamagnetic surfaces, it can be safely ignored 

from Eq. (8-3). Additionally, under the condition where the excess of Xe gas is in the sample 
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space, 1c gn nθ  can be safely assumed.246 Thus, the mixing-time dependences of diagonal-

peak intensities in gas and nanotube phases are 
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Both diagonal-peak intensities mono-exponentially decay with mixing time; however, because of 

the assumption of excess Xe gases, 1c gn nθ , the mτ -dependence of the gas diagonal-peak 

signal in Eq. (8-5) is anticipated to decay very slowly. The mixing-time dependence of the cross-

peak signals for the gas→channel and channel→gas processes can be solved and expressed by 

the following equations, assuming excess of Xe gas in exchange with a Langmuir adsorption 

surface: 
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where ( ) ( )21 1
1 14 c g d c d cn n k T k Tχ θ − −= − + + . The detailed deviations of Eq. (8-7) and Eq. (8-8) 

can be found in Appendix B. The expressions clearly shown that the trends in the mτ - 

dependence of Eq. (8-7) and Eq. (8-8) are essentially the same but with unequal amplitudes, as 

was also the case for Eq. (6-10) and Eq. (6-11) under the CFHP condition. In the limit of 

1
1 0cT − → , the equations are comparable to Eq. (8-1) and Eq. (8-2). Hence, the modified kinetic 

model presented above should be valid to describe the exchange process in the 1c mT τ<  regime 

under the IF condition. 
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To understand how the exchange process is affected by longitudinal relaxation and 

desorption in the modified exchange kinetic model, a further comparison can be made. The 

simulations were performed based on Eq. (8-7) and normalized to its initial magnetization, o
gM . 

The simulated results and their corresponding y-axis expansion plots are presented in Figure 8-1. 

As the simulations of Figure 8-1a show, by varying 1cT  at constant desorption rate ( 12.5dk s−= ), 

the cross-peak signal reaches a maximal steady-state value at a mixing time which depends on 

1cT . The difference of 1cT -dependence of cross-peak signals is more apparent if the y-axis of 

Figure 8-1a is expanded (Figure 8-1c). At short 1cT , the cross-peak signal recovers at a relatively 

short mixing time. At sufficiently long mixing times, the cross-peak signal at short 1cT  decays 

due to relaxation. In Figure 8-1b, cross-peak intensity recovers rapidly at large dk and constant 

1cT . However, in the y-axis expansion plot of Figure 8-1b, all three curves decay uniformly at 

longer mixing time due to constant 1cT  relaxation time in the simulated conditions (Figure 8-1d). 

The features theoretically indicate that the IFHP-EXSY with the approximation of long 1gT  and 

excess Xe gas (i.e. 1c gn nθ ) can yield intense cross-peak intensities, thereby efficiently 

improving the cross-peak signals in CFHP 2D-EXSY. 
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(a) (b) 

(c) (d) 

Figure 8-1.  Simulated mixing-time dependences of normalized cross-peak signals at (a) variable  
1cT  (kd = 2.5 s-1)  and (b) variable kd ( 1cT  = 5 s) based on Eq. (8-7). Y-axis expansions 

of (a) and (b) are presented in (c) and (d), respectively. 410c gn nθ −=  
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8.4   Results and Discussions 

Hyperpolarized 129Xe 2D-EXSY experiments were performed under continuous-flow and 

interrupted-flow conditions in Ga10 nanotubes at 80 mbar Xe partial pressure and 25 oC.  

Representative CFHP and IFHP 2D-EXSY spectra of Ga10 nanotubes are demonstrated in  

Figure 8-2. For CFHP 2D-EXSY, the cross peaks are clearly visible at 12m msτ = (Figure 8-2a), 

revealing that Xe atoms entered or exited the Ga10 nanotubes during the 12 ms mixing time. As 

the mixing time increases to 250 ms (Figure 8-2b), the single-to-noise ratios of the cross-peak 

and gas diagonal-peak signals are extremely weak due to the finite residence time, as discussed 

previously. In the interrupted-flow experiment, the cross-peak signals at 1m msτ = (Figure 8-2c) 

are approximately the same as those at 12m msτ = in the CFHP 2D-EXSY spectrum  

(Figure 8-2a). Furthermore, drastically stronger cross-peak signals are apparent at the relatively 

long mixing time of 1m sτ =  in IFHP-EXSY spectrum (Figure 8-2d) in comparison to the cross-

peaks observed by CFHP 2D-EXSY (Figure 8-2b). The corresponding 3D representations of 

IFHP and CFHP 2D-EXSY spectra in Ga10 nanotube are illustrated in Figure 8-3. In Figure 8-3b, 

the cross peaks and gas diagonal peak are barely seen at 250m msτ = in CFHP-EXSY in Ga10 

nanotubes due to the finite residence time. Nevertheless, the intense gas diagonal and exchange 

cross-peaks are still clearly observable in IFHP-EXSY spectrum demonstrated in Figure 8-3a. 

The dramatic cross-peak signal enhancement of IFHP 2D-EXSY in Ga10 nanotubes is in good 

qualitative agreement with the 2D spectra of AV presented in Chapter 7.248  
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Figure 8-2. Hyperpolarized 129Xe 2D-EXSY spectra in (a)(b) continuous-flow and (c)(d) 

interrupted-flow modes in Ga10 nanotubes at 25 oC at different mixing times. 
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Figure 8-3.  3D representations of HP 2D-EXSY spectra of Xe in Ga10 nanotubes at 25 oC, 

acquired in (a) IF mode and (b) CF mode. The mixing times are indicated. The gas 
peak in (a) was truncated to facilitate comparison of the cross-peaks in each spectrum. 
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The mixing-time dependences of the diagonal- and cross-peak signals of CFHP 2D-EXSY 

in Ga10 nanotubes at 25 oC, along with the least-squares fits of Eq. (6-8) - (6-11), are presented in 

Figure 8-4. For the diagonal peaks in Figure 8-4a and b, a bi-exponential function yielded better 

fits than a mono-exponential decay, which was also the case for the least-squares fits to the 

diagonal-peak mτ -dependence in the CFHP 2D-EXSY experiment in AV.246 To compare the 

exchange kinetic models of 2D-EXSY in CF and IF modes, the mean desorption rate dk  in Ga10 

nanotubes was determined by non-linear regression analysis of the cross peaks in CFHP and 

IFHP 2D-EXSY. The results are summarized in Table 8-1. The dk  in Ga10 nanotubes at 25 oC 

determined by gas→channel and channel→gas cross-peak signals of CFHP 2D-EXSY are 

10.26±0.51 s-1 and 14.76±1.40 s-1, respectively. From the Xe isotropic spectral line-shapes 

reported in Chapter 5, Xe in Ga10 nanotubes is more mobile than in AV nanotubes. A possible 

explanation for the higher exchange rate is the larger inner diameter of Ga10 nanotube in 

comparison to that of AV. More specifically, the estimated  dk  of Xe in Ga10 nanotubes is about 

a factor of 2 to 5 greater than that in AV246, implying that Xe gas is more favorable to escape 

from Ga10 than from AV channels. However, CFHP 2D-EXSY experiments in Ga10 nanotubes 

were conducted in the temperature of 35 oC higher than in AV nanotubes. The higher Xe 

desorption rate in Ga10 nanotubes may be due to the combinations of higher temperature and 

larger inner diameter in Ga10 nanotubes.  
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(a) (b) 

(c) (d) 

Figure 8-4.  Mixing-time dependences of (a) gas-to-gas, (b) channel-to-channel diagonal-peak 
integral (c) gas-to-channel and (d) channel-to-gas cross-peak integrals in CFHP Xe 
2D-EXSY spectra of Ga10 nanotubes at 25 oC. The solid and dashed curves represent 
the least-squares fits to the functions given in the legend. 
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(a) (b) 

(c) (d) 

Figure 8-5.  Mixing-time dependences of (a) gas-to-gas, (b) channel-to-channel diagonal-peak 
integral, (c) gas-to-channel, and (d) channel-to-gas cross-peak integrals in IFHP Xe 
2D-EXSY spectra of Ga10 nanotube at 25 oC. The solid and dashed curves represent 
the least-squares fits to the functions given in the legend. 
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Figure 8-5 presents the mτ -dependence of the diagonal- and cross-peak signals of IFHP 

2D-EXSY in Ga10 nanotubes at 25oC, associated with the least-squares fits of Eq. (8-5) - (8-8). 

As seen in Figure 8-5a, the gas diagonal-peak signal in the IFHP-EXSY spectrum drops rapidly 

between 0 100m msτ = → , followed by a slow decay as 100m msτ ≥ . Eq. (8-5) predicted the mτ -

dependence of the gas diagonal-peak signal to decay very slowly under the conditions of excess 

Xe gas and long Xe gaseous 1gT  relaxation time. Such a slow decay of Eq. (8-5) was indeed 

observed for 100m msτ ≥  in the gas-phase diagonal peak, as shown in Figure 8-5a. In addition, 

in Figure 8-5b, the mτ -dependence of the diagonal-peak signals in Ga10 nanotube phase exhibits 

a poor agreement to the mono-exponential function, Eq. (8-6). Once again, a rapid decay of 

diagonal-peak IFHP-EXSY signal of the nanotube phase appears at short mixing time, 

0 100m msτ = →  (Figure 8-5b). The observed rapid decays in the gas and nanotube-phase 

diagonal peaks at short mixing time in the IFHP-EXSY experiment may be due to the following 

reasons: (1) longitudinal relaxation of Xe on the surface of the crystallites, where the Xe atoms 

are in fast exchange with Xe in gas and/or in nanotube phase. (2) Hyperpolarized Xe gas may 

drift or diffuse out of the detection region during the course of Xe exchange, since the 

hyperpolarized gas cannot be trapped completely within the sample space in the current setup. 

(3) Diffusion effects (single-file or normal) are not included in the simple two-site exchange 

model.  

The desorption rates of IFHP 2D-EXSY were measured by the least-squares fits of 

gas→channel and channel→gas cross-peak intensities based on Eq. (8-7) and Eq. (8-8), 

respectively. In the least-squares fits of IFHP-EXSY, 1cT  and c gn nθ  are the fixed parameters, 

and two fit parameters (pre-exponential factor, and dk ) were varied freely. The determinations 
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of 1cT  and c gn nθ  are as follows: (1) 1cT  relaxation time is determined from CFSR experiments 

discussed in Chapter 4 and 5. For Xe in Ga10 nanotubes at 80 mbar Xe pressure and 25 oC in 

9.4T, 1cT is about 2.83±1.02 sec. (2) In the assumption of excess Xe gases in the sample space, 

1c gn nθ . The value of c gn nθ was varied from 0.01 to 0.0001 as a fixed input parameter in 

the fit, but less than a 0.05% difference was found on the fitted values of dk . Therefore, a fixed 

value of 0.001c gn nθ =  was used in all subsequent fits.  

The mean Xe desorption rate constants in Ga10 nanotube at 25 oC estimated from least-

squares fits to mτ -dependence of cross-peak integrals in CFHP and IFHP 2D-EXSY are 

summarized in Table 8-1. In comparing the CFHP and IFHP 2D-EXSY in Ga10 nanotubes, the 

desorption rates measured by IFHP-EXSY are about a factor of 2 to 7 higher than in CFHP 

EXSY. Since the exchange time in IF mode was monitored over a range which was about an 

order of magnitude longer than in CF mode, the desorption rates determined by IFHP 2D-EXSY 

should be expected to be more accurate. However, it should be noted that diffusion effects, re-

adsorption effects and the drift of gas out of the detected volume are not considered by either 

model and will in general limit the accuracy of rate constant determination by either technique. 

One or more of these effects may also explain the observed asymmetry of the desorption rates for 

the gas-to-channel and channel-to-gas exchange processes.  
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Table 8-1. Kinetic parameters of Ga10 nanotubes in CFHP and IFHP 2D-EXSY at 25 oC. 
Uncertainties represent 95% confidence intervals. 

EXSY 
gas-to-channel channel-to-gas 

dk  (s-1) Rτ (ms) dk  (s-1) Rτ (ms) 
CFHP 10.26±0.51 3.06±0.49 14.76±1.40 2.04±0.60 
IFHP* 26.13±12.03 --- 71.17±41.40 --- 

 * c gn nθ  =0.001 and T1c=2.83 s were used in the fits of IFHP 2D-EXSY 

8.5   Conclusions 

The gas exchange kinetics in Ga10 wheel nanotubes have been investigated by CFHP and 

IFHP 2D-EXSY. The mean Xe desorption rate dk  of Ga10 nanotubes at 25 oC estimated from 

non-linear least-squares fits of CFHP 2D-EXSY are relatively larger than dk  of AV at -10 oC. 

The increase of dk  in Ga10 nanotubes may result from the larger channel diameter and/or higher 

temperature. As noted previously, the adsorption rate in the diffusion-limited regime depends on 

the occupancy of Xe atoms in the channels. Since the Xe occupancy in Ga10 nanotubes is 

unknown, the temperature effect on the gas desorption cannot be excluded. If Xe desorption in 

Ga10 nanotubes is diffusion-limited, the effect of the channel diameter on the gas desorption 

should be more pronounced than the effect of temperature.  

IFHP 2D-EXSY has yielded dramatic cross-peak signal enhancement in Ga10 nanotubes. 

The quantitative expressions of mixing-time dependences of IFHP 2D-EXSY with finite 1cT  

relaxation time have been derived, assuming Langmuir adsorption and excess Xe gas in sample 

space. The estimated mean desorption rates in CFHP and IFHP 2D-EXSY should be self-

consistent. However, the desorption rates of IFHP 2D-EXSY in Ga10 nanotubes were found to 

have large uncertainties, which are mostly due to the large fluctuations of the cross-peak 

intensities at long mixing times. The differences in the extracted rates may be due to one or more 

of the following effects which are not considered in the present exchange kinetic model: gas 
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diffusion, re-adsorption, and Xe gas drift out of detection region during gas interruption. Further 

improvement in the experimental technique could be achieved by replacing the single solenoid 

valve in our current setup with two non-magnetic pitch valves located close to the inlet and outlet 

of the sample holder. By closing both pitch valves simultaneously, the hyperpolarized gas will be 

trapped more completely within the sample space, thereby mitigating the loss of signal due to 

diffusion or drift out of the detection region.  

While the mixing-time dependence of IFHP-EXSY in the 1m cTτ > regime has been 

demonstrated in Ga10 nanotubes, such a study would be impractical in a system with a long 1cT

relaxation time, such as in AV. Recently, several works regarding accelerating the acquisition of 

multi-dimensional NMR have been reported.249-252 For example, Frydman et al. have 

demonstrated the possibility to combine the “single-scan” 2D NMR method with DNP, and the 

acquisition time of DNP-enhanced 2D NMR spectrum in liquid sample within ~0.1 sec has been 

presented.253 Therefore, it would also be feasible to incorporate the fast acquisition NMR 

technique to IFHP-EXSY in order to reduce the instrumentation time required to obtain the 

kinetic information.  

The present study provides an example of how CFSR and 2D-EXSY hyperpolarized 129Xe 

NMR can be employed to explore the transport effects in 1D nanotube systems. In Chapter 5, the 

single-file diffusion behavior of Xe in Ga10 nanotubes has been observed, and the corresponding  

1cT  relaxation time was obtained by CFSR. In this chapter, the average rate of Xe escape from 

Ga10 nanotubes was quantitatively determined and the exchange process was traced in Ga10 

nanotubes by IFHP-EXSY. However, the investigation of the exchange process in nanotube 

systems using IFHP-EXSY demonstrated that the kinetic behaviors of Xe inside and outside the 

channels can be drastically different. For describing the completely exchange process during the 
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long exchange time in IFHP 2D-EXSY, the diffusion and gas re-adsorption effects may need to 

be incorporated into the kinetic models. In addition to 1D nanotube systems, this technique is 

potentially applicable to the quantitatively exchange kinetic studies on the nm - mμ  length 

scales, such as inter-crystalline or inter-particle exchange, in nanoporous materials by 

hyperpolarized 129Xe NMR. 
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CHAPTER 9  
CONCLUSIONS AND OUTLOOK 

This dissertation has demonstrated the capability of exploring the adsorption and transport 

behaviors of adsorbates in the one-dimensional nanotube systems with different internal channel 

diameters by hyperpolarized 129Xe NMR. In addition to hyperpolarized 129Xe NMR chemical 

shifts and spectral line-shape analysis, selective saturation-recovery and 2D exchange NMR 

experiments were subjected to magnetization exchange kinetic analysis to investigate the 

dynamic processes of guest molecules in 1D nanotube host systems. The Xe atom has a van der 

Waals diameter of 4.4 Å, and Xe chemical shift is well-known to be extremely sensitive to its 

local environment, resulting in a unique atomic probe in the nanoporous materials. The spin 

polarization of 129Xe gas can be enhanced to up to ~70 % by spin-exchange optical-pumping 

(SEOP), dramatically increasing NMR sensitivity. SEOP prepared 129Xe offers an approximate 

10,000-70,000 fold sensitivity enhancement in comparison to thermally-polarized 129Xe NMR, 

providing a wide range of applications in nanoporous materials. In this dissertation, two types of 

1D nanotube systems, L-alanyl-L-valine dipeptide nanotube (AV) and Ga-based wheel nanotubes 

(Ga10 and Ga18), with different channel diameters were utilized as model 1D systems. The inner 

diameters of AV, Ga10, and Ga18 nanotubes are 5.13 Å, 8.1 Å and 10.4 Å, respectively.  

Adsorption 

The Xe chemical shift anisotropy (CSA) spectral line-shape has been observed in AV 

nanotubes, whereas isotropic line-shapes have been exhibited in the Ga10 and Ga18 nanotubes. 

Anisotropic Xe NMR line-shapes in AV nanotubes can be characterized by an axially symmetric 

chemical shielding tensor, implying that the inner diameter of AV is on the same order of the van 

der Waals diameter of Xe atom. The sign inversion of the chemical shielding anisotropy with 
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increasing Xe occupancy in AV is well understood in terms of the competition between Xe-wall 

and Xe-Xe interactions which have opposite contributions to the shielding anisotropy. The 

isotropic Xe chemical shift is increased upon reducing the temperature in all three nanotube 

systems, which is the result of increasing the contribution of Xe-Xe interactions to the chemical 

shift tensor. Since the perpendicular component of the Xe chemical shielding tensor, σ⊥ , in AV 

nanotubes is most sensitive to Xe density and almost independent of temperature, it can be used 

to determine the Xe fractional occupancy θ  in AV nanotubes. The Xe chemical shifts were 

found to be almost independent of Xe pressures in Ga10 and Ga18 nanotubes at 25 oC, indicating 

that the Xe-wall interactions dominate the shielding in the gallic nanotubes. Since the channel 

diameters of Ga10 and Ga18 nanotubes are larger than that in AV nanotubes, and isotropic line-

shapes, rather than an anisotropic chemical shift powder pattern, as in AV, have been observed in 

gallic nanotubes, it can be concluded that Xe is less motionally restricted in the gallic wheel 

nanotubes. 

The Xe isosteric adsorption enthalpies ( ,aH θΔ ) in AV have been calculated at various Xe 

occupancies according to Clausius-Clapeyron equation. The increase in ,aH θΔ  with Xe 

occupancy is mainly attributed to the Xe-Xe interaction. The isosteric adsorption enthalpy of Xe 

in AV extracted to zero occupancy was determined to be -10 kJ/mol, which is consistent with the 

typical physiosorption process. Furthermore, the exchange constant ( a dK k k≡ ) of Xe in AV 

increased upon reducing the temperature, qualitatively implying the process of Xe adsorption in 

AV is more favorable at low temperature. However, the quantitative measurements of Xe 

adsorption enthalpy and exchange constant in AV were found to have large uncertainties, 

especially at high Xe occupancy. This could be due to the experimental errors of the Xe gas 

pressures in the gas handling system. The accuracy of the adsorption enthalpy and exchange 
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constant can be improved by using the pre-mixed Xe gas mixtures with accurately known Xe 

compositions.  

In addition, the 13C 1T  relaxation times in AV nanotubes have been determined by solid-

state inversion-recovery NMR experiments. The results show that the 13C of methyl groups on 

the channel interior, which is anticipated to be in direct dipolar contact with Xe in AV nanotubes, 

has short 1T  relaxation time (366 ± 76 ms). The methyl group 13C 1T  is expected to be increased 

when Xe atoms accumulate into the channels. This information can be a resource for the future 

hyperpolarized 129Xe →13C polarization transfer studies.  

Diffusion 

The selective continuous-flow saturation-recovery (CFSR) hyperpolarized 129Xe NMR 

experiments have been carried out to explore the tracer exchange of hyperpolarized gas in 1D 

nanotube systems. The magnetization kinetic models of single-file diffusion (SFD) and normal 

1D Fickian diffusion (ND) based on diffusion-limited Langmuir adsorption have been 

developed, and the quantitative expressions of magnetization recovery curves of SFD and ND 

have been presented. From the kinetic analysis of CFSR, Xe motion inside AV nanotubes clearly 

exhibited single-file diffusion behavior, especially at high Xe occupancy. The pre-factor terms of 

the saturation-recovery equations for SFD and ND , FC  and DC , have been derived, and were 

found to be depended mainly on temperature, diffusivity, and Xe occupancy. The θ -dependence 

of the experimentally measured coefficient CF in AV is in good qualitatively agreement with the 

theoretical expression. The techniques have been further applied to the gallic-wheel nanotube 

systems, Ga10 and Ga18 nanotubes, with internal diameters greater than AV nanotubes. As in the 

Xe/AV systems, Xe in 8.1 Å Ga10 nanotubes exhibited single-file diffusion behavior, whereas 

normal 1D diffusion of Xe in 10.4 Å Ga18 nanotubes was explicitly observed. The cross-over of 
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the time-scaling from SFD to ND by varying the channel inner diameters in 1D nanotube 

systems has been apparently observed by CFSR hyperpolarized 129Xe NMR. 

Recently, Takamizawa et al. have demonstrated the possibility to investigate the 

adsorptions of various guest adsorbates, such as water, Xe, CH4 and CCl4, in the 

tris(ethylenediamine) cobalt (III) chloride ([CoIII(en)3] Cl3) channels with inner diameter of 5.7 Å 

by single-crystal Xe-ray diffraction analysis.254 The channel architectures in the presence of gas 

adsorbates and the determination of positions of adsorbates inside the channels have been 

presented. The combination of CFSR and X-ray crystallography in the presence of gas molecules 

in nanotubes can provide a distinct understanding of dynamic processes in guest/host nanotube 

systems with variable size distributions.  

Exchange 

In order to understand the complete transport process of adsorbates in the nanotubes, gas 

exchange in the vicinity of channel openings has been systematically investigated by CFHP 2D-

EXSY. The exchange kinetic model based on diffusion-limited Langmuir adsorption has been 

proposed. The quantitative expressions for the mixing-time dependence of cross- and diagonal-

peak integrals have been derived, assuming excess Xe gas and long 129Xe 1T  relaxation time in 

the sample space. From the least-squares fits of the expressions to the CFHP 2D-EXSY datasets, 

the mean desorption rates of Xe ( dk ) in AV nanotubes was quantitatively determined. The dk

was shown to decrease with increasing Xe occupancy, which is in good agreement with the 

approximation of diffusion-limited Langmuir adsorption.  

The cross-peak intensities in 2D-EXSY were found to be strongly attenuated by the finite 

gas residence time in the sample space under the continuous-flow condition. The issue of how 

hyperpolarized NMR signal is affected by the gas flow rate has not been noticed until recently, 
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by us. We demonstrated that it is feasible to significantly enhance the cross-peak intensities 

represented gas exchange between adsorbed sites and gas phase in 2D-EXSY by momentarily 

interrupted the gas flow during the exchange time of 2D-EXSY pulse sequence. In AV 

nanotubes, a factor of ~60 signal enhancement of cross-peak intensities in IFHP-EXSY has be 

achieved, providing a greatly promising technique to probe slow exchange process by 

hyperpolarized 129Xe 2D-EXSY NMR. Furthermore, the mixing-time dependence of IFHP-

EXSY has been demonstrated in Ga10 nanotubes at room temperature. The corresponding 

magnetization exchange kinetic analysis of IFHP-EXSY in the 1m cTτ >  regime has been 

presented. However, the mean desorption rate in Ga10 nanotubes measured from 2D-EXSY in IF 

mode is about a factor of 2 to 7 greater than dk  in CF mode. It can be due to the factors such as 

diffusion, gas re-adsorption, or gas drift out of detection region which are not considered in the 

simplified kinetic model during the relatively longer exchange time in IFHP-EXSY. Further 

improvement can be made by refining the experiments in the aspect of preventing the 

hyperpolarized Xe gas drift out of the detection coil region during the duration of the gas 

interruption. 

In this dissertation, the fundamental aspects as well as the potential applications of 

hyperpolarized 129Xe NMR have been presented. This work gives access to a wide range of 

future utilizations in diverse fields of materials and biological sciences. The advantages 

presented herein, such as NMR sensitivity enhancement, the sensitivity to the local environment, 

capability to probe slow exchange process, and the possibility of time-resolved quantitatively 

kinetic measurements in 1D nanotube systems fulfill the requirements of investigations of the 

thermodynamics, chemical exchange and diffusions of guest/host chemistry. 
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APPENDIX A 
DERIVATION OF AVERAGE ZEEMAN ORDER IN NANOTUBE PHASE BY GAMMA 

FUNCTION IDENTITIES 

We start from the Eq. (4-14) in Chapter 4   

 ( )( )1
11

10

( ) 1 exp
L

zi d
zc d c

d c

I kI k T d z
L k T

τ τ−
−

⎡ ⎤= − − +⎣ ⎦+∫   (A-1) 

For simpfication, let ( ) 22 2 4/ /dk F z a rπ≈ → , where ( )2/a F π=  and 1
1cb T −= , and assume 

the long channel limit, where  ( )1/4a b L . Therefore, Eq. (A-1) can be rewritten 
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4

4
4

0

/( ) 1 exp /
/

zi
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I a rI a r b dr
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Evaluate the integration in Eq. (A-2) 
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 (A-3) 

where the regulatized gamma functions are defined as 

 ( ) ( ) ( ), ,P c x c x cγ≡ Γ  (A-4) 

 ( ) ( ) ( ), ,Q c x c x c≡ Γ Γ  (A-5) 

 ( , ) ( , ) 1P c x Q c x+ ≡  (A-6) 
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From the identity for the gamma function,  
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Thus, Eq. (A-2) yields 
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where the incomplete gamma funciton is ( ) 1

0

,
x

c tc x t e dtγ − −≡ ∫ . To substitude the variable from τ  

to u in Eq. (A-8), we assume ubτ = ; thus, d bduτ =  
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Plugging ( )2/a F π=  and 1
1cb T −=  into Eq. (A-9) yields 
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Finally, Eq. (4-15) is obtained 
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APPENDIX B 
MATRIX FORMULATION FOR TWO-SITE EXCHANGE SYSTEM 

As discussed in Section 6.1, the mτ - dependence of diagonal- and cross-peak intensities 

can be solved by the matrix representation. Here we take an example of time dependences of 

cross-peak intensities in the limit of 1m cTτ >  (Section 8.3). The rate equations of magentizations 

in gas and nanotube phase under interrupted-flow condition are  

 g c
d g d c

g

dM nk M k M
dt n

θ
= − +  (B-1) 
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c c c
d g d c

g c

dM n Mk M k M
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The identical matrix representation of the rate equations is  
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Eq. (B-3) can be rewritten as 

 ( ) ( ) ( )exp 0m mτ τℑ = −ℜ ℑ  (B-5) 

ℑ  is a matrix which contains information of diagonal and cross-peak intensities in 2D-EXSY. 

The solution to Eq. (B-5) can be performed according the eigenvalue-eigenvector method.58  

 ( ) [ ] ( )1exp 0m mX D Xτ τ −ℑ = ⋅ − ⋅ ⋅ℑ  (B-6) 
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where D is a diagonal matrix with eigenvalues of ℜ . The X and its inverse 1X − are eigenvectors 

of ℜ . Solving Eq. (B-6), the integrated intensities of cross peaks can be obtained: 
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In the assumption of excess gases in the sample space, 1c
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